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Abstract
Advances in peer-to-peer overlay networks and Semantic Web technol-
ogy will have a substantial influence on the design and implementation of
future digital libraries. However, it remains unclear how best to combine
their advantages in constructing digital library systems. This thesis is
devoted for investigating, proposing and evaluating possible solutions to
advance developments in this field.
The main research goal of this work is to combine the strengths of both
peer-to-peer overlay networks and Semantic Web for facilitating semantic
searches in large-scale distributed digital library systems. The approach
has been conducted in a sequential and progressive manner. Firstly, we
recognize system infrastructure and metadata heterogeneity as two ma-
jor challenges in conducting semantic searching across distributed digital
libraries. Next, we investigate the strengths and weaknesses of both peer-
to-peer and Semantic Web technology and justify that these two fields are
complementary and can be combined in conducting semantic searches in
a large-scale distributed environment. Thirdly, due to various topologies,
functionalities and limitations different peer-to-peer infrastructures may
possess, we survey current classical peer-to-peer systems so as to facilitate
determinating appropriate infrastructure for specific application scenario.
Fourthly, we probe into approaches in generating ontology-enriched meta-
data records for semantic search purpose. Finally and most importantly,
we will propose a semantic search process for interoperation among het-
erogeneous resources, basing on ontology mapping mechanism.
A major contribution expected in our work is, in a broader term,
proposing and investigating possible solutions in combining the strengths
of both peer-to-peer overlay networks and Semantic Web for facilitating
semantic search among highly distributed digital libraries. From a spe-
cific perspective, we provide an appropriate benchmark for facilitating
decision making in choosing appropriate peer-to-peer networks for digital
library construction; especially, we consider in this work no global schema
exists and further justify the feasibility and advantages of ontology engi-
neering method in semantic enriched metadata management; to support
federated search in such a distributed environment, we also propose an
extended super-peer network model, emphasizing in load-balancing and
self-organizing capabilities; Based on semantic enriched metadata manage-
ment, we propose also direct ontology mapping method to enable runtime
semantic search process. Evaluation results have illustrated the feasibility
ii
and robustness of our approaches.
The future direction of this work includes studies on user authentica-
tion, efficient ontology parsing and real-life applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The topic of this thesis is to investigate how to best combine Peer-to-
Peer(P2P) and Semantic Web technologies for semantic searching across
largely distributed and heterogeneous digital libraries. The major research
tasks involved are to apply appropriate infrastructure for specific digital
library system construction, to enrich metadata records with ontologies
and enable semantic searching upon such system infrastructure. The “se-
mantic search” in this thesis is a specialized functionality that discovers,
analyzes and interoperate semantically related metadata records dispersed
in different collections in a digital library system. In this chapter, we are to
present the motivation and objectives of our work, the research questions
and contributions, and as well as the organization of this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
The motivation behind this research comes in a broad way from the recog-
nized tendency of building the digital library systems of the future allowing
users to access collections in various forms at any time, from anywhere,
and in an efficient and effective way. Due to that the number of pub-
licly available digital libraries is increasing sharply and they are in fact
managed by many independent organizations on different topics and for
different user preferences, few libraries have more than a small percentage
of the collections that users might want. Therefore, one significant effect is
that users have to explore different collections and services for appropriate
information.
Many approaches have been conducted to weave mutually interested
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digital libraries together in a coherent way so as to provide a ’one-stop’
service for users. For example, federated digital libraries [13, 14] for pro-
viding interoperability among their members; union catalogs for exposing
library holdings to be openly accessible; and Simple Digital Library Inter-
operability Protocol (SDLIP) in Stanford which works as a ’search middle-
ware’ for integrating heterogeneous digital libraries. These solutions can
be regarded as a centralized solution to some extent, because they need a
centralized server to administrate or organize participating libraries.
However, such client/server architectures come along with some con-
straints [15] as well. First, all clients depend heavily on servers. That
is, servers are responsible for a centralized control of whole system. Such
an architecture may not scale well since servers may easily become bot-
tleneck when too many user queries flood in. Second, many libraries are
in practice independent or at least loosely coupled. That is, a degree of
autonomy is required in such systems, which may then not be able to join
such a federated network. It is easy to understand this point since their
first duty is to cater for the users in the local community and sharing their
resources with other communities will always come next.
As opposed to the client/server architecture, a more dynamic and
scalable architecture, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network, becomes an
alternative to reduce the dependency on the server and the centraliza-
tion of control from servers. P2P-based architecture holds many promises
over client/server architecture and alleviates the aforementioned problems
somehow. In a P2P system, nodes typically connect to a small set of ran-
dom nodes (their neighbors) in order to fulfill a task, such as file searching
or service discovery. Consequently, it can scale up easily at user’s will. It
also alleviates the bottleneck problem since P2P systems can work without
any centralized server at all. In addition, P2P network helps increase sys-
tem accessibility, such as distributing query processing tasks to multiple
computing nodes. Hence, a study over various kinds of P2P architecture
models is worthwhile for how and to what extent they can be integrated
into digital library system constructions.
The P2P infrastructure solves partially our intention to access digital
libraries freely, but it does not deal with any heterogeneity issues in li-
brary collections dispersed in such a distributed environment. Firstly and
clearly, it is impractical for library developers to force all participating
libraries conform to certain standards in syntax, structure, and semantics,
because of diversities in application profiles, users’ requirements, types of
collections and depth of descriptions. Basically, the spectrum of hetero-
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geneity, according to Ouksel and Sheth [16], may exist in system infras-
tructure, abstract syntax, information structure and semantics. Syntactic
and structural heterogeneities are encompassing issues in handling, ex-
change and combining of metadata records properly, with special regard
to formats, encodings, properties, data types and so forth [17]. Many
sophisticated solutions to syntactic and structural issues have been well
reported (c.f. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]) although there are still some dif-
ficulties in association with the structure of terminology as stressed in
[24]. So, throughout this thesis we will mainly focus on the issue of se-
mantic interoperability which is significant and inevitable if we want to
move on to solve all heterogeneity problems. In our context, discrepancies
in semantics, or simply semantic heterogeneities result from the seman-
tic conflicts in terms, phrases, and context, which are adapted in different
metadata schemas expressed in various ways. In order to explicate the con-
tents, essential properties, and relationships between metadata elements,
a widely accepted method is to apply the Semantic Web [25] and Ontol-
ogy [26] technologies. The Semantic Web technologies brought forward
by Tim Berners-Lee, have opened up knowledges in Web pages by enrich-
ing their content with semantic meta-information that can be processed
by inference-enable applications. Ontologies are used to clarify relations
between ambiguous concepts so as to discover common meanings shared
by different documents. One simple example is interrelating two meta-
data terms author and creator used to annotate in bibliographic records.
If referring to Dublin Core [9], author should be subsumed by creator.
Currently, empowering ontologies with rule inferencing functionality
has also become a hot spot in the Semantic Web research [27]. In fact,
inferential rules are a major issue in further developing intelligent ap-
plications in the Semantic Web (c.f. [28]). On one hand, they can be
used in ontology languages, either in conjunction with or as an alterna-
tive to description logics. On the other hand, they will act as a means
to draw inferences, to express constraints, to specify policies, to react to
events/changes and to transform data. In practical digital library appli-
cations, although there are approaches adopting ontology-based approach
to enhance precision in accessing local specific collections [29, 30, 31],
little research has been conducted so far in interoperability between het-
erogeneous metadata schemas so as to facilitate searching in distributed
environment.
In summary, the P2P overlay network and the Semantic Web tech-
nologies are to have substantial effects on design and implementation of
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Figure 1.1: Combining Semantic Web and P2P for Digital Libraries
future digital libraries. Technological advances in these areas have made
several new possibilities and challenges apparent. It also triggers the mo-
tivations for the work we are to present in this thesis. We illustrate our
standing point in the holistic research picture in Figure 1.1. In a more
specific way, that is: applying appropriate P2P overlay network to obtain
a new communication infrastructure for interlinking autonomous digital
library systems; using ontologies, instead of simply metadata mapping
to process terminological relationships between terms across ontologies;
and additionally adopting inferential rules to explicate more complex se-
mantic relations between different ontologies. Such integrated approach
is expected to result in an articulation or linkage between library sys-
tems from both the systematic and semantic perspectives which further
facilitate searching across federated digital libraries.
1.2 Research Questions
With respect to the listed scientific challenges above, the main research
question that this thesis attempts to answer is: How and to what extent
a P2P architecture extended with semantic technologies can enable search
of the same quality as if the system was one centralized library? Chal-
lenges related to this question may involve various issues, such as resource
discovery, information storage, organization and searching, and interoper-
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ability in digital libraries [32]. In order to narrow the research scope, we
have specified and decomposed the research question into three subtasks
as follows:
• How suitable are various P2P infrastructures in decentralized digital
library solutions? As mentioned previously, quite a few P2P overlay
networks have emerged in various applications, covering different
application domains (e.g. file sharing, distributed computing and
distributed search), having different requirements (e.g. autonomy)
and embodying different functionalities(e.g. simple keyword-based
search, semantic search). Although some P2P-based applications
have appeared in digital library community [33] [34] [35], there is
not a benchmark or guideline for digital library developers to de-
termine suitable P2P infrastructure for their specific usages. Often
a P2P infrastructure successfully implemented in one digital library
system might not be suitable in others. Therefore, it is necessary to
compare typical P2P infrastructures and exploit their adaptabilities
for digital library applications.
• What kind of metadata interoperation/integration method should be
adopted in P2P-based digital library systems? When conducting
search over P2P-based digital libraries, it is normal to have libraries
created in distinct or overlapping metadata schemas. It is thus
difficult to access corresponding collections in these libraries even
if they are open for incoming queries. Hence, an extra step of
metadata mapping is necessary for bridging relations between rel-
evant metadata elements. Generally, there can be two branches of
approaches for integrating heterogeneous information, namely, the
global schema based and direct mapping based approaches. From
the theoretic perspective, it is possible to apply both of these meth-
ods in P2P-based libraries. However, which method is more suitable
in what kind of situation in P2P-based communication is not very
clear. In this thesis, we are to investigate this issue from several
perspectives, such as frequencies of peer’s joining/leaving in P2P
systems, availability of cache, documents’ popularity and P2P ty-
pologies which may be adopted in different situations.
• How suitable semantic technologies (ie. ontologies and inference
mechanisms) are in elicitating implicit semantic relations between
schemas and supporting search? Recent approaches seem fairly
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promising in automatically deducing relations between relevant records
via description logics-based [5] ontology languages, such as OIL,
DAML+OIL, and OWL. Such an approach has some problems in
expressing more complex and important relations, eg. user de-
fined rules. More advanced approaches, such as logic-based reason-
ing, can also be adopted to establish correspondences between con-
cepts/properties. If one could have an inference engine seamlessly
integrated with normal ontology languages, possibly more implicit
relations may be derived. However, it remains unclear whether it is
worth to integrate inferential rules in P2P-based systems where rule
inferencing is expensive to conduct. In this thesis, we are to study
the cost and benefit of adopting ontologies and inference mechanisms
in supporting search.
Beyond these, there are also many other critical but less relevant re-
search questions, such as storage and query processing. These topics will
not be covered in this thesis although they are often highly concerned in
building P2P systems.
1.3 Objectives
The research goal of this work is how semantic technologies and P2P
infrastructures can solve the problems in distributed digital libraries from
the search perspective. Note that the focus of our work is to enable search,
instead of the search process itself. In this thesis we assume that a standard
search engine is available and query reformulations will depend heavily on
such search engine. More specifically, the objectives are decomposed into:
• explore and understand the requirements for rendering semantic
search in P2P networks;
• investigate from a search perspective possible P2P infrastructures for
constructing decentralized digital libraries where no global schema
exists;
• investigate how the semantic technologies can be used for elicitating
additional semantics from existing resources;
• analyze the implementation results, and evaluate the feasibility of
our approaches in enabling search in P2P-based digital libraries.
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Among the above listed objectives, the key focus of this work is for
enabling searching across heterogeneous metadata records dispersed in the
P2P network. Given the immature nature of the P2P network, a consid-
erable work is needed to survey the strengths and weaknesses of current
available P2P systems. Additionally, a special mechanism is required to
handle interoperation between heterogeneous metadata schemas so as to
interlink dispersed records together.
1.4 Approach
An overview of the research activities in this thesis is as follows.
• Extensive review on the Semantic Web and P2P technologies:
Due to the multi-disciplinary nature of this work (i.e., digital li-
brary, P2P and the Semantic Web), the spectrum of literature is
rather wide. After narrowing the scope, we focus on metadata in-
teroperability, P2P architecture model and ontology engineering. A
clear understanding is required on the strengths and weaknesses of
the Semantic Web and P2P technologies.
• Proposing benchmarks for choosing appropriate P2P infrastructures
for specific digital library applications:
it includes investigating typical current P2P systems and corre-
sponding infrastructures. Descriptive analyses on these systems
should be conducted and special considerations on their adaptabili-
ties to distributed digital library construction will be investigated.
• Researches on metadata integration strategies:
it includes the investigation of related works and approaches in meta-
data interoperation. In our setting, special consideration is on how
to cope with the dynamic nature of P2P-based communication where
there is no central management, or administration. In other words,
our work focuses on generic domain instead of specific ones.
• A general framework for generating semantically enriched resources:
it consists of applying the Semantic Web technologies to evolve con-
ventional metadata mapping to ontological knowledge level mapping
and interoperation. Particularly, rule-based logic reasoning will be
studied in explicating implicit relationships among heterogeneous
resources.
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• Prototype design and implementation:
it concerns the design of a prototype system for semantic search
framework, in order to verify that our proposed approach is an appli-
cable solution. Note that prototype implementation is for proof-of-
concept purpose, rather than fulfilling all functionalities mentioned
in this thesis.
• Evaluation:
It includes evaluating tentative P2P overlay networks in term of their
applicability in dynamic and scalable digital libraries. In addition,
evaluation is also needed for testing ontology mapping method which
is critical in achieving run-time semantic search.
1.5 Major Contributions
A major contribution expected in our work is, in a broader term, propos-
ing and investigating possible solutions in combining the strengths of both
peer-to-peer overlay networks and Semantic Web for facilitating seman-
tic searches in large-scale distributed digital libraries. Specifically, the
following contributions have been achieved in this thesis:
1. Providing appropriate benchmarks for facilitating decision making
in choosing appropriate peer-to-peer networks for digital library con-
struction. To support federated search in such a distributed envi-
ronment, we also propose an extended super-peer network model,
emphasizing in load-balancing and self-organizing capabilities.
2. Proposing a P2P-based semantic search framework where no global
schema exists. We further justify the feasibility and advantages of
ontology engineering method in semantic enriched metadata man-
agement.
3. Applying ontology engineering methodology in metadata integration
and developing a ontology mapping component for this work. Eval-
uation results justify that our design and mechanism can achieve
reasonable response time with satisfactory precision.
4. Developing a prototype application for enabling semantic search over
distributed digital libraries.
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1.6 Thesis Outline
The remaining of this thesis is laid out as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the major characteristics of digital library
systems and commonly used search protocols and methods in digital
libraries. This chapter further discusses challenges in conducting
distributed information search in digital libraries, mainly in aspects
of system infrastructure and semantic interoperability.
• Chapter 3 introduces general P2P models and typical P2P systems
and discusses the reasons why research in P2P networks is important
to digital library community. Advantages and disadvantages of P2P
networks will be presented in this chapters as well.
• Chapter 4 summarizes P2P system models and proposes a bench-
mark, helping determining appropriate P2P infrastructures for dig-
ital library constructions under specific requirements. An enhanced
super-peer model will be proposed for supporting our federated search-
ing requirement. Evaluations are to be conducted to justify the
proposals.
• Chapter 5 presents current approaches in metadata interoperation
methods in aspects of structure, syntax and semantics. The need
for explicit semantic will be justified.
• Chapter 6 revisits the challenges in digital libraries, introduces
benefits of applying Semantic Web technologies for processing ‘se-
mantics’ and justifies its importance in addressing semantic inter-
operation problems. Description Logics will be introduced, with a
special intention for justifying that logic-based reasoning is useful in
explicating complex relations.
• Chapter 7 describes an abstract model for employing domain spe-
cific ontologies to bridge the heterogeneities in various metadata
schemas. A general process is to be presented for creating ontologi-
cal knowledge sources. Different approaches on ontology interoper-
ation will be described and compared as well, especially in concern
of dynamic P2P computing scenarios.
• Chapter 8 presents a semantic search process for interoperation
among heterogeneous ontologies in distributed environment - which
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is the critical issue to conduct semantic search in P2P scenarios.
Evaluation is to be conducted as well in this chapter.
• Chapter 9 describes a prototype system, illustrating the feasibil-
ity of conducting semantic search in a super-peer based digital li-
brary. System architecture, components and functionalities will be
presented as well in this chapter.
• Chapter 10 concludes this work with a summary of major contri-
butions, limitations and future work.
Chapter 2
Digital Libraries
2.1 Defining Digital Library
Digital Libraries (DL) have seen a significant increase in use over past sev-
eral decades across multiple research domains. The term digital libraries
itself has thus a variety of potential meanings, ranging from a digitized col-
lection of material that one might find in a traditional library through to
the collection of all digital information along with the services that make
that information useful to all possible users (e.g. Internet search engines,
library systems) [36]. Such a variety leads to many definitions, instead
of a commonly accepted one, for digital libraries emphasizing different
aspects. Waters [37] provides a working definition for digital libraries:
Digital libraries are organizations that provide the resources, in-
cluding the specialized staff, to select, structure, offer intellectual
access to, interpret, distribute, preserve the integrity of, and en-
sure the persistence over time of collections of digital works so
that they are readily and economically available for use by a de-
fined community or set of communities.
In a more precise way, Borgman [38] describes DL as follows:
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Digital libraries are a set of electronic resources and associated
technical capabilities for creating, searching and using informa-
tion. In this sense they are an extension and enhancement of
information storage and retrieval systems that manipulate digi-
tal data in any medium (text, images, sounds; static or dynamic
images) and exist in distributed networks. The content of digital
libraries includes data, metadata that describe various aspects
of the data (e.g., representation, creator, owner, reproduction
rights), and metadata that consist of links or relationships to
other data or metadata, whether internal or external to the dig-
ital library.
Essentially, distinct views on digital libraries can be drawn out since
they involve not only database and networking technologies, but also user
preferences, languages and knowledge representation. In order to have a
consistent form and clear conceptualization, we conform the definitions of
“Digital Library”, “Digital Library System”, and “Digital Library Man-
agement System” to the Reference Model for Digital Library Management
Systems [39].
Definition 2.1 Digital Library (DL):A (potentially virtual) organization
that comprehensively collects, manages, and preserves for the long term
rich digital content and offers to its user communities specialized function-
ality on that content, of measurable quality, and according to prescribed
policies.
Definition 2.2 Digital Library System (DLS): A software system that is
based on a (potentially distributed) architecture and provides all function-
ality that is required by a particular Digital Library. Users interact with a
Digital Library through the corresponding Digital Library System.
Definition 2.3 Digital Library System (DLMS): A generic software sys-
tem that provides the appropriate software infrastructure to both (i) pro-
duce a basic Digital Library System that incorporates all functionality that
is considered foundational for Digital Libraries and (ii) integrate addi-
tional software offering more refined, specialized, or advanced functional-
ity. An intrinsic part of DLMS functionality is related to administrative
services that are used to choose the appropriate subset of its functionality,
e.g., through relevant parameters of its components, and then (potentially
(semi-)automatically) install, deploy, and (re)configure a Digital Library
System.
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We assume throughout this thesis that digital library systems exist in
distributed environments. We then focus particularly on the problem of
searching across distributed digital libraries using heterogeneous metadata
schemas, which narrows our research scope to the management layer in-
stead of the whole complicated framework. In this context, the following
selected characteristics are important:
• Many digital libraries reside in a distributed and open environment
into which individual libraries can be easily plugged. This may result
in the ever-growing number of digital libraries and scalability will
be supported in the entire digital library system.
• Each participating digital library is self-independent, which is differ-
ent from the functionality of the ones in client/server infrastructure.
In another word, all digital libraries in a cooperative system are es-
sentially autonomous and can provide services to local users even
if disconnected from such a system. Therefore, particular effort is
needed to investigate specific networking infrastructure upon which
largely independent digital libraries can cooperate.
• Relevant information can be found across multiple sources, such as a
library catalog, a digital library repository and abstracting/indexing
databases. Obviously, these collections can be physically isolated
and thus queries have to be rendered over multiple sources.
• Given the non-monolithic nature of digital libraries, metadata must
be correlated before answering heterogeneous requests. In addition
to the approach to metadata interoperation per se, specific infras-
tructure should be built to facilitate both the development and op-
eration of an interoperable system.
2.2 Concepts in Digital Library
The ’digital’ characteristic of digital libraries increases the accessibility of
the content to the user. Subject to the physical constraints of weight and
distance in the traditional library, most physical items are organized in
collections. These items are considered as digital objects which are gener-
ally described by metadata in digital libraries. Identities may also be used
in metadata records so as to facilitate operations, such as acquiring, dis-
covering and selecting digital objects. Throughout this thesis, we use also
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the term information resources to indicate total means, such as metadata
schemas and digital objects in digital library systems.
This section is devoted to introduce these basic but important concepts
which will be used throughout this thesis, thus it is not trivial to clarify
the corresponding meanings here.
2.2.1 Digital Object
For consistent and precise purpose, we use in this thesis the interpretation
of digital objects in the Handle system [40].
A digital object has a machine and platform independent structure that
allows it to be identified, accessed and protected, as appropriate. A
digital object may incorporate not only informational elements, i.e., a
digitized version of a paper, movie or sound recording, but also the
unique identifier of the digital object and other metadata about the digital
object. The metadata may include restrictions on access to digital
objects, notices of ownership, and identifiers for licensing agreements, if
appropriate.
2.2.2 Collection
In a certain sense, often libraries are regarded as a synonym of their col-
lections. In fact, collection changes the ways of looking for information,
selecting ’materials’ and accessing materials. Generally, library collections
serve four basic purposes [41]:
• Preservation: keeping materials for the future, as they may be un-
available if not collected at the time of their creation.
• Dispensing: providing access to their contents
• Bibliographic: identifying what exists on a topic
• Symbolic: conferring status and prestige on the institution
However, with the advent of digital and hybrid collections, these pur-
poses are updated or at least extended with new dimensions. Digital
collection is defined as a collection of virtual, digital and multimedia infor-
mation resources. That is, a digital collection can be considered to contain
multiple collections if it is able to access to remote digital libraries on be-
half of its user community. As a result, such extension brings complexities
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in collection management, such as “when libraries rely on cooperatively
maintained digital libraries of metadata to determine what exists, where
it exists, how to acquire access to it, and who is responsible for biblio-
graphic control?” [42] (chapter 7). From this comment, obviously it can
be seen that concerns are expanded to a ’group’ level collection manage-
ment, rather than viewing individual library collections as a sole actor in
digital library applications. Digital artifacts may exist in a variety of dig-
ital collections in distinct formats so as to meet the requirements of their
user communities, therefore cooperative agreements must be reached be-
fore acquiring digital objects on demand. In this thesis, one of our major
tasks is to ”collect” semantically related digital objects resided in multiple
digital collections in diverse formats.
2.2.3 Metadata
There are multiple interpretations for metadata from simple ones, like
“data about data”, “any statement about an information resource”, to
analyzable ones, such as “the value-added information which documents
the administrative, descriptive, preservation, technical and usage history
and characteristics associated with resources” [43]. Because of the im-
portance of metadata throughout the thesis, we study metadata from the
aspects of purpose, role and usage respectively.
Purposes of Metadata
Due to various application scenarios, different library builders and users
may have different objectives in applying metadata. In Figure 2.1, we
illustrates some important ’purposes’ for applying metadata [44, 45, 46,
47].
As shown in Figure 2.1, users can apply metadata to find, identify, se-
lect, obtain access, reuse and even navigate digital/physical entities. Some
specific examples are: searching in a context for all documents on a given
subject; identifying that an article sought by the user is from a prestige
conference; selecting a collection of video clips that complement a specific
textual document; and accessing a portal of copyright-protected journal
articles. Moreover, metadata can be used to manage content and is essen-
tial to standardization. These functionalities enable recording information
that will support future preservation activities and as well promote greater
interoperability between heterogeneous metadata records.
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Figure 2.1: The Multiple Purposes of Using Metadata.
In this thesis, we focus mainly on using metadata to facilitate discover-
ing semantically related resources instead of managing metadata records,
and may ignore other issues to which it may legitimately be put, such as
aforementioned preserving metadata in digital libraries. Thus, the pur-
pose of applying metadata in our concern is more biased on facilitating
and improving the retrieval of information. According to the definitions
in the Information Retrieval (IR) theory, if too few relevant records are
retrieved, we may have less recall; and if we are flooded by too many irrel-
evant results, we have poor precision. In fact, when users send queries to
Google-alike search engines which largely adapt IR technologies, they may
easily get very low precision (eg. “Tiger in Woods” vs “Tiger Woods”).
The inverted index created by the search engines are generally statisti-
cal results which actually do not distinguish between documents having
keywords as significant and incidental terms respectively. Metadata can
help improve the precision in this concern by creating ‘data’ about the
major content of the information resource, therefore it narrows down our
searches onto collections which regard the keywords as important terms.
For example, we could retrieve just those resources where “White” is the
name of the author, without retrieving resources about “white house” or
palette color. Metadata can also help enhance search recall by supporting
retrieval of non-textual information in addition to textual documents. For
example, images, audio, and PowerPoint slides can be retrieved if they are
annotated by corresponding metadata.
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Roles of Metadata
No single type of metadata can suit every such application, every type of
digital object, and every community of users. Many literatures [7, 48] have
discussed different roles of metadata and we summarize them as follows.
• Content Independent Metadata: This type of metadata does not de-
scribe any content information of documents, but it is still helpful
for identifying documents. For example, ’publication-date’ and ’sat-
uration’ used to capture the vividness of hue of a picture.
• Content Dependent Metadata: This type of metadata captures the
content of the document it expresses. Examples are ’page range’ of
journal articles, ’rights’ for accessing a document, and ’subject’ in a
play.
– Structural metadata: it indicates how compound objects are
put together, for example, how pages are ordered to form chap-
ters.
– Administrative metadata: it provides information to help man-
age a resource, such as when and how it was created, file type
and other technical information, and who can access it.
– Descriptive metadata: it describes a resource for purposes such
as discovery and identification. It can include elements such as
title, abstract, author, and keywords, etc. which can be divided
into two sub-categories.
∗ Domain Independent Metadata: They capture informa-
tion presented in the document independent of the appli-
cation domain. One example is the document type which
can be HTML, XML, RDF or OWL files.
∗ Domain Specific Metadata: They are highly associated
with the specific content to the application domain. Thus
controlled vocabulary, thesauri and ontologies[26] very im-
portant in this case as the terms have to chosen in a do-
main specific manner. Examples are ’relational databases
and ’large text archives’ in ACM Computing Classification
System [49] which is from the computer science domain.
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Use of Metadata
A classical example of using metadata is a library catalog card, which
contains data about the contents and location of a book: It is data about
the data in the book referred to by the card. Broadly speaking, use of
metadata is to associate metadata with digital objects in digital libraries,
such as indicating the ’source’ or ’author’ of described digital objects,
and the ’type’ and the ’rights’ of how it should be accessed. To be more
systematic, the methods of applying metadata can be divided into three
categories [50]:
• Firstly, metadata information is directly embedded within the doc-
ument itself. For instance, META tags in a HTML file are used to
indicate metadata information and assigned in the HEAD part of
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documents. From the theo-
retic perspective, such metadata information can be harvested au-
tomatically by web crawlers. Unfortunately, due to performance
issue, most search engines which sending out the crawlers do not in
practice extract META tags.
• As to the second method, metadata are maintained as an indepen-
dent part which is attached to original resources. If one conducts
a request, such a metadata record will be transferred back to him
together with the resource. Intuitively, extra overhead must be con-
sidered in keeping a more complex data structure to accommodate
metadata information and parser function to parse metadata during
the transformation.
• Finally, metadata can also be stored physically apart from digital
objects. Basically, library catalog cards can be categorized into this
method. In current approaches, it becomes more and more common
that metadata information maintained in a separated medium, such
as an independent XML file or a third-party database. In our work,
we consider only this type of metadata collection as well.
Due to the flexibility in associating metadata to resources, it easily
leads to a hassle of applying meaningful metadata schemas. In a large scale
application, often a significant number of communities may get involved.
Similar or relevant digital objects can be annotated by different metadata
schemas. In such a case, relationships between similar digital objects may
never be exposed because there is not a mechanism to interrelate them.
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Therefore, extra mechanisms, such as mapping, are needed to describe
these relations which can be further processed to enable interoperation.
We will come back to this issue in Chapter 5.
2.2.4 Identity
Libraries want to share content; publishers want to sell it. Museums
strive to preserve culture, and artists to create it. Musicians compose and
perform, but must license and collect. Users want access, regardless of
where or how content is held [51]. One of the features that all of these
stakeholders (and more) share is the need to have identity. The terms, such
as “identifier” or “handler”, are used to identify content and its owner,
and to be able to share this information in a reliable ways that make it
easier to find. Many different identifier schemes are available in both of the
digital and physical libraries. For examples, the ISBN, a unique machine-
readable identification number, has been used for 30 plus years and has
159 official members with the intention to mark any book unmistakably.
As to identify periodical publications, an eight-digit number International
Standard Serial Number (ISSN) [52] can then be used. In addition, this
Serial Item and Contribution Identifier (SICI) standard defines a variable
length code that will provide unique identification of serial items (e.g.,
issues) and the contributions (e.g., articles) contained in a serial 1 title
[53].
Especially, in the networked digital library environment, identity is
increasingly indispensable to enable persistent, reliable and location inde-
pendent systems. Typical examples are: Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
[54], Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) [55], and URL/URN/URI [56]
which stand for Uniform Resource Locator, Uniform Resource Names and
Uniform Resource Identifiers respectively. The relations among “URI,
URL, and URN” are clarified by the eventual URI Standard (RFC3986)
[57] [58]:
1Serial may include periodicals, newspapers, annual works, reports, journals, pro-
ceedings, transactions and the like of societies and other corporate entities such as
conferences, and numbered monographic series.
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A URI can be further classified as a locator, a name, or both.
The term “Uniform Resource Locator” (URL) refers to a subset
of URIs that, in addition to identifying a resource, provides a
means of locating the resource by describing its primary access
mechanism (e.g., its network “location”). The term “Uniform
Resource Name” (URN) has been used historically to refer to
both URIs under the “urn” scheme [59], which are required to
remain globally unique and persistent even when the resource
ceases to exist or becomes unavailable, and to any other URI
with the properties of a name.
URI is first initiated by W3C and used as pointers to help users ma-
nipulating, imaging and finding their way in such a space. Some concrete
examples are:
• mailto:Hao.Ding@idi.ntnu.no
• ftp://ftp.idi.ntnu.no
• http://www.idi.ntnu.no/index.php
• urn:oasis:names:specification:docbook:dtd:xml:4.1.2
The DOI is the outgrowth of a program for enabling management of
copyrighted materials in an electronic environment [54]. Resolution of the
DOI uses the Handle System [40], which offers the necessary functionality
for open applications. As contrast to URIs which designate a location
at which an instance is held, DOI allows the designation of instantial
entities directly. A wider vision in DOI is to reduce the need for interop-
erable metadata by regarding each DOI instance as “just” a single-point
resolution routing system, which holds any related information within a
“proprietary” institution, such as a website. For example, two entities
(i.e., items), a printed article and a PDF file, generated from a published
article (i.e., manifestation) can be related by pre-defined identifiers.
A UUID is generally a 128 bit number assigned to any object which is
guaranteed to be unique. The mechanism used to guarantee the unique-
ness is through combinations of hardware addresses, time stamps and
random seeds [55]. UUIDs require no central registration process and are
fully compatible with the URN syntax.
Processing metadata information via unique identifiers saves our time
in resorting to physical inspection of the items being requested. Most
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digital library systems have used identifiers in annotating, storing, ex-
changing and reusing digital objects. It may alleviate metadata inter-
operability problem by holding relevant information together under one
specific identifier, but a potentially infinite number of metadata associated
with an identifier may be an impossible task. Moreover, identifiers will
not consider how to inter-relate semantically relevant entities which do
not belong to a common ancestral ’work’ (i.e. according to the concepts
in FRBR[46]).
2.3 Instances of Metadata Standards
2.3.1 MARC
MARC, which stands for MAchine Readable Cataloging, is the set of rules
used by libraries for establishing a computer based catalog. Herein, “Ma-
chine Readable” means that one particular type of machine can read and
interpret the data in the cataloging record, while “Cataloging” means
that a bibliographic record traditionally shown on a catalog card. Led by
Library of Congress2, MARC is probably the most widely adopted com-
munications standard for ’exchanging bibliographic, holdings, and other
data’ between libraries[60]. An example of MARC record is shown as fol-
lows: Generally, a MARC record includes: 1) a description of the item, 2)
main entry and added entries, 3) subject headings, and 4) the classification
or call number [61]. Often MARC records contain much additional infor-
mation. In Figure 2.2, the 3-digit tags mark bibliographic fields, e.g., ’100’
and ’245’, which stand for personal name main entry and title information
respectively. Most fields can be subdivided into subfields (normally low-
ercase letters) representing more detailed information[62]. For example,
The MARC record in Figure 2.2 uses ’260’, ’$a’, ’$b’ and ’$c’ to indicate
the ’publication area’, with detailed information in ’place of publication’,
’name of publisher’, and ’date of publication’.
2.3.2 Dublin Core
In order to cope with a broad spectrum of applications that are emerging
on the Web, a set of simple metadata standard is expected to be able to de-
scribe cross-domain information resources. The particular requirement on
simplicity is due to the cost and infeasibility to use complicated metadata
2http://www.loc.gov/marc/
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020 $a0-7456-3478-8
080uk$a655.41:004
082kj$a070.5797
082xd$a070.5
087ns$afa3827 082 070.5730941 083 Fa:10
100 $aThompson, John B.
245 $aBooks in the digital age
$bthe transformation of academic and higher education publishing...
$cJohn B. Thompson
260 $aCambridge
$bPolity Press
$c2005
300 $a468 s.
Figure 2.2: A MARC record (partial), generated from BIBSYS[1]
sets, e.g., MARC. Actually, there are 999 possible MARC tags, so it re-
quires not only time, but also professional knowledge to develop metadata
records. The Dublin Core metadata element set is invented under such
background, with missions of cross-domain discovery, metadata interoper-
ation and facilitating the development of community or discipline-specific
metadata sets[63]. Actually, after 10 years development, the Dublin Core
has become the de facto standard for cross-domain resource discovery
metadata on the Web. The Dublin Core metadata elements(DCME) are
summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 is depicted in two columns with elements(i.e. simplified
dublin core) and corresponding refining elements (i.e. qualified dublin
core). One exception is the element audience which is not in the original
15 elements, but has a recommended refining element mediator.
The success of the Dublin Core metadata set is greatly due to its sim-
plicity and easy adaptability. More precisely, as remarked in [64], “it is a
small language for making a particular class of statements about resources.
Like natural languages, it has a vocabulary of word-like terms, the two
classes of which – elements and qualifiers – function within statements
like nouns and adjectives; and it has a syntax for arranging elements and
qualifiers into statements according to a simple pattern”.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Dublin Core. Further details from [9]
DCME element Element Refinements (Qualifiers)
audience mediator
contributor -
coverage spatial, temporal
creator -
date alternative, available, created, issued, modified, valid
description abstract, tableOfContents
format extent
identifier -
language -
publisher -
relation
isFormatOf, hasFormat, isPartOf, hasPart, isReferencedBy,
references, isReplacedBy, replaces, isRequiredBy, requires,
isVersionOf, hasVersion, confirmsTo medium
rights -
source -
subject -
title alternative
type -
2.4 Search Protocols in Digital Libraries
As digital libraries pervade the online system, great needs are shown in
interacting various different content of digital libraries. Basically, the in-
teraction can be implemented in different mechanisms: 1) Sockets, which
are typically supported by low-level Internet operations; 2) HTTP, an
application-level protocol for distributed, collaborative and hypermedia
information systems on the Web; 3) CORBA IIOP, a high-level architec-
ture that supports a distributed object-oriented paradigms; and 4) SOAP,
a XML-based lightweight protocol, which can be further combined with a
variety of other protocols, e.g. HTTP.
Two prominent protocols used in digital libraries are the Z39.50 [65]
protocol and the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) protocol [66]. There
are also other important protocols developed in research projects, such as
Dienst protocol [67] and Stanfords Simple Digital Library Interoperability
Protocol (SDLIP) [68, 69].
OAI and Z39.50 protocols can be regarded as two ends of a spec-
trum. Z39.50 has been widely used in large digital libraries. But small- or
moderate-sized institutions seldom apply Z39.50 due to the costs of com-
plexity. OAI is engaged in determining a proper degree of modesty, which
balanced the need for adequate functionality against the requirement that
the cost of entry for participating archives be sufficiently low [70].
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2.4.1 Z39.50
The Z39.50[65] defines a wide-ranging protocol for client-server based in-
formation retrieval. It specifies procedures that allow a client to search
a database provided by a server, retrieve database records, and perform
related information retrieval functions.
The protocol does not address interaction between the client and the
end-user. Instead, it defines the protocol control information, the rules for
exchanging this information, and the conformance requirements to be met
by implementation of this protocol. To address the broad issue of accessing
and retrieving heterogeneous data in different domains, Z39.50 includes a
set of classes, called registries, which provide each domain with predefined
structure and attributes. Registries cover query syntax, attribute fields,
content retrieval formats, and diagnostic messages. For instance, various
MARC fields are specified in the content retrieval formats.
The Z39.50 protocol is divided into 11 logical sections - facilities that
each provides a broad set of services. Table 2.2 describes a summary of
each facility.
Table 2.2: Facilities in Z39.50. From [10] pp.428
Z39.50 Facility Client-side description
Initialization Establish connection with server and set/request resource limits.
Search Initiate search using registered query syntax, generating a result set on
server-side.
Retrieval Retrieve a set of records from a specified result set.
Result-set-delete Request deletion of server-side result set or sets.
Access control Server initiated authentication check.
Accounting& Re-
source Control
Request status reports of committed server resources and dictate if
server is allowed to contact client when agreed limits are reached.
Sort Specify how a result set should be sorted.
Browse Access ordered lists such as title and subject metadata.
Explain Interrogate server to discover supported services, registries, and so on.
Extended services
Access services that continue beyond the life of this client-server ex-
change, such as persistent queries and database update.
Termination Abruptly end client-server session.
As implied in Table 2.2, although it is not necessary to implement all
parts of the protocol, it is indeed a daunting work to conduct a full imple-
mentation and may be inappropriate for a moderate-sized digital library.
To deal with such a problem, a minimal implementation is specified in
terms of the initialization facility, the search facility, the retrieval facility
(partial) and the explain registry (i.e. registry).
Recently, the Search/Retrieve Web service (SRW) protocol, based on
the Z39.50 protocol, has been released [71]. The primary goal of the SRW
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protocol is to support interoperable Web service that handles information
retrieval in distributed networks. It uses client/server architecture as well.
2.4.2 The Open Archive Initiative
Another interesting approach is the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) [66],
a technical framework not intended to replace other approaches but to
provide a low barrier, easy-to-implement and easy-to-deploy alternative
for different participants than other complex protocols, such as Z30.50 or
specific ones, such as Google API (c.f. http://www.google.com/apis/).
The protocol supports interaction between a data provider and a ser-
vice provider which is in essence the client/server model. However, it
emphasizes in client-driven interaction. That is, the client decides what
services are offered to users. In contrast, data providers focus on man-
aging repositories. They do not have to process user queries concerning
searching over specific records, instead, they must support those that have
content with fixed metadata records, those that computationally derive
metadata in various formats from some intermediate form or from the
content itself, or those that are metadata stores or metadata intermedi-
aries for external content providers [72]. Of course a digital library may
choose to be both a data provider and a service provider. However, it has
to maintain more than one repository.
The general facilities supported by the OAI protocol are embodied in
six verb arguments. Table 2.3 summarizes them.
Table 2.3: OAI Protocol Requests
OAI protocol request Description
GetRecord
Returns the repository item specified by the document identifier in
the requested format.
Identify Return both fixed format and domain specific descriptions.
ListIdentifiers Return a list of document identifiers.
ListMetadataFormats
Return the metadata formats supported by the repository in gen-
eral or for a specific document.
ListRecords Returns a list of repository items in the requested format.
ListSets Returns the repository’s classification hierarchy.
GetRecord is used to retrieve an individual metadata record from a
repository. Identify and ListSets are typically called in a client’s inter-
change with a server to have a general information of the repository. Lis-
tIdentifiers is a way of receiving all the document identifiers or a group
that matches a specified set name. It retrieves only headers rather than
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records. ListMetadataFormats is used to retrieve metadata formats avail-
able from a repository as a whole or to a particular document within it.
Unqualified Dublin Core is mandatory, but other formats such as MODS
and MARC, which are able to describe metadata per record in a greater
granularity, may also be supported. ListRecords is used to harvest records
from a repository - as different from GetRecord, more than one record can
be returned.
Great flexibility can be achieved using the verb arguments. Service
providers can retrieve in a distributed and dissimilar environment records
in different granularities. Note that semantics in metadata are not consid-
ered in the protocol and are maintained by individual libraries/archives
[70]. Moreover, OAI is built upon client/server architecture as well.
2.4.3 Dienst
The Dienst protocol3 provides for communications with services in a dis-
tributed digital library. It has three facets: 1)A conceptual architecture
for distributed digital libraries; 2)A protocol for service communication
in that architecture; 3)A software system that implements that protocol
[67].
This protocol supports search and retrieval of documents, browsing
documents, adding new documents, and registering users. Each of these is
an independent service and a digital library collection can simply combine
these services. There are six categories of services described as follows:
• A Repository Service stores digital documents and associated meta-
data.
• An Index Service accepts queries and returns lists of documents iden-
tifiers matching those queries.
• A Query Mediator Service dispatches queries to appropriate index
servers.
• An Info Service returns information about the state of a server host-
ing one or more services.
• A Collection Service provides information on how a set of services
interact to form a logical collection.
3http://www.cs.cornell.edu/cdlrg/dienst/DienstOverview.htm
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• A Registry Service stores information about (human) users of ser-
vices of a collection.
Communication with and among individual Dienst services takes place
via an open protocol, which makes it possible to combine the services in
innovative ways, or build other service layers on top of the basic Dienst
services. In fact the Dienst was a source of inspiration for the OAI de-
signers.
2.4.4 Simple Digital Library Interoperability Protocol (SDLIP)
Simple Digital Library Interoperability Protocol (SDLIP) [73], at the Stan-
ford University, is derived from the original CORBA-based Digital Library
Interoperability Protocol (DOLIP). There are two levels of SDLIP capa-
bilities: SDLIP-Core and SDLIP-Asynch. SDLIP-Core implements syn-
chronous operations only and clients invoke search operations on servers,
and ’hang’ until the operations return with the result. The second level,
SDLIP-Asynch adds the ability for clients to invoke search operations
that return immediately. Services then deliver result information back to
the client through one or more callbacks. SDLIP-Asynch thus subsumes
SDLIP-Core.
The main goals of SDLIP are as follows [73]:
• Simplicity for both client and server side implementations;
• Implementations possible via both distributed object technology,
such as CORBA, and via HTTP;
• Support for stateful and stateless operation at the server side;
• Support for dynamic load balancing in server implementations;
• Support for thin clients, such as handheld devices.
To use SDLIP protocol, servers need not implement all these options,
such as synchronous and asynchronous interactions between client and
server. It is up to a client to establish what functionality is supported
by applying the protocol. SDLIP places stress on a design that is scal-
able, permitting the development of digital library applications that run
on handheld devices, such as portable digital assistants (PDAs) , as well
as workstation and even mainframe-based systems. The two transport
options, CORBA and HTTP, can be used respectively or mixed freely.
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Herein, we emphasize here that SDLIP protocol is also client/server based,
although every service like search, attribute translation or metadata ser-
vice is a distributed object implementing a well known interface (i.e.
CORBA).
2.5 Information Searching in Digital Libraries
Half a century ago, librarians had to work hard manually on card cata-
logue or standardized classification schemes, such as the Dewey Decimal
Classification[74], in order to support bibliographic search. With the ad-
vent of Web, various approaches have thus been initiated and extended
for information searching in digital libraries. We introduce three typical
approaches used in digital libraries, namely, traditional keyword-based
IR, metadata-based search and ontology-based search. The last two ap-
proaches are complementary to the first one, rather than separated tech-
niques.
2.5.1 Keyword-based Information Retrieval
Keyword-based information retrieval is often regarded as synonym of doc-
ument retrieval and nowadays, with text retrieval, implying that the task
of an IR system is to retrieve documents or texts with information content
that is relevant to user’s queries [75]. The Vector Space Model (VSM) [2],
as a standard technique in keyword-based search, represents documents
through the words they contain and helps decide which documents are
similar to each other and to keyword queries. The VSM is probably the
most widely adopted non-semantic technique, while other techniques, such
as stopwording, word stemming, text mining, have been conducted to re-
duce the effects caused by term usages and add ’intelligence’ to entire
systems. The exact meaning of terms have not been considered in the
entire IR procedure. For example, if there is a query - ’Henry Ibsen’,
the system might return a document containing ’Henry George Smith’
and ’Zak Ibsen’. Generally, keyword-based IR involves two related but
different processes: indexing and searching (c.f. Figure 2.3).
Basically, indexing denotes processing and expressing documents or
user queries for retrieval purposes. For example, documents will be parsed
and represented in a set of ordered items. Searching refers to looking in
the parsed document items for the occurrences of all words and patterns
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Figure 2.3: The Generic Retrieval Process. Adapted from [2] (pp.10)
present in the query. In practice, how the indexing and searching processes
can be carried out may be different in some particular way.
2.5.2 Metadata-based Search
As an extension to the VSM which has to process entire document to
realize comparison to terms in user queries, metadata-based search focuses
on specific metadata fields instead of the entire documents. Basically,
those metadata records are the mental understandings on corresponding
documents, and often involve a process of tagging the documents with
meta-level signs (i.e. metadata) in an explicit way. Figure 2.4 illustrates
a simple metadata creation and search process.
The forms of metadata searches are not static. From the perspective
of targeted users, it can be categorized as comprehensive search, known-
item search or searches for facts [15]. The comprehensive search is mainly
applied in scientific or scholarly domains where users want to discover
relevant work in a specific field. Users applying the known-item search are
usually looking for specific records containing words in specified metadata
fields, such as the query “author = ’Henry Ibsen’ returns and only returns
all plays written by ‘Henry Ibsen’”. The “facts” in searches for facts
are “specific items of information that may be found in many sources of
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Figure 2.4: A Simple Metadata Creation and Search Process.
information” [15]. That is, a search for a fact may cover many possible
sources. Thus, if relevant resources have explicit relations exposed (i.e.
interconnected) and provided that one useful item has been found, then
other related resources may be retrieved as well.
However, few approaches support such “intelligent” queries by far. The
reasons may be partially due to inaccurate data in a field, misspelling and
typos, whereas it is largely because of inadequate metadata descriptions
and heterogeneous metadata schemas. Few approaches can afford com-
plete metadata descriptions because of considerable human effort, experi-
ence, and cost to index and describe resources. Therefore, many related
resources may not be found even if they are implicitly “interconnected”.
2.5.3 Ontology-based Search
Different kinds of applications require different levels of details in meta-
data. For conventional IR, a simple string search can often find a doc-
ument with the desired information. To find information about plays
written by Ibsen, it could search for the strings ’Ibsen’ and ’Play’. Con-
ventional IR system depends on a human reader to decide which strings to
search for and to interpret the results that are retrieved, while requiring
also ’intelligence’ to distinguish Ibsen’s Plays from a game that a person
named Ibsen takes part in.
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Ontology-based search, from the semantics’ perspective, provides added
values in searching over documents which are semantically related, while
not just a matchmaking service which may lead to wrong results. More
detailed discussion on Ontology is in Section 6.3.2. Herein, as remarked
by McGuinness[76], the usages of ontologies in information search are as
follows:
• interoperability: we may have a complete operational definition for
how one term relates to another term and thus, we can use equality
axioms or mappings to express one term precisely in terms of another
and thereby support more “intelligent interoperability”;
• structured, comparative, and customized search: if an ontology con-
tains mark-up information it can be used to prune comparative
searches and to point which properties are most useful to present
in comparative analyses so that users may have concise descriptions
of the resources instead of comparisons in complete detail;
• generalization/specialization: If a search application finds that a
user’s query generates too many answers, one may dissect the query
to see if any terms in it appear in an ontology, and if so, then the
search application may suggest specializing that term.
In ontology-based search, ontologies are used to infer implicitly hidden
information between concepts Hence, user queries may be reformulated
and resources may also be re-processed (e.g., semantic annotation) such
that more formally defined semantic information can be appended to the
original resources. A simple ontology processing component is illustrated
in Figure 2.5.
In addition, recent approaches [77, 78] also introduce rule inferencing
into the ontology-based search due to the description limitations in current
ontology languages. As a plus, domain specific rules defined by domain
experts (manually or by tools) can infer more complex high-level semantic
descriptions, for example, by combining low-level features in local reposi-
tories. On one hand, the rules can be used to facilitate the task of resource
annotation by deriving additional metadata from existing ones [77]. On
the other hand, during the process of query reformulation, the rules can
be used to help define constraints on queries. Obviously, both approaches
make an important step towards retrieving higher quality records. To be
coherent, we extend Figure 2.5 into Figure 2.6 shown as follows:
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Figure 2.5: A Simple Ontology-based Search Process.
2.5.4 Federated Search Solutions
Federated searching is an enhanced mechanism for searching over a range
of different metadata formats by combining several search protocols, such
as Z39.50, XQuery and OAI. Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto (1999) give their
definition of the concept[2](page.442).
“Federated Search: finding items that are scattered among
a distributed collection of information sources or services, typi-
cally involving sending queries to a number of servers and then
merging the results to present in an integrated, consistent, co-
ordinated format.”
The requirement for federated searches originates from the ’holy grail’
in digital library work, which aims at seamless federation across multiple
distributed digital libraries, providing ’one-stop’ library services for their
patrons. However, greatly distributed and heterogeneous resources make
effective search and discovery problematic and challenging. An exemplar
of federated searching is shown as below:
As illustrated in Figure 2.7, a system supporting federated searches
has to be able to accommodate various distributed information resources,
such as full-text repositories maintained by commercial and professional
society publishers; preprint servers and Open Archive Initiative (OAI)
provider sites; specialized Abstracting and Indexing (A&I) services; pub-
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Figure 2.6: An Ontology-based Search Process Powered by Rule Inferenc-
ing.
lisher and vendor vertical portals; local, regional, and national online cat-
alogs; Web search and metasearch engines; local e-resource registries and
digital content databases; campus institutional repository systems; and
learning management systems. Generally, the major features of federated
searches, which is determined by the characteristic of federation, can be
summarized as below:
• searches have to be deployed across disparate information stores;
• responses from these disparate systems have to be collected and
collated;
• results are generated in a single list back to the user.
In order to realize such features, a custom made search protocol is
required for a closed system consisting of homogeneous search servers and
particularly if users require special functionality such as encryption of
requests and results. Otherwise, a standard search protocol may be used
for the benefit of a more easily interoperation with other search servers
for the system[2].
Weaknesses in this approach come in two-fold. First, as illustrated in
Figure 2.7 (cf. middle layer in grey rectangle), system can not scale well
since increased user queries and participated digital library systems may
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Figure 2.7: Federated Search Diagram, from [3]
easily deplete limited resources on central servers. One practical example
can be found in the early usage of NCSTRL digital library [15]. Second,
one can not get better results with a system supporting federated search
than with an average database system. All federated search does is to
interpret translate a search into something the native digital library can
understand. Not surprisingly, limited capabilities of some native digital
libraries may constrain the fulfillment of such query transformation. For
example, a federated search cannot do a three-term search with Boolean
operators in a native database whose interface doesn’t support it. In
a word, federated searching cannot improve on digital libraries’ search
capabilities - it can only use them[79]. Other challenging tasks in federated
searching, although out of the scope of this thesis, have been recognized
in ranking the documents received from several distributed sources and
de-duplicating redundant copies stored in different digital libraries [80].
Approaches have been conducted for dealing with the weaknesses in
federated searching, such as using an integrated representative for databases
to indicate their contents[81]; and creating concept spaces to achieve se-
mantic indexing and searching over specific domains (ie. engineering,
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physics and computer science)[82]. However, these approaches are in
practice too expensive for small and moderate digital libraries. For ex-
ample, DELIVER digital library at UIUC has used supercomputers to
compute concept spaces for progressively large collections[82]. Currently,
researchers are also trying to introduce new system infrastructure (eg Peer-
to-Peer networks) and standardized description languages (eg. XML, RDF
and OWL) to achieve both system scalability and search precision. Fo-
cused on this direction, we will in the rest of this thesis investigate a
semantic search framework in Peer-to-Peer based digital libraries.
2.6 Challenges in Distributed Information Search
in Digital Libraries
Effective search and discovery over open and hidden digital resources on
the Internet scale remains a problematic and challenging task [3]. In large-
scale federated digital libraries, keyword-based search prevails in current
approaches while less efforts are put in supporting semantic search. Al-
though some advanced approaches [82, 83, 84] have been conducted by
applying ontologies to specify and process subsumption relations between
relevant metadata elements, few of them has based their approaches on
large scale distributed systems, especially in situations where many het-
erogeneous metadata schemas are applied, such as that in Semantic Web.
We recognize that there is much research to be done in this area and
thus focus only on following two major perspectives. From the perspec-
tive of the digital library architecture, current typical client-server and
3-tier architectures show incapacity to meet specific requirements in sys-
tem scalability, flexibility, and inter-communications (if without central
server’s control). It is greatly due to largely distributed and indepen-
dent information resources. The Z39.50, OAI, Dienst and SDLIP pro-
tocols are all client/server oriented approaches and suffer the scalability
and single-point-of-failure problems aforementioned. The first version of
Dienst protocol used in NCSTRL has suffered system crash because of
overloading on servers[15](pp.218). Thus, special efforts are needed in ex-
ploring novel architectures [47] which are beyond current base of deployed
protocols and system infrastructures. Among these approaches, systems
built upon Peer-to-Peer overlay networks hold many promises in allevi-
ating the problems in terms of system infrastructure [85, 86, 87]. At the
same time, Peer-to-Peer based applications also raise some complex ques-
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tions, such as how to deploy prototype systems and the tradeoffs between
advanced capabilities and ubiquity of access. More discussion on this issue
is in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
On the other hand, difficulties exist in coping with metadata het-
erogeneities, namely, system heterogeneity, syntactic heterogeneity, struc-
tural heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity [88]. An ideal approach
would be to develop a comprehensive set of standards that all digital li-
braries would adopt. However, this notion fails to recognize the costs
in adopting these standards, especially in times of rapid change. In this
thesis, we focus intensively on semantic heterogeneity which is regarded
as the most fundamental and most complex issue in interoperation. As
Madnick has noted, large-scale semantic heterogeneity is caused by that
“each source of information and potential receiver of that information may
operate with a different context”[89]. Therefore, in order to achieve “mu-
tual understanding” in the context among participants, specific efforts
are required in explicating relations between relevant terms in different
metadata sets. For example, creating “semantic bridge” to map descrip-
tions between similar terms [24, 90, 91], translating one term to another
by referring to commonly shared/understood vocabularies [92, 93, 94], or
simply generating a globally shared ontology [95]. However, none of these
approaches turn out to be a trivial problem and we are to extend the
discussion in Chapter 5, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
2.7 Chapter Achievement
• Introduced the definition of digital libraries and basic building blocks
of digital libraries, namely, collection, metadata and Identity.
• Described searching protocols used in digital library systems: Z39.50,
OAI-PMH, Dienst and SDLIP.
• Described information searching strategies in digital library systems:
keyword-based search, metadata search and ontology based search.
Particularly, federated search has been presented and justified as not
suitable for semantic search in large-scale distributed and heteroge-
neous digital libraries.
• Discussed the challenges in searching heterogeneous records in dis-
tributed digital libraries from two perspectives, namely digital li-
brary architecture and semantics.
Chapter 3
P2P Overlay Network and
Digital Libraries
3.1 Introduction
This section is devoted to investigating possible solutions for latent prob-
lems in current digital library architecture. In this work, we concentrate
on the Peer-to-Peer overlay networks which are directly involved in the
physical communication among digital library systems. We are to intro-
duce typical P2P models and describe briefly the functionalities of several
practical P2P systems which receive enormous concerns in building large-
scale distributed systems.
3.2 Why P2P in Digital Libraries?
3.2.1 Digital Library Architecture of the Past and Current
All digital libraries share a certain general characteristic of assembling a
collection of materials needed by their users. Due to the huge varieties
in coverages, subjects, representations and operabilities (e.g. operation
systems), a single library may not provide all what users want. Natu-
rally, many mutually interested digital libraries would need to find a way
to cooperate such that their collections can be shared in a broader hori-
zon. From a theoretical perspective, to integrate disparate systems into a
holistic one could solve the problem, but from a technical perspective, it is
almost infeasible to conduct such integration because of the specialization
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aforementioned.
In the 1990s, when client/server computing architecture became at
the peak of its popularity, some projects integrate digital libraries in an
ad-hoc mechanism (c.f. Figure 3.1) to realize a loosely coupled federation
among them.
Figure 3.1: The Ad-hoc Digital Library Architecture
In such an ad-hoc model, access controller (or access services) are re-
quired to execute a standard protocol so as to reach disparate collections.
One practical example of this model is the Networked Computer Science
Technical Reference Library (NCSTRL) [96] where Dienst protocol [67]
(c.f. Section 2.4.3) was used for communication with distributed digital
library servers, allowing a user to access complete documents, metadata
or named sub-parts. Often multiple interfaces have to be maintained for
these collections which may make the distributed application very fragile
[97]. In fact, although administrative services, e.g. naming services, can
simplify integration by reducing and standardizing the interfaces between
components, it is still difficult for themselves to achieve maximum adapt-
ability and flexibility. Furthermore, another important weakness of this
model, as reported in [15], is that the system can not scale well with a
large number of servers.
To provide a uniform interface to distributed collections of the digital
libraries, a layer of ’broker’ (c.f. Figure 3.2) is created to integrate together
the storage, delivery, searching, and browsing of distributed collections.
By wrapping the digital library’s core services inside a middleware layer,
existing and new resources can be more easily integrated into the digital
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library. In this type of system, scalability depends on the middleware
architecture that supports communication between components.
Figure 3.2: A Middleware-based Digital Library Architecture
The Simple Digital Library Interoperability Protocol (SDLIP) [73] (c.f
Section 2.4.4) can be regarded as a ’broker’ model where clients use SDLIP
to request searches to be performed over information sources.
These digital library architectures, mainly derived from the client/server
model, broke down the regime of monopoly of a few data providers across
the world and encouraged resource sharing. However, there are still some
critical weaknesses concerning the architecture issue:
• Performance bottleneck: servers become a bottleneck when too many
requests are sent across the network.
• Dependence: all clients depend heavily on servers. That is, clients
have to trade their autonomy to reach an agreement with each other,
such as accessibility and data structure.
To alleviate such weaknesses, one basic requirement is to retain a scal-
able, adaptive and configurable infrastructure. These digital libraries shall
also keep a considerable high degree of autonomy. Hence, innovative mech-
anisms are required to support loosely coupled digital libraries. To this
end, any approaches in aspects of architecture, workflow or functions are
sound if they can seamlessly ’integrate’ activities and modules into a co-
herent whole, such as a generic and modular digital library architecture.
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3.2.2 Digital Library Architecture of the Future
The architecture of the future digital libraries, as DELOS outlined in [85],
should be able to allow any users to access available information/knowledge
resources from anywhere and at any time and in an effective and efficient
manner.
Among current research activities and developments, three kinds of
architectural1 approaches receive more attentions, namely: P2P overlay
network, Grid computing [98], and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
[99, 100]. [85] has summarized the utilities of introducing these approaches
into digital libraries as follows:
• Peer-to-Peer Architectures: It allows digital libraries to share col-
laborative data among them and a loosely coupled integration. Dif-
ferent aspects of peer-to-peer systems (e.g. indexes, and P2P ap-
plication platforms) have to be combined and integrated into an
infrastructure for digital libraries.
• Grid Architectures: As initially invented for intensive computing by
‘clustering’ distributed computing and data resources into a virtu-
ally single system, Grid computing architectures can help process
certain services within digital libraries which are complex and com-
putationally intensive (e.g., calculation of certain features of mul-
timedia documents to support content-based similarity search). In
addition, it also retains the flexibility to work on multiple smaller
problems.
• Service-oriented Architectures (SOA): SOA is a paradigm for design-
ing, developing, deploying and managing discrete units of logic (ser-
vices) within a computing environment. Various functions provided
by certain libraries, such as searching, navigation, and preservation,
can be wrapped as Web services which provide us a standard and
alternative way to share data and documents. In addition, exist-
ing services can be reused or composed for further more complex
applications.
Among these approaches, Grid Architecture aims to solve problems
too big for any single computer (eg. a digital library system), whilst
1Here we refer to a broader meaning of ’architecture’ which may indicate both of
the physical and logical based architecture.
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retaining the flexibility to work on multiple smaller problems; SOA re-
quires developers to think beyond the boundaries of their application and
consider reusing existing services. These two approaches are out of the
scope of this thesis which focuses on applying appropriate network topolo-
gies/infrastructures in constructing digital library systems. Thus in this
thesis, instead of extending the scope wider to grid computing and SOA
technologies, we focus on studying various P2P models and justify how
and to what extent they can applied in the world of digital libraries.
As against the client/server architecture, the greatest strengths of P2P
overlay networks are their decreased dependency on the server and their
decentralization of control from servers. In addition, some P2P models do
not require servers or put them to a bare minimum. A direct intuition is
that to share collections among digital libraries, users would not have to
seek the help of the server, as they can do this directly among themselves.
However, as elicited in the first research question, efforts are required to
investigate the feasibility of applying P2P architectures in building digital
libraries. In the rest of this chapter, we investigate various P2P models
and typical P2P systems in current research. Further approaches are to
be conducted in Chapter 4.
3.3 Various P2P Models
3.3.1 Pure P2P Model
The pure P2P-based model breaks the conventional method of commu-
nication in client/server-based models in which the entire communica-
tion process between the client and server takes place based on rules the
server sets. This model depends entirely on computers (i.e. clients in the
client/server model) and works without relaying on any central server (see
Figure 3.3). Herein, we use the term pure to suggest servers not involved
in networking. Once such P2P application is running in the machine,
peers find other connected peers on the network dynamically. The sub-
sequential communications, such as, sending requests, receiving responses,
uploading and downloading files, and conducting online activities, occur
among connected peers without any assistance from a server.
Pure P2P models provide almost plug-and-play features for working
with the Internet, in the sense that one can just connect to the Internet
and she can use the P2P feature. Another advantage of the pure P2P
model is that it is beneficial for not only the Internet but also an intranet.
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Figure 3.3: The Pure Peer-to-Peer Model.
The only problem with the pure P2P model is finding peers on the net-
work. Because no central administration registers the entry of peers that
log in to the network, the users themselves have to locate other peers.
Fortunately, many approaches have been conducted for locating peers ef-
ficiently. In essence, the pure P2P-based model allows domain experts
to set up reasoning rules and set up their own networking environments,
so the problem is evolved to designing appropriate and efficient rules for
peer discovery. For examples, a simple query flooding system architecture
can be applied, such as Gnutella [101]. Moreover, if higher efficiency is to
be achieved, other approaches, such as the distributed hash table (DHT)
[102], Routing Indices (RI) [103] and Semantic Overlay Network (SON)
[104, 105], can be applied. Note that the system behaviors or the degree
of dependence among peers may vary by applying specific ’rules’.
3.3.2 Hybrid P2P Models
P2P with Simple Discovery Server
Such P2P models do not actually include a server. Although ’server’
is used in this model, the role of the server in this model is restricted to
providing a list of already connected peers to the incoming peer. Note that
the connection establishments and communications remain to be P2P (c.f.
Figure 3.4).
The major advantage of such P2P model over the pure P2P model
is the increased chances of finding a larger number of peers on the net-
work. To download a resource, a peer has to approach each connected
peer individually and post its request, which in turn makes the process
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Figure 3.4: The P2P with Simple Discovery Server Model. Only the
discovery of clients occurs via the server; the rest of the communication
occurs among peers
time consuming. In contrast, in the client/server-based models, any peer
looking for resources does not need to visit other peers, as the server itself
maintains all the required content.
P2P with a Discovery and Lookup Server
In this model, the server is used to provide the list of connected peers
along with the resources available with each of them. Hence, this model
integrates the features of the pure P2P and the P2P with simple discovery
server models for enhanced functionality of the server.
This model reduces the burden on peers, as there is no longer a need
to visit each peer personally for the required information. The server
in such a model initiates communication between two peers; again, the
two connected peers establish communication, keep it alive, and perform
various activities, like logging into the database in the connected peers,
entering an index of resources shared by them, and so on.
P2P with a Discovery, Lookup, and Content Server
In this model, the server dominates as in typical client/server architecture.
All the facets of catering to the requests of peers are moved from the peers
to the server (c.f. Figure 3.5).
As shown in Figure 3.5, peers are not permitted to connect with each
other directly, as all resources are stored in the centrally located server. If a
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Figure 3.5: P2P with a Discovery, Lookup, and Content Server
peer requires information, instead of communicating with another peer, it
approaches the server. The server processes requests and returns answers
to the peers. The major disadvantage of this model, as similar to the
client/server model, is that the server slows down if too many requests
are generated simultaneously. Another disadvantage of such models is
high cost because the server has to manage and store data and process
all requests by itself. Because such models are entirely dependent on the
central server, chances of single point failure increase. This is basically
not the case with the previous P2P models.
3.3.3 Super-Peer based P2P Model
The very name of this model suggests its content. A super-peer P2P
model, from certain perspective, can be regarded as an integration of the
pure P2P model and the client/server model, which in turn forms a two-
tier P2P model (c.f. Figure 3.6).
As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the particular nodes given the super-peer
tags operate as both server and client to a set of clients and an equal
in a set of super peers. Within the purview of a set of clients, super
peers act as servers providing services, such as listing connected peers,
acting as primary connection nodes and sometimes search hubs. At the
higher level, super peers actually form a pure P2P model, where different
connection/communication policies can be applied. Practical systems in
such models are JXTA [106] and Kazaa [107], both of them provide the
efficiency of centralized network as well as autonomy, reliability and load
balancing of distributed network.
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Figure 3.6: Super-Peer based P2P Model
3.4 Existing P2P Systems
3.4.1 Gnutella, Naspter and Freenet
Gnutella [101], Napster [108] and Freenet [109] are ancestors in P2P
computing. They all support and only support keyword-based search.
Gnutella is a representative instance for query flooding which does not
scale well. Napster goes in the opposite direction and adopts central
servers to maintain a centralized directory from which connected peers
can register their profiles/expertise and also retrieve a list of peers match-
ing user’s request. In Freenet, each file/document is identified by a binary
key which is generated using hash function; each peer maintains a local
routing table which keeps information about neighboring peers and the
keys are a sequence of (file key, node address) pairs used for retrieval.
Lookups in Freenet take the form of searches for cached copies. This
allows Freenet to provide a degree of anonymity, but prevents it from
guaranteeing retrieval of existing documents or providing low bounds on
retrieval costs.
3.4.2 Routing Indices
Crespo [103] uses Routing Indices (RIs), created and maintained by each
peer, to forward queries to neighbors that are more likely to have answers.
If a neighboring peer cannot answer a query, it forwards the query to a
subset of its neighbors by referring to its local RI, rather than by selecting
neighbors at random or by flooding the network by forwarding the query
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to all neighbors. Since RIs are created and maintained individually, any
updates on RI, such as peer joining or leaving, may lead to a cascade
of updates in peer network. This is also the overhead RIs generated for
the sake of efficient query forwarding in RIs instead of random flooding.
RI-based systems can also specify relations between query ’topics’ and
neighboring peers, which moves further than pure keyword-based query.
3.4.3 Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is probably the most widely used algorithm
in P2P computing. DHT specifies a relation between entities (eg. files)
and an identifier (ID) in P2P network. That is, DHT systems assign each
entity (e.g. file names) a key generated by a hashing algorithm, then
map the key to the node which also has an ID (e.g. hashed IP address).
Normally this ID is the one closest to the key, and the storage and lookups
of keys are distributed among multiple hosts. Normally, communication
cost and the state maintained by each node scale logarithmically with the
number of nodes N. That is, each node maintains information only about
O(logN) other nodes, and thus a lookup will require O(logN) messages.
DHT is probably the most efficient and applicable algorithm so far and
performance of all DHT algorithms has been reported pretty good [110].
Representative DHT systems are Chord [111], CAN [112] and pSearch
[113] . It is reported that these systems can adapt efficiently as nodes
join and leave the system, and can answer queries even if the system is
continuously changing. One extended feature of pSearch [113] is to com-
bine the efficiency of DHT systems and accuracy of information retrieval
algorithms. Xu, et.al. [114] reports that a perceivable improvement can
be gained in a logical routing cost by adopting their proposed algorithms.
However, one requirement in DHT is that all nodes have to be highly
coupled. This is one of the critical situations that the future digital li-
braries have to avoid. In addition, document pointers over the peers may
be unevenly distributed and a global state is required beforehand to sup-
port the algorithm used in DHT. These can also be too restrictive to meet
the autonomy requirements in future digital libraries.
3.4.4 P-Grid
P-Grid [115] is a kind of Semantic Overlay Network (SON) [104], which
differs from other approaches such as Chord and CAN, in terms of practi-
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cal applicability (especially in respect to dynamic network environments),
algorithmic foundations (randomized algorithms with probabilistic guar-
antees), robustness, and flexibility. The most important properties of P-
Grid are: complete decentralization; self-organization; decentralized load
balancing; data management functionalities (update); management of dy-
namic IP addresses and identities; efficient search[115].
3.4.5 HyperCup
HyperCup [116] proposes a graph topology which supports a large number
of peers while maintaining relatively low network diameter. An example
is shown in Figure 3.7, illustrating a three dimension hypercube. The
maximum length between two nodes is 2 while 23 = 8 nodes (ie. peers)
are involved.
Figure 3.7: Hypercube Graph and Serialization Notation, from [4]
The number of messages generated when peers leave and join the net-
work is O(logbN) (b is the base of the hypercube), which can be more
efficient than DHT algorithm. Moreover, peers can join and leave the
self-organizing network at any time, and the network is resilient against
failure. Work in [116] reports also that a global ontology can be used
to determine the organization of peers in a graph topology, allowing for
efficient concept-based search.
3.4.6 Piazza
Piazza [117] is a peer data management system that enables sharing het-
erogeneous data in a distributed and scalable way. The assumption in this
system is that participating peers have similar content to share within
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each other. To enable interoperation, pair-wise mappings are defined be-
tween their schemas. Since these schemas are constrained in a specific
domain, mapping rules are relatively easy to create. Individual peer can
thus formulate queries over particular schema. Piazza also creates a query
answering system for expanding recursively any mappings relevant to the
query, retrieving data from other peers.
3.4.7 JXTA Search Edutella, Bibster
JXTA [118] is a P2P interoperability framework created by Sun Microsys-
tems. All peers can publish their profiles (i.e., content summary) in way
of ’advertising’. One peer in JXTA can thus discover other peers by dis-
covering posted ’advertisements’ and then join favorite peer groups. Com-
munications between peers are conducted by ’pipes’ specifically generated
by them. Typical systems include Edutella [34] and Bibster [35]. Both
of them support metadata search within P2P networks while the former
focuses on educational domain and the latter on bibliographic records re-
spectively. JXTA itself can be regarded as a super-peer network consisted
of many ’rendezvous’ peers [118]
3.4.8 RDFPeers
RDFPeers [119] is a very interesting approach by extending DHT to sup-
port searches over RDF triples. Basically, RDFPeers becomes a scal-
able distributed RDF repository that stores each triple at three places in
a multi-attribute addressable network by applying globally known hash
functions to its subject, predicate, and object. Such an approach is very
suitable to search through highly distributed RDF repositories.
3.4.9 OAI-P2P
The ongoing OAI-P2P project [33], built atop Edutella, aims to merge the
concepts in Open Archive Initiative-Metadata Harvesting Protocol (OAI-
PMH) [66] with a true P2P approach, where metadata records on data
providers (DP) (c.f. [66]) can be harvested by other peers directly. That
is, service provider (SP) (c.f. [66]) can be bypassed and records end user
retrieved finally can be more up-to-date. OAI-P2P made one leap forward
allowing different metadata schemas to be published in P2P community.
It reuses the ListMetadataFormats request in OAI-PMH which enables
peers to specify supported metadata schemas, and then applies the query
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exchange language (QEL) to rewrite queries. In the current approach,
the semantic heterogeneity issue is not substantially dealt with in OAI-
P2P though. One part of its future work is to translate between different
schemas, eg., from MARC to DC [33].
3.4.10 Semantic Overlay Networks
Another interesting approach currently conducted is the Semantic Overlay
Networks (SON) based P2P systems. In SON, a peer typically connects to
a small set of random peers (their neighbors), and queries are propagated
along these connections. As mentioned previously, query flooding tends to
be very expensive. In contrast, connections between peers are influenced
by content, for example, peers having many “Ang Lee” files will connect
to other similar ones. In such a manner a Semantic Overlay Network is
formed by these semantically related peers. When a query generated in
certain peer, it would be routed to appropriate neighbors, increasing the
chances of finding matched files quickly, and reducing the search load on
peers that have unrelated content. Evaluation conducted in [104] shows
that SONs can significantly improve query performance while at the same
time allowing systems to decide what content to put in their computers
and to whom to connect.
3.5 Challenges in P2P Networks
It is clearly not wise to conclude that P2P networks can solve all poten-
tial problems in current digital library construction, while it is absolutely
incorrect as well that client/server models will no longer work for digi-
tal library. And it is clearly incorrect that P2P network shall substitute
client/server in the near future.
Practically speaking, relationship between these two infrastructure is
more complementary, rather than competitive. Most of the time we con-
sider the overall system performances which include flexibility, scalability
and adoptability. We list main criteria we consider important in compar-
ing P2P network with client/server systems (cf. Figure 3.1), aiming to
have a clear understanding on the advantages and disadvantages of P2P
networks.
Additionally, P2P networks deal only with how to access digital li-
braries freely (ie. a system infrastructure issue), rather than other im-
portant issues, such as interoperating among semantically heterogeneous
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Table 3.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of P2P Systems (Compared
with Client/Server Systems)
P2P System Client/Server System
Cost less expensive and easy to
install and maintain.
more expensive to buy
Independence high low
Flexibility high low
Scalability inherent scalability limited
Reliability less reliable (eg. home PC
can be server)
more reliable (dedicated
server)
Security limited high levle of security.
Robustnessa robust moderate
Database
Application
No good for database appli-
cations.
handles shared database
applications.
Adoptability Good for file, printer shar-
ing (simple)
Work for any application
aHere it indicates robustness to single-point-failure
metadata dispersed in digital library system.
In this thesis, we focus mainly on different features of P2P network
and investigate how to apply them in constructing digital library systems,
aiming to share and search heterogeneous metadata records in a seamless
manner. Many other critical challenges in P2P networks will not be cov-
ered in this thesis, such as security, reliability and data integration, which
do not seem to have been fully researched and successfully solved so far.
3.6 Chapter Achievement
• The digital library architecture of the future is expected to support a
more robust, scalable and dynamic environment, where cooperation
among mutually interested libraries is easy to set up.
• P2P overlay network is one of the methods to facilitate coopera-
tion among digital libraries and improve the accessibility of library
services. As against the client/server architecture, P2P overlay net-
works provide a more open architecture by decentralizing the control
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from servers, which in turn improves system robustness and scala-
bility.
• The model of the P2P overlay network is not unique. The type of
model is as follows:
– Pure P2P Model: no centralized controlling node exists, but
rules can be created in locating peers;
– Hybird P2P Model: services, such as discovery, lookup and
content, are included in this model;
– Super-peer based Model: an integration of the pure P2P model
and the client/server model, which in turn forms a two-tier P2P
model
• Existing P2P systems have been surveyed and challenges in P2P
networks have been discussed.
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Chapter 4
Appropriate P2P
Infrastructures for Semantic
Search
4.1 Introduction
Based on the survey on existing P2P systems, we move further in this chap-
ter with a summary of these P2P systems and propose a benchmark for
choosing appropriate P2P infrastructures for constructing digital library
systems under specific requirements. After a revisit on requirements for
building future digital libraries, a super-peer based topology is selected as
a walk-through example. We are to present problems in classic super-peer
based overlay network and propose solutions accordingly. To justify the
proposals, several evaluations are to be conducted in the final section.
4.2 Benchmark for Selecting Appropriate P2P
Architectures
Basically, many criteria shall be taken into consideration in comparing
P2P systems, such as system hardware, communication protocol and se-
curity. This thesis work will focus on the issue of information searching
and a comparison will be conducted over significant features related to
searching. Based on the survey conducted in Chapter 3, we illustrate in
Table 4.1 the comparisons over aforementioned P2P systems in aspects of
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markup schema, hash table usage, semantic routing style, query forward-
ing support and semantic query support.
If we are allowed to say that HTML led to information islands on the
Web, which are only able to be accessed by hyperlinks, the P2P networks
brought us just an alternative to cluster mutually interested information
islands. These different ’islands’ may have different constraints on query-
ing according to various kinds of applications. As to applications which
query only few metadata fields, a centralized server-based P2P network
(e.g., Napster) is sufficient. In fact, some practical applications, such
as Napster using a centralized directory to maintain music files’ names;
and Gnutella using keyword-based searching over a query flooding P2P
environment. Moreover, if libraries can be highly coupled, DHT-based
solutions can be used to achieve more efficient and effective performance.
One issue which needs further clarification here is that DHT-based solu-
tion can only release the impact of frequent requests for some information.
It can not release the impact of data hotspots due to key collisions which
may be caused by too much entities/data being associated with one key
[120, 121]. Recent approaches in super-peer based topology [122] or se-
mantic overlay network (SON) [104] can be considered as alternatives to
improve efficiency in discovering/locating appropriate peers. These ap-
proaches can be contributed for requirements when many digital library
systems take autonomy as a central value since these approaches can sup-
port a more flexible mechanism for loosely coupling among peers. It is
dissimilar with the ‘rigid infrastructure as in DHT, although the latter
makes it easier to locate content later on.
In our approach, more considerations are to be taken into searching in a
heterogeneous and distributed environment. Here, a discussion of applying
aforementioned different search methods mentioned (c.f. Chapter 2) in
varied situations would be necessary. Basically, one search method may
be found more suitable than the other in some application scenarios. On
one hand, many collections in participating libraries may have various
metadata schemas which involve multiple fields, such as title, author and
publication. That is, searching over collections can be roughly regarded
as a matchmaking procedure on related fields recursively. So, keyword-
based search or XML-based search [123] would be effective at this point.
In addition, keyword-based search is a kind of full-text based approach
which processes the textual information literally while not bothered by
the contextual meaning of documents.
On the other hand, there is a critical problem in using keyword-based
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Table 4.1: Summary of Typical P2P Systems. From [11]
System Markup-
Scheme
Hash Table Usage Semantic
Routing
Query For-
warding
Semantic Query
Gnutella Keyword No No Yes No
Naspter Keyword No No No No
Freenet Keyword Yes(binary) Serial Yes No
Routing
Indices
Keyword No Serial Yes No
Chord Keyword Yes Parallel Yes No
CAN Keyword Yes Parallel Yes No
pSearch Keyword Yes No Yesa No
P-Grid Keyword Dist.Srch.Tree Serial Yes No
HyperCup Keyword Yes Separate
HyperCube
Yes Yes
Piazza Database No No Yes Yes
JXTA
Search
XML No Parallel Yes No
Edutella RDF No Parallel Yes Yes (regional)
Bibster RDF/
DAML+OIL
No Parallel Yes Yes (global)
RDFPeers RDF Yes Parallel Yes Yes (global)
OAI-P2P RDF No Parallel Yes Yes (regional)
SON Keyword No Parallel Yes Yes (regional)
aIR Query Expansion
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approach as well. That is, as long as there are thousands of peers in a
P2P system, it would be problematic to collect certain global statistic
information, such as inverted document frequency (IDF) if assuming Vec-
tor Space Model (VSM) is adopted (c.f. [2]). Even if we can avoid such
problems [124, 125], we may still suffer from another problem that a peer
would join or leave the system at any time. In this case, the index file or
the collected global statistic information (if have) would be out of date
and must be updated when such situation happens. Actually, when more
and complex metadata elements get involved, such as Bibtex metadata
with up to 100 metadata entries [35], it would be inefficient for keyword-
based search to go through these entries respectively. So, metadata-based
search or ontology-based search would help at this point by supporting
more complex queries. Edutella and Bibster, in this concern, demonstrate
the possibility to conduct complex queries over metadata records, by using
RDF Query Language (RQL) [126] alike query language and RDF-based
database management systems [8]. This approach provides us an oppor-
tunity to use ontologies to express relations between metadata terms and
realize semantic-based search by processing these relations which appear
in user queries. Distinct from the keyword-based approach which is not
constrained by domain schemas, the metadata and ontology based ap-
proaches can not directly search collections created in different schemas
without reformulating/rewriting queries on the original schema.
We further discuss in this chapter constructing P2P-based digital li-
brary systems. Admittedly, there are a number of requirements to be con-
sidered, including system infrastructure (architecture, protocols, syntactic
solutions, encoding schemas and identifier systems), standards, organiza-
tional and legal matters, supporting services such as different registries and
semantic knowledge bases and knowledge organization system (including
foundational and core ontologies). However, in this thesis we concentrate
on the following critical issues:
• Degree of autonomy: does the library accept arbitrary incoming
queries? Or can it support a common shared schema? It is required
that queries created in different schema shall be reformulated before
sending them to other connected P2P system.
• Keyword-based search or metadata/ontology-based search;
• Multiple (heterogeneous) metadata schemas support: e.g., LOM and
DC.
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• Metadata records harvesting: if it is not necessary to keep data
up-to-date, consistency issue must be considered.
• Authentication: must the library users be authenticated?
• Peer Selection/Discovery: do it need to locate specific libraries or
just let system to find them dynamically?
Based on the discussion on Chapter 3, we specify a working benchmark
in Table 4.2 illustrating appropriate P2P infrastructures which can be
adapted for distributed digital libraries construction.
4.3 A Super-Peer based Network Supporting Fed-
erated Sesarch
4.3.1 Requirements
Suppose that a large number of distributed digital libraries to be feder-
ated. Advanced search functionality, such as semantic search, is to be
supported for searching across distributed collections. In addition, due to
the heterogeneities in digital libraries, some digital libraries are indepen-
dent and reluctant to act as a ’client’ to other systems, while others are
willing to conduct some modification in order to be accessed in a broader
view, especially when they have limited resources.
With references to the working benchmark in Table 4.2, a super-peer
based infrastructure or semantic overlay network can be is selected to
deal with the application scenario. The major deterministic reasons are
as follows:
• Scalability: it requires that the system can cope with the bottleneck
problem, or at least realize ’multi-points of failure’ instead of ’single
point of failure’, which is also critical for system robustness;
• Flexibility on the role of digital library: autonomous nodes can act
as super peers while weak nodes may trade their independences to
reach an agreement with others and act as clients to a specific super
peer;
• Complex search capability: due to that super peers are autonomous,
they are able to support complex search as a standalone server,
besides that they have to maintain a list for neighboring peers.
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Table 4.2: Working Benchmark for Selecting P2P Infrastructures for Digital Libraries
Scale Metadata
records
Semantic
support
Autonomy Adaptable P2P Network Info. Srching Technique
small few No high pure P2P, RI Information retrieval (IR)
small few No low pure P2P, Central server-
based P2P, DHT
IR
small many No high pure P2P, RI XML-based IR, RDF database
small many Yes high pure P2P, RI RDF database
small many No low pure P2P, Central server-
based P2P
XML-based IR, database
large few No high Super-Peer, SON IR
large few No low DHT, Central server-based
P2P
IR
large many No high/low Super-Peer, SON XML-based IR, database
large many Yes high Super-Peer, SON RDF database + RQL
large many Yes low Super-Peer, SON, DHT + log-
ical layer
RDF database + RQL
4.3. A SUPER-PEER BASED NETWORK SUPPORTING FEDERATED SESARCH
In order to have a thorough and comparable study, the classic super-
peer system model is revisited in the next section.
4.3.2 Classic Super-Peer System Model - Revisited
To make it consistent, we bind the understanding of super-peer network
to the definition in [122]. According to Yang[122], super-peer networks
present a cross between pure and hybrid systems. A super peer (c.f. Fig-
ure 3.6) acts as a central server to a subset of clients. Clients submit
queries to corresponding super peer and receive results from it. Basically,
connections among super peers form a pure P2P system, and super peers
are responsible for submitting and answering queries on behalf of client
peers and themselves.
To make it concise, later on we call a super-peer and its clients a
cluster, where cluster size is the number of nodes in the cluster, including
the super-peer itself. In an extreme condition, a pure P2P network can
be regarded a regressive super-peer network where cluster size is 1 - every
node is a super peer with no clients.
Applying super-peer networks to digital library construction, we can
regard a cluster as a set of digital libraries where one of them is selected
or simply agreed by other libraries as a super node. To maintain such a
cluster, this super node can keep an index over its clients’ data or simply
provide a lookup service. In file sharing applications, the super peer may
just keep inverted lists over the titles of files owned by its clients. If the
super peer finds any results, it will return with message including results
and the address of clients. But in a more advanced situation where it
is impractical or expensive to keep a central index, e.g., advanced search
requirements on multiple metadata fields or SQL-alike search, the super
peer evolves into a ’lookup’ server providing coordinating services for its
clients. When a super peer receives a query from a client, it will submit
the query to its neighboring super peers (neighbors for brevity in the rest
paragraph) as if it were its own query, and it will forward any returned
messages back to the requesting client. That is, outside the cluster, a
client’s query will not be distinguishable from a super peer’s query. The
advantage of this mechanism is that clients are saved from processing any
extra queries and network traffic, so weak nodes (e.g. nodes having limited
network bandwidth) could act as clients, while strong nodes can be united
into an efficient network.
In contrast to client/server architecture, super-peer network allows de-
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centralized networks to run more efficiently by distributing load to nodes
that can handle the burden. With the capability of allowing multiple
separate points of failure, super-peer network increases the robustness of
digital library systems. On the other hand, when the size of the network
soars, in contrast to pure P2P network which may suffer deteriorated per-
formance, e.g. slower response time or fewer available sources, super-peer
network can take the advantage of heterogeneity (i.e. mutually exclusive
roles: client peer and super peer), assigning greater responsibility to those
who are more capable of handling query answerings.
However, extreme scalability and dynamism pose a problem for a
generic super peer network. In an extreme unbalanced situation, there
is a high possibility that super peers are overloaded. Furthermore, when
a super peer fails or simply leaves, all its client peers will be disconnected
from the network until they can find a new cluster to connect to. Although
reliability can be increased by introducing redundancy, e.g. k super peers
instead of one super peer, into the design of the super peer [122], such
solution comes at a cost. Inside a cluster, there is an extra cost of main-
taining clients’ information on super peers and the communication among
them would be k times greater than before. Also, the communication cost
with neighbors is high since all super peers in a cluster may receive mes-
sages from neighbors. Hence, in this thesis, instead of applying super peer
redundancy, we come up with an enhanced super-peer model to alleviate
previous mentioned problems.
4.3.3 Enhanced Super-Peer Model for Federated Search
To cope with the practical application, we consider a federated digital
library system DL consisting of a large collection of nodes which exceed
the capability of conventional client/server model. We assume that all
nodes in DL, both client peer and super peer, can be located via unique
identifiers. Also, DL is highly dynamic that new nodes may join at any
time and existing nodes may come down or simply leave. Furthermore,
a super-peer’s capability is limited in contrast to the large scale of DL,
so an individual super peer can only connect to a constricted number of
neighbors. To extend the capabilities of the super-peer model (c.f. Figure
3.6) described in [122], we make the following enhancements.
4.3. A SUPER-PEER BASED NETWORK SUPPORTING FEDERATED SESARCH
Super-Peer Network Initialization
In many research projects, often are super-peer networks generated ’artifi-
cially’. For example, in [122] a graph-based topology is set up, where each
of them represents actually a single cluster. These nodes are transformed
into individual super peer and a number of clients are added to each super
peer. The number of clients in a cluster follows the normal distribution
N(uc, 0.2uc), where uc is the mean cluster size. However, the actual size
of a cluster is decided in a ’bootstrapping’ manner since it is a progressive
procedure for client peers to discover super peers. Similar to [122], we
assume also that there are initially a large number of average nodes N
where no ’role’ (i.e. client or super peer) has been assigned to each node
yet. But as different from the approach in [122], we allow each node to
pro-actively discover existing super peer to connect to, or declare itself
as a super peer if it can not find super peer but has capability to accept
incoming peers. In system DL, initially there is no super peer available,
so only those who have greater capability have the chances to become a
super peer.
The rationality behind this extension is that: in practical situation,
different peers may have varied computing capabilities or resources, so it
is necessary to take into consideration the heterogeneity of peers. That is,
weak nodes can be made into clients, while the core of the system can run
efficiently on a network of ’strong’ super peers. It is also in much closer
to practical applications where peers’ computing capabilities are varied.
Load Balancing
Load balancing is especially important for the super-peer based networks
where it’s difficult to predict the number of new client peers that may
connect to a super peer or the number of requests that will be issued to
the super peer. Consider the situation of peer joining, we observe that
the actual number of clients in a cluster is determined by the maximum
capacity cs a super peer s can afford. Generally, cs is determined by
peer’s computing capability, storage and bandwidth. Hence, some super
peers may have greater capabilities to accept new client peers, while other
super peers can only host limited number of incoming peers. Clearly, in
the latter situation, if the load can not be alleviated from the weaker super
peers, performance bottlenecks (i.e. overloads) may occur in these nodes.
To alleviate such problem, we propose a two-step load balancing mech-
anism which is applied to distribute loads dynamically between a super
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peer and its neighbors. In the first step, when new nodes are added to the
network, we initialize them all as super peers such that gossiping protocol
can be reused for the reconnections with other super peers. Similar to
the initialization, peers with lower capacities can be merged to a cluster
led by a super peer with greater capacity. The next step which is also
the critical one, is transparent to external observers. Generally, if a super
peer can not accept a new client any more, it may push such client peer to
a neighbor whose current load does not reach the limit. On the contrary,
’strong’ super peers who can afford greater load can also proactively pull
client peers to their clusters. Behind the push-and-pull mechanism, a list
of unclustered peers uc act as a coordinator to accept ’abandoned’ but
active peers. As soon as a client node is added to a proper cluster, it is
removed from the list.
Self-Organizing
The model in [122] does not allow one client peer to communicate with
other super peers except the one in its cluster. Under this assumption,
if a super peer fails or leaves, all clients connected to it will be lost. To
increase the robustness, we introduce the idea of self-organizing to cope
with the situation when super peers are unavailable. Basically, first we
assume that all nodes (i.e. both super and client peers) in our prototype
have unique identifiers, as similar to that in Internet, which are used to
locate individual nodes. Second, DL allows client or super peers sending
messages to each other to check whether they are still online. Hence, if a
super peer becomes unavailable, all client peers connected will be added
into a ’unclustered’ list. Each peer in this list, following the strategy of
Load Balancing, can be assigned to particular clusters; or, simply declare
themselves as a new super peer which in turn can accept connections from
other client peers and finally lead to a new cluster.
4.4 Evaluation
4.4.1 Evaluation Setting
To validate our approaches, we have conducted numerous simulation-
based experiments. The reason for applying a simulation-based approach
is that: P2P systems are usually extremely large scale and dynamic sys-
tems where nodes may join and leave freely. However, experiments in a
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Table 4.3: Configuration parameters and default values
Name Default Description
Super-peer
Network Initial-
ization
Gossiping proto-
col
The way how super-peer network is generated
(the intial status).
Network Size 105 The number of peers in the network
Maximum Out-
degree
30 The number of neighbors
Cluster size power law distri-
bution
The sizes of clusters are in a power law distribu-
tion
Max Capacity
cmax
100 The maximum capacity of a peer to host client
peers
Min Capacity
cmin
1 The minimum capacity of a super peer to host
client peer
practical environment, e.g. thousands of nodes, turn out to be not an easy
work at all. In addition, by applying simulation based approaches, it is
convenient to set up different application scenarios to study P2P systems’
behaviors which are of great interests to us.
A number of experiments have been conducted in this work in order to
investigate the performance of different configuration of systems. Default
configurations defined by a set of parameters are shown in Table 4.3. We
are to explain these parameters in detail as they appear later in the section.
The configuration parameters in Table 4.3 describe the desired topol-
ogy of the network. Unlike [122] where client peers are specifically added
to a cluster, we generate a 105 size network by gossiping protocol [105].
The gossip algorithm [127] allows a node communicates with a randomly
chosen neighbor and exchanges information (eg. computation capacity in
our experiment, cf. Table 4.3) with it. One of the advantages of gossiping
protocol is that it can be used for computation and information exchange
in an arbitrarily connected network of nodes. In our evaluation settings,
each node is initialized as a super peer and randomly connected with each
other. This scenario is the most ’artificial’ one in this experiment but
it provides us a mechanism for bootstrapping the overlay network in a
natural way. In a straightforward way each node in this network is as-
signed a maximum out-degree of neighbors it connects to. A super peer is
selected from neighbors randomly provided that the neighbor’s capacity
is greater than the current local node. Note that the network topology
follows power-laws [128], so without losing the generalization, we generate
peers’ capacities by using a power-law distribution P (x) = βx−α, where
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x is for the capacity of a peer in a range of [cmin, cmax] (i.e.[1, 100] in
our settings), P (x) is the probability of having specific capacity x, and
β and α are constant parameters. For simplicity, we herein define β = 1
and α = 2. Observe that although one node with maximum capacity
may not be willing to host more clients, we thus collect qualified neigh-
boring nodes (i.e. having greater capabilities) and randomly select one
from them. From certain perspective, it is also in line with the random
procedure of generating super peers.
In addition, all experiments are conducted in a round-driven manner
in order to capture system snapshots in specific situations.
4.4.2 Experiment 1 - Super-peer Network Generation via
Gossiping protocol
Figure 4.1 illustrates a network of 105 size. Ten individual experiments
are conducted with out-degrees varying from 10 to 100 but with peer’s
maximum capacity fixed (i.e. 100). The curves represent the change of
the number of super peers in the network after specific rounds.
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Figure 4.1: Super-Peer Network Generated by Gossiping Proto-
col(Outdegree)
The value of out-degree indicates a peer’s partial view on the network
(i.e. its neighbors). The gossiping protocol is adapted in initializing the
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super-peer network. At round zero, super peers are initialized to connect
to their neighbors via their partial views. Then, the bootstrapping step is
conducted by a custom-developed super peer protocol where connections
between super peers are limited by corresponding capabilities. Intuitively,
networks should vary significantly by different out-degree parameters, but
it turns out in Figure 4.1 that the fluctuations on the numbers of su-
per peers are relatively small. The reason is that in the bootstrapping
the decisive factor, the peer’s capacity, determines how many neighbors
a super peer can connect to. To justify our judgments, we then fix the
out-degree parameter and assign different values for peer’s maximum ca-
pacities, namely, 100, 200 and 500. The results are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Super-Peer Network Generated by Gossiping Protocol (Ca-
pacity)
In Figure 4.2 we see that the variations of the number of super peers
are in the same pace with peer’s max capacity. The larger the capacity,
the fewer super peers will be needed, and the less communication overhead
among super peers will be. In addition, both Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2
illustrate that the number of super peers decreases logarithmically before
reaching a comparatively stable situation. Interestingly, the time (i.e.
rounds) required to reach a stable situation, i.e. with relatively constant
number of super peers, is between 10 and 20. This is due to the fact that
no super peers should be removed from the network if an approximate
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optimized situation is reached, i.e., all client peers are connected to a
super peer respectively and super peers are not overloaded.
4.4.3 Experiment 2 - Load Balancing
To evaluate the system performance under increasing load, we set up an
experiment where 1000 new nodes are added to the network continuously
from round 25 to round 35. The reason for choosing a round 25 is that at
that moment the network is to have a relatively stable optimal status. If
new nodes are added, the system will churn out.
Figure 4.3 illustrates that the number of super peers increases sharply
as new nodes are added. It is because we initially assign the role of ’super
peer’ to all new nodes and adjust them in later rounds. As shown in
Figure 4.3 as well, an obvious decrease happens after round 35, when no
new nodes are added into the system. Although the system comes to a
stable situation finally (c.f. after round 50), the number of super peer is
slightly larger than the system which has a fixed number of nodes.
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Figure 4.3: Load Balancing (1000 Nodes join the network each time from
round 25 to round 35)
4.4.4 Experiment 3 - Self Organizing
The self-organizing functionality we aim to achieve in this work is to dy-
namically adapt to node failure and degradation, and react to changes
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caused by them. The general strategy below is applied for nodes acting
different roles.
• Super peer: it maintains only neighboring super peers’ information
without worrying about the existence of its client peers. Periodically
it checks the connection status of its neighbors and removes those
unreachable.
• Client peer: it periodically checks whether its super peer is online,
especially before it sends requests. If the super peer is down, it
searches nodes (i.e. super peer) which have more capacity and may
join such a cluster led by the new super peer. Otherwise, if no super
peer wants to host it, it may finally declare itself as a super peer,
waiting for incoming client peers.
Two kinds of scenarios are investigated in this work. The first scenario
is that peers keep leaving while the second one is that disastrous failures
happen in peers, e.g., half of the peers in the network are crashed. Results
are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively.
In the first scenario, we force 500 peers to leave the network from
round 10 to 90 continuously. Figure 4.4 illustrates the changes in the
number super peers follow a undulant manner due to the self-adjustment
each time. As we can see from the enlarged figure, the tendency in the
number of super peers is decreasing along with the running rounds, as is
in accordance with the fact that the total number of peers is reduced.
In the experiment illustrating effects brought by catastrophic failure
in peers, we assume half of the peers in the network are crashed in round
5, 10 and 20 (c.f. Figure 4.5), which are at the beginning, middle and
end of the procedure for the network reaching optimal status (c.f. the ’no
leaving’ curve in Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5 shows that no matter when such a catastrophe happens, a
transient phenomena that the number of super peers may surge to around
25000. The reason is that at that moment a large number of client peers
which lost connection to their super peers have the chances to declare
themselves as super peers, especially when they can not find neighboring
super peers who are willing to accept them. In fact the system is actu-
ally sparsely connected as in the initialization status. However, after the
stumbling, the system heals itself quickly to an optimal status after 15
rounds, which justifies that merging between these newly generated super
peers helps reduce the number of total super peers.
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Figure 4.4: Self-Organizing in Scenario of Continuous Peer Leaving
Results illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 prove that the protocol
helps the system adapt dynamically to continuous peer’s failure (e.g. peer
leaving) and huge degradation and changes in the network.
4.4.5 Summary
Super-peer based network shares features embodied by both pure peer-
to-peer networks and client/server systems, and thus can be employed in
information sharing applications which may host heterogeneous entities.
The work conducted by Yang, et.al. [122] has discussed the general is-
sues in the design of super-peer overlay networks. However, mechanisms
have not yet been investigated for generating super-peer networks in a
bootstrapping manner and supporting self-organizing capabilities.
The first commercial system employing super-peer network is perhaps
Kazaa [107] which is devoted for file-sharing applications. However, no
public report is available concerning the protocols and system perfor-
mances.
JXTA [118], a P2P interoperability framework created by Sun Mi-
crosystems, has been used in sharing distribution information resources.
In JXTA, communications between peers are conducted by pipes gener-
ated specifically by themselves. Typical systems include Edutella [34] and
Bibster [35]. Both of them support metadata search within P2P networks
while the former focuses on educational domain and the latter on biblio-
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Figure 4.5: Catastrophe Recovery (50000 Nodes left in round 5)
graphic records respectively.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network becomes a substantial research
topic in building future digital libraries. However, due to the obscurity in
the system behaviors by applying the protocols, considerable efforts are
required to investigate such possible performances and propose solutions
for implicit problems. In this chapter, we have presented the urgency
of exploiting advanced infrastructure for future digital library construc-
tions and described the basic requirements, i.e. system bottleneck and
dependences. Among various solutions, super-peer based network turns
out to be one of the appropriate solutions [124]. However, due to that
classic super-peer networks may still suffer from the problems caused by
system’s extreme scale and dynamism. Thus, we proposed an enhanced
model concerning the initialization of super-peer networks and strategies
for load-balancing and self-organizing. Evaluation results show that the
enhancements are feasible and can be applied in large scale super-peer
overlay networks. Further works include supporting complex search in
super-peer based digital library systems since semantic search or compli-
cated metadata search require more advanced processing on individual
information collections, as in contrast to simple file sharing which put
overhead of maintaining an index at the super peer.
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4.5 Chapter Achievement
• Proposed a tentative benchmark for choosing appropriate P2P over-
lay networks in specific application scenarios.
• Presented a walk-through example, illustrating how to choose can-
didate P2P networks.
• Discussed problems in classic super-peer based overlay network and
propose solutions, such as load-balancing and self-organizing.
• Conducted extensive evaluations for justifying the applicability of
the enhanced super-peer model.
Chapter 5
Metadata Heterogeneity
5.1 Introduction
To facilitate searching across distributed digital libraries for relevant records
created in heterogeneous schemas, two approaches are required: 1) build-
ing a scalable and flexible system infrastructure; 2) generating a mecha-
nism for metadata interoperation. Chapter 3 will justify the possibility of
applying P2P-based overlay network to provide access freely to distributed
and autonomous digital library systems, while Chapter 6 describes poten-
tial effects of Semantic Web technologies on the digital libraries in a man-
ner of making resources more understandable to machines. This chapter
is devoted to investigating the metadata heterogeneities in digital library
applications, with more emphasis to be placed on the semantic hetero-
geneity issue because sophisticated solutions to syntactic and structural
issues have been well developed.
5.2 Heterogeneity Categories
The issue of data heterogeneity has long been well recognized in the
database community (c.f. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]). In general, hetero-
geneity issues can be divided into three categories:
• Syntactic heterogeneity: it is concerned with the “standards”
involved in the effective “communication, transport, storage and
representation” of metadata and other types of information [129],
e.g., heterogeneities in metadata formats, query languages.
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• Structural heterogeneity: it emerges when sources adopt differ-
ent data models, data structures or schemas. For examples, rela-
tional and object-oriented database models.
• Semantic heterogeneity: it is due to the semantic conflicts in
terms, phrases, etc, which are adopted by different metadata schemas
but actually expressed in various ways.
Throughout this thesis we will mainly focus on the issue of seman-
tic interoperability, while describe briefly current solutions for structural
heterogeneity.
5.2.1 Integrating Syntactically Heterogeneous Sources
As mentioned previously, syntactic heterogeneity is caused by discrepan-
cies across the different protocols or languages to describe data, or to
query, analyze and update them. In digital libraries, syntactic hetero-
geneities may prevent sharing (and hence integration) even if there are no
infrastructural barriers. For example, two digital libraries may use rela-
tional databases, but with slightly different dialects of the language (e.g.,
SQL) used for querying. Information sharing between digital libraries is
mostly processed in form of metadata, such as MARC, however, it does not
mean these metadata standards also cover internal data storage format.
Actually, specific protocols, e.g. Z39.50 protocol, have to be supported
so as to facilitate information searching. The protocols act basically as a
common layer atop information resources in heterogeneous syntax.
Accompanied with the growth of the Web, many digital libraries have
built their Web portals, providing services like Web-based searching. Un-
der such prerequisite, XML can be used a ’format’ for direct information
exchange. The major contribution of XML is its easiness to implement
and the uniform data output format, which relieve researchers from creat-
ing various data transformation tools. Probed from current projects and
systems, it is safe to say that XML is to be a widely accepted standard.
Due to the focus of this thesis, we are not to investigate further in this
direction.
5.2.2 Integrating Structurally(Schematically) Heterogeneous
Sources
Structural (schematic) heterogeneity originates from the difference in data
models or schemas, namely, the class hierarchies and attribute structure.
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Examples are: particular feature is classified under different object classes
in different databases; or an object in one database turns out to be an
attribute in another. Actually, the issue of schema heterogeneity has
been studied in the database community in recent 30 years and many
approaches have been conducted in this field. Herein, we briefly introduce
three distinguished approaches in the following:
Global-as-View (GAV)
In the Global-as-View approach, every entity in the global schema is de-
fined as a view over the different source schemas that are to be inte-
grated. A major advantage of the GAV approach is that query answer-
ings are relatively straightforward by referencing to the global schema.
That is, incoming queries can be easily expanded/rewritten in the terms
used in each local source. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, a global schema
G(A1,X.A2, B1, Y.A2) is generated by summarizing sources schemas from
X and Y . All entities from source schemas have corresponding names in
the global schema, even some of them share the same meaning, such as
X.A2 and Y.A2). However, it also leads to a difficulty in updating global
schema because of the dependency between the global schema and the lo-
cal sources. For example, if the global schema has been updated (e.g. new
entities are added), all local nodes have to update their local views on the
new global schema. On the other hand, adding or removing sources may
result in considerable changes to the global schema. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1, if a new node Z has been added to the system, correspondingly the
global schema has to be updated into G′(A1,X.A2, B1, Y.A2, Z.A1, C2).
Figure 5.1: A GAV Example
One example applying GAV approach is the TSIMMIS project, which
supports rapid integration of heterogeneous information sources that may
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include both structured and semistructured data[69].
Local-as-View (LAV)
As contrast to the Global-as-View approach, in Local-as-View approach
source views are used in exactly the opposite way. These views define
how local information maps to the global schema by expressing a map-
ping from each relation in the local schema to a (set of) relation(s) in
the global schema [19]. An LAV example is shown in Figure 5.2, as com-
pared to GAV-based approach. The main advantage of the LAV approach
over GAV approach is that there is no dependency on global schema. In
LAV, each source schema is mapped to the global schema. Adding new
sources to system requires only definitions of necessary mappings between
the source schema and the global one. However, in this approach query
answering becomes more difficult because query reformulation is difficult
to conduct, and instead an ’abduction-like’ approach is required [18].
Figure 5.2: A LAV Example
Gloabl-and-Local-as-View (GLAV)
The GLAV approach, in a more reconcilable way, has combined the ex-
pressive powers of both LAV and GAV [130]. In GLAV approach, the
independence of a global schema, the maintenance to accommodate new
sources, and the query-reformulation complexity are the same as in LAV.
However, GLAV can create a view over sources by generating a view over
global schema described by source descriptions(c.f. G in Figure 5.3).
Hence, GLAV can derive data using views over source schemas, which
is more expressive than LAV’s capabilities. On the other hand, it allows
reformulation on global schema (i.e. conjunction), which is beyond the
expressive ability of GAV. The G′ in Figure 5.3 is just the conjunction of
G and the schema of new node W .
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Figure 5.3: A LAV Example
These approaches work for many specialized applications very well
but are problematic in decentralized and highly dynamic environment.
Basically, view-based methods facilitate users to access to a collection of
related data sources which can somehow constitute a single data source
(e.g., a ’one-stop’ search facility). To achieve this, an integrated global
’view’ of the data schemas in all the sources is provided. Hence, users
in these systems have to formulate queries over a global view instead of
dealing with individual data sources. Actually, a global schema is assumed
by default in data integration systems to deal with heterogeneous data
sources [17], however, such an assumption is hard to realize in some P2P
systems, as peers (digital library nodes) may join or leave for several
reasons like network bottlenecks and maintenance problems. Therefore,
soliciting all peers to stand to a commonly agreement is rather impractical.
In other words, instead of a unique global schema, multiple data
schemas may exist in P2P-based systems. Here, one direct task is to
reformulate queries in corresponding format used in other peers. To face
such tasks, there is a possible challenge in generating semantic relations
between elements in heterogeneous metadata [131][132], so as to make the
reformulation justifiable.
5.2.3 Integrating Semantically Heterogeneous Sources
Semantic metadata interoperation is not a new issue in not only digital
library community, but also in a wider world, like Web. Over the last two
decades, different approaches have been conducted to achieve termino-
logical interoperation between heterogeneous metadata schemas, such as
automatic (semi-automatic) classification, crosswalks and mappings and
controlled vocabularies. In addition, RDF and XML have been widely
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accepted as an easily processable and machine-readable format. Herein,
we introduce briefly applicable methodologies adopted in digital library
applications.
Union Catalog
A union catalog contains records about materials in several collections or
libraries[15]. Often such union catalog is maintained in a highly centralized
model. In fact, various forms of union catalog have been applied in the
library community for over a century. The union catalog enables multi-site
libraries to share bibliographic data, user data, and reader services while
preserving the degree of autonomy required by each local member. From
the users’ perspectives, it is in fact a “one-stop” portal which enables them
to search across multiple libraries. Users can just specify the libraries they
want to query, without being bothered to search across all these libraries
individually.
Strictly speaking, union catalog is a Global-as-View approach, but
rather a semantic-based approach since it simply combines various schemas
into a specific portal. We put it here mainly because of the possibility
of searching across semantically heterogeneous digital libraries by using
union catalog. One example as predicted by Leazer [133] is to include in
catalog information on derivative bibliographic relationships for an accu-
rate control of bibliographic records.
Crosswalk/Mapping
Crosswalk/Mapping is a method dealing directly with the meanings of
metadata elements. As remarked by Godby[134], crosswalks are a map-
ping table of equivalences used to ’translate’ between different metadata
element sets. In other words, elements in one metadata set are corre-
lated with elements in another that have the same or similar meanings. A
exemplar crosswalk from MARC to unqualified Dublin Core is shown in
Table 5.1:
A general algorithm in creating such mapping tables is depicted in
Algorithm 1:
Crosswalks evolve from a demand for compatibility with heterogeneous
collection since relevant records may be created in distinct metadata for-
mats. Mapping tables can thus be used to facilitate federated search by
rewriting queries in original schemas to queries in the target one. Although
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Table 5.1: MARC to unqulaified Dublin Core Crosswalk, from [12]
DC Element MARC Fields
title 245
creator 100, 110, 111, 700, 710, 711,720
subject 600, 610, 611, 630, 650, 653
description 500-599, except 506, 530, 540, 546
contributor -
publisher 260$a$b
date 260$c
type 655, etc
format 856$q
identifier 856$u
source 786$o$t
language 008/35-37,546
relation 530, 760-787$o$t
coverage 651, 752
rights 506, 540
Data: Source schema S and target schema T
Result: mapping table M from S to T
initialization;
make a list of all elements (es1, es2, ..., esm)(m = ‖S‖) in S ;
read es1 ;
esi = es1;
while esi(i ∈ m,m = ‖S‖) is not the last element in S do
if Found matched element etj(j ∈ n, n = ‖T‖) in T . then
Store (esi, etj) into table M ;
end
else
Store (esi, NULL) into table M ;
end
read next element in S ;
end
Algorithm 1: 2D Mapping Table Generation Algorithms
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crosswalks are useful for “promoting some degree of interoperability” [134],
they may lead to null or inexact correspondences (c.f. Figure 5.1). In-
deed, many crosswalks provide only one-to-one mapping, but mappings
for one-to-many and many-to-one can not be handled well all the time
[135]. Besides, loss of data may also be found in ’one-way’ mappings, es-
pecially in mapping from a complicated schema to a simple one because
corresponding terms may not be found.
Application Profiles
Metadata interoperability is a fundamental requirement for access to het-
erogeneous digital libraries, as well as information on the Internet. The
interoperability between metadata standards is particularly essential in
situations when a single query is expressed multiple descriptive formats,
or relations have to be set up between different metadata standards. Often
there is a dilemma in using simple metadata standards, e.g., Dublin Core,
which has been applied largely in annotating bibliographic records, but
cannot satisfy the requirements of particular communities. One example
as described by Hunter and Lagoze[136] is that standards such as TV-
Anytime[137] , MPEG-21[138], BIBLINK[139] and OAI[66] need to com-
bine metadata standards for simple resource discovery (DC), rights man-
agement (INDECS[140]), multimedia (MPEG-7[141]), geospatial (FGDC[142]),
educational (GEM[143], IEEE LOM[144]) and museum (CIDOC CRM[31])
content, to satisfy their application-specific requirements.
In order to enable flexible, dynamic mapping between complex meta-
data descriptions which mix elements from multiple domains, application
profiles is created. According to Heery and Patel [145], application pro-
files is the schemas which consist of data elements drawn from one or
more namespaces, combined together by implementers, and optimized for
a particular local application. Adhered to this definition, this approach
is to accommodate individual needs and elements in standard or com-
monly shared schemas are adapted to cater to local specific needs. Thus,
elements from distinct metadata sets can be syndicated according to par-
ticular application profiles. So far approaches to application profiles have
been based on either RDF Schema[146] or XML Schemas[147]. One exam-
ple adopting a pure RDF Schema approach can be found at the SCHEMAS
project[148]. Another interesting approach led by Hunter and Lagoze[136]
is combining XML Schema and RDF Schema to fit into the overall web
metadata architecture. They also demonstrate how interoperability be-
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tween application profiles can be enhanced by using such dual schema
approach.
Registries
According to [149], the term “registry” covers a broad range of databases,
documentation services, or Web-based portals providing access to schemas.
Generally, metadata registry is composed of an index of officially defined
metadata terms, which can then be extended by local particular domains,
services or projects. In another word, users/communities can enable the
reuse of existing (registered) elements rather than reinventing their own.
Therefore, it is safe to say that registering profiles can help to harmo-
nize metadata usage in particular domains. Some practical projects are:
the Schemas project which aims at providing a selected and annotated
overview of metadata vocabularies and their usages in application en-
vironments [148]; the EU Cores project which includes registry of core
vocabularies and profiles and developed a schema creation tool and Web
interface to register schemas [150]; and the well-known Dublin Core Meta-
data Registry, which turns out to be authoritative source for DC and pro-
mote the discovery and reuse of exiting metadata definitions [151]. Baker
[149] also concludes that “almost universally, registries are seen as our
best hope in the medium term for a scalable solution to the problem of
mapping and translating between a diversity of schemas”.
Others - Derivation, Satellite and Switching
Other interesting methods for interoperating among metadata schemas
are Derivation, Satellite and Leaf Node Linking, and Switching [135] [152].
The derivation approach is conducted by developing a specialized or sim-
pler vocabulary with an existing, more comprehensive vocabulary as a
starting point or model. The linking method aims at creating a list of
terms linked with other terms (e.g. in a form of hierarchical ’satellite’)
that may not be conceptual Roughly, these three methods can be re-
garded as special cases of mapping respectively. For example, the method
of derivation generally develops simpler schema (terms) from an initial
but more comprehensive one, as such as direct mapping from a complex
schema to its simplified version. The satellite and leaf node linking, liter-
ally, requires mapping from broader terms in satellite of superstructure to
narrower terms in the leaf level. Similarly, switching requires all cooper-
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ating schemas to translate (map) their terms to an intermediary schema.
5.2.4 Metadata Encoding Methods
Obviously, any kinds of metadata records shall be encoded in certain way
to facilitate preservation as well as interoperation. Here we introduce two
prominent candidates as below.
RDF/OWL
RDF[153] and OWL[154], as well as XML[155] (only in concern of struc-
ture), are gaining the popularity of encoding metadata records. One exam-
ple is the SIMILE project[156] which aims to leverage and expand DSpace.
In SIMILE, RDF and OWL are used to enhance inter-operability among
digital assets, schemas, metadata, and services that are distributed across
individual, community, and institutional stores. Besides the general capa-
bility of describing resources, RDF (as well as OWL) holds other critical
characteristics, such as Independence and Interchange [157]. On one hand,
Independence implies any independent organization (or even person) can
invent Property which is generally inherited from some metadata elements.
For instance, one can use Author in a publication site, and another one can
use Director when associated with movies. And both of them, to be more
general, can also be represented as Creator. From the semantic perspec-
tive, the feature of Independence does not refrain us from using flexible
terms to describe similar concepts. On the other hand, Interchange reveals
the fact that RDF can support the exchange of information and knowledge
on the Web or large scale Intranet environment, since RDF Statements
can be converted into XML, and provide a decent way to represent entities
(nodes) and relationships. Further descriptions on XML, RDF and OWL
are in Section 6.3.3.
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS)
The Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) schema is
a standard for encoding descriptive, administrative, and structural meta-
data regarding objects within a digital library, expressed using the XML
[155]. According to [158], a METS document consists of seven major sec-
tions as below. A more detailed explanation of each section and their
inter-relations can be found in [159].
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• METS Header - The METS Header contains metadata describing
the METS document itself, including such information as creator
and editor, etc..
• Descriptive Metadata - The descriptive metadata section may
point to descriptive metadata external to the METS document (e.g.,
a MARC record in an OPAC or an EAD finding aid maintained on
a WWW server), or contain internally embedded descriptive meta-
data, or both. Multiple instances of both external and internal de-
scriptive metadata may be included in the descriptive metadata sec-
tion.
• Administrative Metadata - The administrative metadata sec-
tion provides information regarding how the files were created and
stored, intellectual property rights, metadata regarding the original
source object from which the digital library object derives, and infor-
mation regarding the provenance of the files comprising the digital
library object (i.e., master/derivative file relationships, and migra-
tion/transformation information). As with descriptive metadata,
administrative metadata may be either external to the METS doc-
ument or encoded internally.
• File Section - The file section lists all files containing content which
comprise the electronic versions of the digital object. ¡file¿ elements
may be grouped within ¡fileGrp¿ elements, to provide for subdividing
the files by object version.
• Structural Map - The structural map is the heart of a METS
document. It outlines a hierarchical structure for the digital library
object, and links the elements of that structure to content files and
metadata that pertain to each element.
• Structural Links - The Structural Links section of METS allows
METS creators to record the existence of hyperlinks between nodes
in the hierarchy outlined in the Structural Map. This is of particular
value in using METS to archive Websites.
• Behavior - A behavior section can be used to associate executable
behaviors with content in the METS object. Each behavior within a
behavior section has an interface definition element that represents
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an abstract definition of the set of behaviors represented by a partic-
ular behavior section. Each behavior also has a mechanism element
which identifies a module of executable code that implements and
runs the behaviors defined abstractly by the interface definition.
5.3 The Needs for Explicit Semantics
In last sections we reviewed metadata heterogeneities, focusing on ap-
proaches for harmonizing and encoding semantically heterogeneous infor-
mation in digital libraries. However, it is not easy to apply them in the
setting of P2P networks. First, the highly centralized model for creating
a union catalog was feasible in large digital libraries, such as Library of
Congress (LC), because “LC controlled the funding and could establish
record creation guidelines before digitization occurred, therefore providing
for a high level of interoperability with records among different institu-
tions” [160]. However, in P2P networks many small or moderate digital
libraries exist and it would be too expensive for them to create union cat-
alog respectively. Second, one of the most popular adapted approaches
— crosswalks, is applicable when the number of metadata elements is
relatively small since mapping among different metadata schemas is less
laborious. However, when more complicated metadata get involved, var-
ious difficulties will arise, as the problem of different degree of equiva-
lency in crosswalks indicated by Zeng [135]. In addition, extensive efforts
from domain experts are often needed to specify various relations between
metadata elements, while automatic mapping methods are still under con-
struction. Finally, application profile and registry share a common feature
that they both allow particular systems to customize or adapt elements
from ’core’ or ’standard’ schemas. Particularly, application profiles provid-
ing a dynamic and flexible mechanism to accommodate individual needs
in annotating records, which is in line with the dynamic feature of P2P
networks. However, formal model of application profile is still under devel-
opment. Other weaknesses, as remarked by Baker[161] are: 1) information
declared (redundantly) in a Metadata Vocabulary is not included; 2) it
only includes information which is particular to the application profile;
3) it lacks formal schema language used to support resolution of cross-
references and merging of data.
The basic problems of the approaches mentioned above all originated
from the lack of an explicit model of information semantics. Recently,
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it has been widely recognized that a partial explication of information
semantics is required in connection with the World Wide Web. Fensel
identifies a three level solution to the problem of developing intelligent
applications on the web[162]:
• Information Extraction: In order to provide access to information
resources, information extraction techniques have to be applied pro-
viding wrapping technology for a uniform access to information.
• Processable Semantics: Formal languages have to be developed that
are able to capture information structures as well as meta-information
about the nature of information and the conceptual structure un-
derlying an information source.
• Ontologies: The information sources have to be enriched with se-
mantic information using the languages mentioned in step two. This
semantic information has to be based on a vocabulary that reflects
a consensual and formal specification of the conceptualization of the
domain— an ontology.
Information Extraction corresponds directly to the approaches using nat-
ural language processing techniques for accessing and retrieving informa-
tion. Despite the progress in natural language processing, there are still
many limitations due to the lack of explicit semantic information[163].
Processable Semantics is in connection with the syntactic and structural
approaches, eg. using XML and RDF to annotate information sources.
The last level of applying ontologies is to enrich information sources with
additional semantic information. The use of ontologies has already been
implemented in recent approaches for information searching in terms of
meta-annotations and terms definitions[164, 165, 166]. Note that the use
of explicit semantics is not contradictory to the other two approaches men-
tioned above, but rather an additive and powerful technique to improve
or enable the other approaches. Furthermore, we think that searching
in large-scale distributed environment, such as P2P networks, requires
explicit semantic models.
In the following chapters, we will revisit the challenges in digital li-
brary applications in a higher level and justify the feasibility of applying
Semantic Web technologies for achieving explicit semantics information
sources.
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5.4 Chapter Achievement
• Described the categories of metadata heterogeneities, namely syn-
tactic, structural (schematic) and semantic heterogeneities.
• Emphasized on current approaches to semantic interoperation, such
as crosswalk and application profiles, etc. and introduce typical
metadata encoding methods in digital library applications.
• Pointed out that the basic problems of these approaches originate
from the lack of an explicit model of information semantics. Explicit
semantics is intensively needed in realizing semantic searching in
digital library applications.
Chapter 6
The Semantic Web and
Digital Libraries
6.1 Introduction
Evolving from traditional libraries, digital libraries concentrate on making
information sources available to a wider audience. For example, scanning
papers and books and preserving them. However, digital libraries only
take limited advantage of the benefits modern computing technologies of-
fer [167]. To overcome this bottleneck, research and development for dig-
ital libraries have been conducted in aspects of processing, dissemination,
storage, search and analysis of all types of digital information.
As to be mentioned in Chapter 3, the P2P overlay network, as well as
the grid, allows flexible, secure and coordinated resource sharing among
dynamic digital libraries (e.g., libraries/peers can join and leave freely).
However, in such a dynamic environment, often individual library uses its
own specific data format unless there is a globally shared one. Thus, it is
hard to see how they can interoperate in a meaningful manner. To address
such an challenge, the Semantic Web is invented to “combine information
from multiple heterogeneous sources, such as published RDF sources, per-
sonal web pages, and data bases in order to provide an integrated view of
this multidimensional space” [168].
This chapter is to revisit the challenges in digital libraries, introduce
the Semantic Web technologies concentrating on processing ‘semantics’
and justify why they are important in addressing semantic interoperation
problems. Finally, Description Logics will be introduced, with a special
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intention for paving road that logic-based reasoning is useful in explicating
complex relations.
6.2 Digital Libraries Challenges - Revisited
Over the last decades, there has been considerable research activity in
the field of digital libraries and many research challenges have turned up.
Some of the key research challenges for digital libraries as sought by the
US National Science Foundation are[169]:
• Interoperability: The ability of digital libraries to exchange and share
documents, queries and services. The term also encompasses the
ability to generate a single view of different libraries without forfeit-
ing independence.
• Description of objects and repositories: The need to establish com-
mon schema for the naming of digital objects so as to facilitate search
and retrieval from disparate distributed sources.
• Collection management and organization: The ability to store, index
and retrieve non-textual and multimedia content.
• User interfaces and human-computer interaction: How information
is displayed and visualized, and how the user navigates large infor-
mation collections.
Obviously, assigning ‘semantics’ to digital objects and making them
interoperable are the fundamental challenges. In current digital library
applications, nevertheless, the capability of semantic search is rather lim-
ited. Consider two widely used searching strategies in digital libraries as
follows:
• Using common controlled vocabularies in subject identifiers to facil-
itate search;
• Using a set of common metadata to describe specific information,
which is further used to facilitate searching on specific fields.
By publishing controlled vocabularies in one place, which can then be
accessed by all users across the Web, then library catalogues can use the
same web-accessible vocabularies to catalogue their publications, marking
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them using the most relevant terms from the most relevant thesauri for
the domain of interest. Then search engines can use the same vocabularies
to control and refine their search to ensure that the most relevant items
of information are returned to the user. In contrast, various metadata
can be used to describe the meaning of digital objects, using pre-defined
metadata terms, such as creator, title, date, publisher, etc. It can facilitate
search engines to focus on specific metadata fields without having to go
through the entire context.
However, both approaches suffer from some problems in searching
across similar or relevant fields described by different metadata or sub-
ject terms:
• In digital libraries, the creation and maintenance (i.e. description of
objects and repositories) of standardized metadata and controlled
vocabularies are usually costly activities. Often any modification
on them would take a long procedure before they can be adapted
in specific applications. For example, specific extensions on these
standards are generally for individual usage purpose and are diffi-
cult to be harmonized with other applications if no prior agreement
is reached. Even if such agreement can be reached, it is often con-
ducted manually by metadata experts, e.g. in a simple mapping
table.
• Annotations on digital objects by using conventional metadata gen-
erally convey no ‘meanings’. In fact, both of ‘flat’ metadata schemas,
e.g. Dublin Core and hierarchical schemas, e.g. MODS [170], are a
bunch of standardized (ie. pre-defined) vocabularies which are used
to facilitate ‘structured’ search (i.e. metadata search, c.f.Section 2.5.2)
instead of ‘semantic’ search. With semantic search capability, we can
not just support structure search, but also deduce implicit informa-
tion from annotated records.
• Deep semantic interoperability, as identified as the “grand challenge”
of digital libraries [169] is limited. Clearly, addressing the semantic
heterogeneity has something to offer in response to all ‘interoperabil-
ity’ challenges. This was seen as the ability to access, consistently
and coherently, similar classes of digital objects and services, dis-
tributed across heterogeneous repositories with mediating ‘agent’ to
compensate for site-by-site variations.
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These problems are also the origins for the challenges aforementioned.
Thus, new technologies are required to facilitate semantic enrichment for
digital objects and further be able to harmony semantic dissimilarities.
The Semantic Web technologies can then be applied for this purpose.
6.3 The Semantic Web
6.3.1 Brief History of the Semantic Web
Prior to the inception of the Semantic Web, the World Wide Web (WWW)
provides interoperability at various levels. For examples, the TCP/IP
protocol furnishes a robust way to transport data from node to node;
the HTTP and HTML offer a standard way to retrieve and represent
hyperlinked textual documents. However, due to the huge volume of online
documents and the insufficient representation of knowledge contained in
them, machines are found crippled in processing ‘semantics’ in documents.
By using HTML, one can create and present a page that lists books she is
interested in, such as “BrokenBack Mountain”, but she may not be able to
use HTML to unambiguously assert, for example, that Book01 is named
“BrokenBack Mountain” and authored by “Annie Proulx”. In addition,
there is also no way to express that “BrokenBack Mountain” is a mytitle
or “Annie Proulx ” is a mycreator.
To overcome such shortcomings, ontologies recently have become a
topic of interest in computer science. Equipped with ontologies, the Se-
mantic Web is able to make web resources - not just web pages, but also
a wide range of web accessible data and services - more understandable
to machines. In other words, machines would not just be able to display
data, but rather be able to use it for automation, integration and reuse
across various applications.
6.3.2 Ontology - The Key Enabler for the Semantic Web
Originated first in philosophy, Ontology is in computer science claimed to
be an ‘explicit specification of a conceptualization that facilitates knowl-
edge sharing and reuse’[171], ‘content theories about the sorts of objects,
properties of objects, and relations between objects that are possible in a
specified domain of knowledge’ [172], and ‘an entity-relationship schema
with subsumption relations between concepts’[165]. From a knowledge
engineering perspective, ontologies are constructed using specialization-
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generalization relationships to form their taxonomies and using other se-
mantic relationships (e.g. part-whole, derivationally related) to extract
the meaning of concepts and factual knowledge of a domain.
More concretely, an ontology can be viewed as a generalization of a
taxonomy as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Example: University Taxonomy and Ontology
At the top of Figure 6.1 is a simple taxonomy of Universities, divided
into public and private, and with the former subdivided into those in
Trondheim and Beijing.
Below is a much richer structure. the simple taxonomy of Universities
has been expanded to include the class of Norwegian University and Chinese
University, such that Univ. in Trondheim and Univ. in Beijing are each a
subclass of two superclasses. The existence of more than one superclass of
a given class is a feature not normally found in conventional taxonomies
[173].
In addition, one university can cooperate with other universities. And
the property workIn has as its subject an Employee and its object a Univer-
sity. Note that properties are inherited by subclasses. Thus, since Univ.
in Trondheim has two superclasses, it can inherit properties from both.
In the context of the Semantic Web, ontologies provide a shared under-
standing of a domain of interest to help automated processes (i.e. “intel-
ligent agents”) to access information, typically represented in a machine-
processable language. In addition, ontologies are expected to be used to
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provide structured vocabularies that explicate the relationships between
different terms, allowing intelligent agent s to interpret their meaning flexi-
bly yet unambiguously [174]. Moreover, terms whose meanings are defined
in ontologies can be used in semantic markup that describes the content
and functionality of Web-accessible resources [175].
In nutshell, developing ontologies help to represent knowledge in a
machine processable way, enabling the relationships to be described; they
express a shared view on a domain of interest.
6.3.3 The Semantic Web Languages
Together with the development of the Semantic Web, a set of standards, or
in other words, a set of Semantic Web languages have emerged for different
‘semantic’ requirements on various applications. Before we introduce how
to implement Semantic Web technologies in digital libraries, it is necessary
to look through these standardized languages
XML
The basic building block, XML [155] provides a formal syntax for describ-
ing documents in a richly structured manner, as different from HTML
which trades description power for ease of use. A typical XML ele-
ment, to describe an attribute of “BrokenBack Mountain”, might be <
mycreator > AnnieProulx < /mycreator >. Although it is intuitively
obvious, in practice much effort has to be put into developing agreed terms
such as mycreator in our example. Nowadays XML has been widely used
as an interchange language over a range of business applications. However,
XML does not impose semantic constraints on the meanings of documents
1. Thus we have no way of describing anything about “BrokenBack Moun-
tain”, e.g. that it is yet the name of an Oscar movie and the director is
“Ang Lee”. To overcome this limitation, Resource Description Framework
(RDF) was designed.
RDF
RDF is a simple data model for referring to resources and how they are
related, with an intention to exchange information between applications
without loss of meaning [153].
1As a ‘datatyping’ language for restricting the structure of XML documents, XML
Schema provides limited semantic description capabilities.
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An RDF statement (or RDF triple) is of the form:
[Subject Property Object]
Herein, a Subject (i.e. an RDF resource) is usually named by a URI
(c.f. Chapter 1) - this includes all the Web’s pages, individual elements
of an XML document, or even a ‘blank node’ [176]. A Property generally
has a name and can be used as “attribute”, e.g. price or title. Practically,
many elements in flat metadata schemas, such as Dublin Core[9], are used
as property; but some elements in non-flat schemas like MODS, ABC,
etc are also used to annotate resource (subject). RDF annotates Web
resources in terms of named Property. Values of named properties (i.e.
Object) can be URIs, Web resources or literals (i.e.data values, such as
integers and strings Note that not only Subject, but also Property and
Object can be Resources, which is argued as an effective way to do lookups
based on other people’s metadata [157].
To represent RDF statement in a machine-processable way, RDF uses
XML syntax, referred to as RDF/XML [153] or Notation 3 (or N3) syntax
of RDF. For verbosity reason, we use in this thesis N3, where each RDF
statement is of the form in Figure 6.2.
@prefix rdf: < http : //www.w3.org/1999/02/22 − rdf − syntax− ns# >
@prefix ex: < http : //example.org# >
@prefix bm: < http : //www.bk.com >
bm:Book01 ex:mytitle “BrokenBack Mountain” ;
ex:mycreator “Annie Proulx” ;
ex:mypublisher :b1 .
:b1 bm:name “Scribner”
Figure 6.2: RDF Data Model
In Figure 6.2, “@prefix” introduces shorthand identification of XML
namespaces and a semicolon “;” indicates another property of the same
subject. In the statements, the resource is bm:Book01, which has two
properties ex:mytitle and ex:mypublisher. Note that :b1 is a blank node
identifier.
In brief, RDF does have some advantages over other alternatives such
as XML. It is a generic open standard whereas many alternatives are either
proprietary or specific to a particular domain. It is the first time to make
possible describing statements via standardized data model (together with
serialization syntax) whereas direct use of XML focuses just on the doc-
ument syntax. By breaking down information into small independent
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units (triples) and using global identifiers for all objects/properties/types
(URIs) it becomes possible to integrate information from several sources
by simply concatenating the sets of the triples and following the new rela-
tions. The data model is sufficiently simple and makes sufficiently few as-
sumptions that it be used to express both structured and semi-structured
data making integration across heterogeneous sources more straightfor-
ward.
RDFS
Often one may need, for example, to specify that “Annie Proulx” is an
instance of the class “Person”. Moreover, one may also want to define
relationships, e.g., teachIn as having a specific domain (the instances in
the class “Person”) and range (the instances in the class “University”).
Although RDF provides a standard syntax to create, exchange and use
statements in the Semantic Web, it does not enable us to describe se-
mantics. RDF Schema (RDFS)[146] is thus designated to handle such
problems.
In RDFS, predefinedWeb resources rdfs:Class,rdfs:Resource,rdfs:Property
can be used to define classes (i.e. concepts), resources and properties
(i.e. roles) respectively. In addition, a set of meta-properties are also
used to represent background assumption in ontologies, namely, rdf:type,
rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain and rdfs:range.
RDFS statements are typically RDF triples. Figure 6.3 illustrates a
fragment of the ontology shown in Figure 6.1.
@prefix rdf: < http : //www.w3.org/1999/02/22 − rdf − syntax− ns# >
@prefix rdfs: < http : //www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf − schema# >
@prefix univ: < http : //www.univ.edu >
univ:University rdf:type rdfs:Class .
univ:Employee rdf:type rdfs:Class .
univ:PublicUniversity rdf:type ; rdfs:subClassOf univ:University .
univ:workIn rdf:type rdfs:Property ;
rdfs:domain univ:Employee ; rdfs:range univ:University .
Figure 6.3: An RDFS ontology
However, RDFS also suffers some limitations. For examples, insuffi-
cient expressiveness which disallows use to express ‘a University is different
from a Employee’ because negation is not supported [177]; few restrictions
on its syntax which can easily leads to confusions [178]. In brief, RDFS
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is a limited ontology language that supports only class and property hier-
archies, as well as domain and range constraints for properties. Hence to
describe advanced more complicated meanings it is crucial to have a more
advanced ontology language having [174].
OWL
Web Ontlogy Language (OWL) [154] facilitates greater machine inter-
pretability of Web content than that supported by RDF and RDFS (also
referred to RDF(S)) . OWL can declare classes and organize these classes
in a subsumption (‘subclass’) hierarchy, as is basic capabilities of RDFS.
Going beyond the capability of RDFS, OWL can specify classes as logical
combinations (intersections, unions or complements) of other classes, or as
enumerations of specified objects. As to properties, in addition to declar-
ing properties as in RDFS by applying subProperty, domain and range,
OWL can also state that a property is transitive, symmetric, functional,
or is the inverse of another property.
However, the major extension over RDFS is that OWL support new
axioms (constraints) along with formal semantics. For examples, OWL
can define all values for a property of instances of a class must belong to
another class (or datatype); at least one value must come from a certain
class (or datatype); and there must be at least or at most a certain number
of distinct values.
The design of OWL is also subject to a variety of influences. As re-
marked in [174], these included influences from established formalisms
and knowledge representation paradigms, influences from existing ontol-
ogy languages and influences from existing Semantic Web languages (e.g.
RDF(S)). We will come to this point in Chapter 7.
6.4 Description Logics and Ontologies
Many approaches to information integration have proved the belief that
it is best to be presented at a conceptual and higher level. Description
Logics 2, first appeared in [179], are a family of object-centered knowledge
representation languages that can be used to represent the knowledge of
an application domain in a structured and formally well-understood way
[180, 181, 19, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186]. A main point is that DLs are
2http://dl.kr.org/dl
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considered as to be attribute logics in knowledge based applications as
they are a good compromise between expressive power and computational
complexity [187]. Therefore, DLs can be used in many ontology integration
applications to describe data semantics and support inferencing.
Here we take an example of describing an extended class ReferentialExpression
in FRBR [46] as follows3:
ReferentialExpression ::=
Expression⊓¬AutonomousExpression⊓(> 1 isReferentiallyRelatedToExpression.Expression)
It means “A ReferentialExpression is something that, amongst other
things, is a Expression but is not a AutonomousExpression and has at least
one referentially related Expressions”.
In fact, DLs have been widely used in many ontology languages, es-
pecially those are described in DLs, such as OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL
[188], which indeed take major roles in building the Semantic Web.
We present next the formal specification of DLs.
6.4.1 Formal Syntax and Semantic of Description Logics
The basic notion in description logics is that they regard a world of entities
that can be grouped into classes, called concepts and that can be related to
each other by binary relationships, called roles [5]. A typical description
logic contains several elementary notions: atomic concepts A and atomic
roles P ; universal concept ⊤ and bottom concept ⊥. More complex con-
cepts and roles from simple one, by applying additional constructors in
description logics, such as, the Boolean constructors conjunction (⊓), and
negation (¬), as well as the existential restriction constructor (∃ R.C), the
value restriction (∀ R.C), and the number restrictions constructor (≥ nR).
These constructors in DLs provide different expressive power. In gen-
eral, DAML+OIL and OWL support SHIQ(D) [189] of description logic.
In Table 6.1), we summarize the syntax and corresponding semantics of
DLs constructors.
In addition to this description formalism, DLs are usually equipped
with a terminological (TBox) and assertional (ABox) formalism. Gener-
ally, terminological axioms are used to introduce names (abbreviations)
for complex descriptions, while the assertional formalism are used to state
properties of individuals [5]. A TBox, is generally a collection of axioms
of the form α ⊑ β or α ≡ β. For every atomic concept A, there is at most
one axiom in TBox whose left-hand side is A. In the ABox, one describes
3For simplicity, we describe them in Prolog syntax
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Table 6.1: Syntax and Semantics of Description Logic Constructors
Construct Name Syntax Semantics
primitive concept A AI
primitive role P P I
universal concept ⊤ ∆I
bottom concept ⊥ ∅
conjunction C1⊓. . .⊓ Cn C
I
1 ∩ . . . ∩ C
I
n
S disjunction C1⊔. . .⊔ Cn C
I
1 ∪ . . . ∪ C
I
n
negation ¬ C ∆I\ CI
subsumption C1 ⊑ C2 C
I
1 ⊆ C
I
2
equivalence C1 ≡ C2 C
I
1 ≡ C
I
2
value restriction ∀ P.C {x ∈ ∆I | P I(x) ∈ CI}
existential restriction ∃ P.C {x ∈ ∆I | P I(x) ∩ CI 6= ∅}
H role subsumption P1 ⊑ P2 P
I
1 ⊆ P
I
2
role equivalence P1 ≡ P2 P
I
1 ≡ P
I
2
O nominal I {o} {o}I ⊆ ∆I , | {o} |= 1
I role inverse P− {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ P I}
number restrictions 6 nP {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) |≥ n}
N (cardinality) > nP {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) |≤ n}
= nP {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) |= n}
qualified number 6 nP.C {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) ∩ CI |≥ n}
Q restrictions > nP.C {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) ∩ CI |≤ n}
= nP.C {x ∈ ∆I | | P I(x) ∩ CI |= n}
Datatype D DI(x) ⊆ ∆ID
datatypeProperty T T I ⊆ ∆I ×∆ID
D value restriction on
data range
∀ T.C {x ∈ ∆I | T I(x) ∈ CI}
existential restriction
on data range
∃ T.d {x ∈ ∆I | T I(x) ∩ CI 6= ∅}
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a specific state of affairs of an application domain in terms of concepts
and roles and some of them may be defined by names of the TBox. In
the ABox, by denoting individual names as a, b, c. Using concepts C and
roles R, one can make assertions of the following two kinds in an ABox:
C(a); R(b; c)
A description logic system not only stores terminologies and assertions,
but also offers services that reason about them. We are to extend the
discussion in the next section.
6.4.2 Description Logics-based Reasoning
Information reasoning makes it possible to deduce new knowledge from
already specified knowledge (e.g. rules) in the Semantic Web. In general,
there are two different approaches. Problem-solving oriented solutions[190,
191], on one hand, are rendered via specific algorithm to proceed from a
given state to a desired goal state. It is part of the large problem process
that includes problem finding and problem shaping.
On the other hand, the most widely applied one is the general logic-
based approach, which exploits inference engines, so as to facilitate ma-
chine understanding of information resources. Given that many ontology
languages are based on description logics for the benefit of a balance be-
tween expressive power and computational complexity, description logics
offer services that reason about terminologies and assertions. Figure 6.4
sketches a knowledge representation system based on DLs.
Figure 6.4: Architecture of a Knowledge Representation System based on
Description Logics. From [5] (pp.50)
In description logics, typical reasoning tasks for a TBox are to de-
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termine whether a description is satisfiable (i.e., non-contradictory), or
whether one subsumes another one. The important tasks in an ABox are
to find out whether its set of assertions is consistent, that is, whether such
assertions entail that a particular individual is an instance of a given con-
cept. According to [5], satisfiability checks of descriptions and consistency
checks of sets of assertions are useful to determine whether a knowledge
base is meaningful at all; while by the subsumption tests, one can organize
the concepts of a terminology into a hierarchy according to their general-
ity. In an analogous speaking, a concept description can be conceived as a
query, describing a set of objects involved. Thus, the answering becomes
a phase of retrieving the individuals that satisfy the query.
Various relationships have already been studied in description logics,
for example, the “isA”, “inverseOf” and ”theSameAs” relationships. Ba-
sically, we can divide them into three major types set out as follows:
• Synonyms: When two different ontologies have the same semantics,
they have a synonym relation with each other. “theSameAs” is an
example;
• Hyponyms: When a term in one ontology is semantically more spe-
cialized than another term in another ontology, they have a hynonym
relation. Eg. “Undergraduate” is hyponym to “student”.
• Hypernym: When a term in one ontology is semantically more gen-
eral than another term in another ontology, they have a hypernym
relation. Eg. “Person” is hypernym to “student”.
In addition, a synonym relation (α ≡ β ) can be further substituted
by two subsumption axioms, α ⊑ β or α ⊒ β. Indeed, most of these re-
lations are hierarchical or similarity based. However, such relations (i.e.,
subsumption) are not powerful enough for our task of semantic searching
across heterogeneous domains, such as a bibliographic publication reposi-
tory and a personal paper collection where may need specify many-to-one,
one-to-many, or other complex relations. Thus, it is necessary to conduct a
further investigation on possible relationships between different metadata
terms, or generally, ontology concepts, so as to facilitate new solutions to
bypass these problems.
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6.5 Inferential Rule based Ontology Translation
Sometimes the expressive power of description logic based ontology lan-
guages is too limited to fulfill advanced requirements in specifying complex
relations. To strengthen the expressive capability, reasoning turn out to
be a feasible mechanism, deducing implicit relations or knowledge out of
predefined rules and explicit facts. Such an approach can be deployed in
the Semantic Web stack [6] (c.f. Figure 6.5) where upper ‘rules’ are used
to extend the capability of ‘ontology’ below. Since the instantiation of the
OWL, attention has turned to the rule layer [192].
Figure 6.5: Semantic Web Track. From [6]
Different kinds of rules might provide us various and flexible meth-
ods to resolve semantic gaps among ontologies, as remarked in [193]. For
examples, standard-rules, for chaining ontologies properties, such as the
transfer of properties from parts to wholes; bridging-rules for reasoning
across domain; mapping rules between Web ontologies for data integration;
querying-rules for expressing complex queries upon the Web; meta-rules
for facilitating ontology engineering (eg. acquisition, validation, mainte-
nance). Further discussion on combining ontologies with inferencing rules
is in Section 8.5.
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6.6 The Importance of Applying Semantic Web
in Digital Libraries
Digital libraries generally contain a large volume of digital documents, fo-
cusing on making their information resources to a wider audience. Within
a pool of heterogeneous and distributed information resources, there is
no excuse for letting users take site-by-site searching. Thus, consider-
able effort is required in creating meaningful metadata, organizing and
annotating digital documents, and making them accessible.
Semantic Web technologies introduced previously provide a set of stan-
dards and languages to facilitate the description of objects and reposito-
ries, such as help establishing common schemas in form of ontologies. Gen-
erally, disadvantages in applying semantic technologies come from extra
cost in computing relationships between concepts/properties. In addition,
they focus more on local and static situations, rather than a distributed
and dynamic environment. However, these disadvantages turn out to be
less important because of more and more powerful processing capability.
Furthermore, by combining with other decentralized infrastructures, eg.
peer-to-peer system, the full potential of the Semantic Web can be ex-
ploited. In other word, Semantic Web technologies can be used to search
distributed information by using peer-to-peer systems as supportive plat-
form.
In fact, Semantic Web technologies has been used in digital libraries
in aspects of user interfaces, human-computer interaction, user profiling,
personalization and user interactions [168]. However, the major capability
of Semantic Web technologies is to enable information sharing in a seman-
tic way, thus it is significant to extend them to address the interoperability
issue - the ”grand challenge” in digital libraries (c.f. Section 6.2).
In the following chapters, we are to describe the process of enriching
metadata with semantic meanings for facilitate semantic searching across
distributed and autonomous digital libraries.
6.7 Chapter Achievement
• Justified the heterogeneity problem, especially the semantic inter-
operability problem is the most challenging one in digital library
applications.
• The Semantic Web languages have been introduced and relations
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among them are also described. Ontologies are justified as a key
enabler in the Semantic Web applications since they can provide
a shared understanding of a domain of interest which is critical to
semantic interoperability.
• Description Logics, the basis of several well-known ontology lan-
guages including OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL, have been introduced
from a conceptual and formal level. Therefore, DLs can be used in
many ontology integration applications to describe data semantics
and support inferencing.
• Predefined inferencing rules can be used to elicit implicit relations
between concepts/properties in ontologies which are sometimes out
of the expressive power of Description Logic based ontology lan-
guages.
• Summarized that digital libraries applications can benefit from ap-
plying Semantic Web technologies, with an emphasized issue for se-
mantic search.
Chapter 7
Semantic Enriched
Metadata Management
7.1 Introduction
In conventional digital libraries, often information searching evolves into
a process of keywords matching on multiple indexed ’metadata fields’ (eg.
music titles and authors). The results, however, frequently contain irrel-
evant information, but at the same time ignore information that contains
similar content. Solutions based on distributed databases have the same
problem — although direct and explicit facts about digital objects can be
stored in database, description of the implicit relations among different
types of information is limited. As pointed out by Huwe[194], users of
such digital libraries are not satisfied with the quality of the depth and
relevancy of information they gather. Researchers thus have to find a bet-
ter way in not only interconnecting autonomous digital libraries, but also
searching across implicitly related information records. Semantic Web
technologies, as presented in previous chapter, turns out to be a feasible
solution for achieving semantic information searching and sharing. In this
chapter, we present the process of generating ontology-enriched metadata
records in local sources. A general process is to be presented for creating
ontological knowledge sources. In addition, different approaches on on-
tology interoperation, namely merging, translation and mapping, will be
described and compared with a special concern on dynamic P2P comput-
ing environments.
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7.2 The Role of Metadata, Context and Ontolo-
gies
In digital library applications, the goal of various metadata standards
is to describe the context/meaning of digital records in a more explicit
way by tagging the digital records with more ’signs’. These metalevel
signs themselves could have further interconnections, such as being tagged
with metametalevel signs. However, the ultimate source of meaning is the
physical world and the agents who use signs (i.e. metadata) to represent
entities in the world and their intentions concerning them[195]. That is,
human intervention is required to appreciate these metadata unless further
mechanism, e.g., interpreter, is appended.
In order to interoperate among heterogeneous but relevant metadata
terms, Kashyap and Sheth [7] proposed to link the metadata terms to
ontological terms, basing on an analysis on a global information system
where many different and possibly heterogeneous information reposito-
ries could be integrated. Figure 7.1 illustrates the mechanism of using
ontologies to expose relations between terms explicitly.
Figure 7.1: The Relations Among Context, Metadata and Ontology.
Adapted from [7].
We bind in this thesis our concerns on metadata to that in [7]. Based
on this view, we investigate how to deploy ontologies to represent rela-
tions between metadata elements in a semantic-enriched manner. That
is, the issue of metadata mapping evolves into processing terminological
relationships between metadata elements across ontologies. Take one sim-
ple example: suppose we have two metadata terms - University and Staff.
It may be easy for human brain to tell that there is a relationship - workIn
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between University and Staff. Unfortunately, current metadata based sys-
tem was found incapable of describing such relationship in a standard and
explicit manner. Herein, with the help of standard ontology languages,
such as RDF(S), we can explicitly specify implicit relationship in a formal
way as illustrated in Figure 7.2. According to levels of formality presented
@prefix rdf: < http : //www.w3.org/1999/02/22 − rdf − syntax− ns# >
@prefix ex: < http : //example.org# >
@prefix univ: < http : //www.university.edu >
univ:University a rdfs:Class ;
univ:Staff a rdfs:Class ;
univ:workIn a rdfs:Property ;
rdfs:domain univ:Staff ;
rdfs:range univ:University
Figure 7.2: Using RDF(S) to Represent Relations between Metadata
Terms
in [196], ontology itself may have varied types as specified as follows:
• Informal Ontology: it is the simplest type and comprises of a set
of concept names/words organized in a hierarchy.
• Terminological Ontology: it consists of a hierarchy of concepts de-
fined by natural language definitions (e.g., WordNet [197]).
• Formal Ontology: it further includes axioms and definitions stated
in a formal language such as OWL [154] and Description Logic.
In this thesis we focus more on terminological ontology and formal
ontology. Approach on using axioms for knowledge inferencing will be
discussed in next chapter.
7.3 Developing Ontological Knowledge Sources
While many approaches are available around the creation and manage-
ment of ontologies, a thorough and systematic process is required for
using ontologies in various applications. By referring to the Knowledge
Process[198] which has been successfully applied inOn-To-Knowledge Method-
ology (OTKM) project[199], we create a process (see Figure 7.3) for devel-
oping ontological knowledge sources with semantically enriched metadata.
Essentially, the process revolves around the following steps, and we
will discuss them in coming sections.
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Figure 7.3: The Development Process for Ontological Knowledge Sources.
• Ontology Creation or Import : The specific ontology shall be created
or imported from other resources so as to fit the conventions of local
metadata repositories.
• Annotation: Implicit semantics shall be represented in an explicit
way via annotation, eg. generate interlinkages among relevant records
by creating relational metadata — based on available ontologies.
• Search and Access: This step satisfies the searches and queries for
information/knowledge by average users.
• Use: The domain experts, or so called knowledge workers, will pro-
cess returned results for further use.
7.3.1 Ontology Creation or Import
Ontology creation and import are the first phase in the enriching metadata
with semantics. Various methodologies exist to conduct the theoretical
approach and different types of ontologies (ie. informal, terminological,
formal ontologies) in different granularities (ie. from specific domains to
interdisciplinary domains) can be created. The general ontology creation
process is illustrated in Figure 7.4:
Figure 7.4: The General Ontology Creation Process.
In this process, domain experts (ie. knowledge engineers) must identify
each concept that is comprised of a terminology, attributes, and relation-
ships among terminologies. Numerous concepts can then be structured as
taxonomy and become domain ontology.
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Building ontologies often involves many ontologies from external sources
as well as existing and newly developed in-house ontologies since creating
a global ontology has been justified infeasible[200]. Often these available
ontologies can be directly imported into building new ontologies. However,
re-organization, pruning and fleshing concepts, relations and individuals
are still necessary to satisfy changed scenarios. The subsequent works are
checking inconsistencies among ontology elements, verifying the final ver-
sion of ontology and publishing it within its intended deployment system.
A critical task in this process is to efficiently elicit concepts from knowl-
edge and create ontology structure. Herein, Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) method [201] has been justified as a feasible approach for facilitat-
ing knowledge acquisition. FCA is a mathematical approach that analyzes
relationships among components and calculates their dependency. First,
this method computes and draws a concept lattice to express the compo-
nents of the knowledge domain, including objects, attributes, and their
relations. Second, mathematic algorithms are used to calculate depen-
dency rates and derive implications regarding their relations. Finally, a
terminology hierarchy is proposed and a concepts hierarchy can be con-
sidered.
The research and projects in the Semantic Web have brought us a
plethora of ontology editors, each having its own specialities and func-
tionalities. These editing tools can help in accomplishing most aspects of
ontology creation, such as map and link between them, compare them,
reconcile and validate them, merge them, and convert them into other
forms. Despite the immaturity of this field, a bunch of ontology editors
are identified — more than 50 overall[202]. Among them some prominent
ontology editors are: Prote´ge´1 , OntoEdit2 and KAON3.
Prote´ge´ is probably the most well-known free and open ontology edi-
tor. The Prote´ge´ platform supports two main ways of modeling ontologies
via the Prote´ge´-Frames and Prote´ge´-OWL editors. At its core, Prote´ge´
implements a rich set of knowledge-modeling structures and actions that
support the creation, visualization, and manipulation of ontologies in vari-
ous representation formats. Prote´ge´ can be customized to provide domain-
friendly support for creating knowledge models and entering data. Prote´ge´
ontologies can be exported into a variety of formats including RDF(S),
OWL, and XML Schema.
1http://protege.stanford.edu
2http://www.ontoprise.com
3http:/kaon.semanticweb.org
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OntoEdit is a commercial ontology editor. Similar to Prote´ge´, it is
based on a flexible plug-in framework. OntoEdit has strong inferencing
capabilities - with interfaces to several information engines.
KAON is not just an open-source ontology editor, but rather an on-
tology management infrastructure targeted for business applications. It
includes a comprehensive tool suite allowing ontology creation and man-
agement. In addition, it provides a framework for building ontology-based
applications. An important focus of KAON is efficient reasoning with on-
tologies.
7.3.2 Enriching Metadata Records with Semantics
As Marshall pointed out, annotations may take many forms and can be
conducted both through automatic and human means[203]. A rough clas-
sification of annotation types (cf.[204]) is as below:
• Textual Annotation: Annotation of this kind adds extra notes are
to metadata records. It is a conventional method which has been
applied for a long time. For example, in the SWISS-PROT Pro-
tein knowledgebase[205], commentary information, such as func-
tions, structure, domains and so on, are also added to specific protein
sequence information. To make it distinct from Semantic Annota-
tion, we assume that textual annotation is not accessible to machine-
processing.
• Link Annotation: It extends the textual annotation notion, where
the content of the annotation is given, not by some text, but by
a link destination and possibly associated behavior. This kind of
annotation is also targeted as human readers.
• Semantic Annotation: Semantic annotation is to tag ontology class
instance data and map it into ontology classes. Annotation of this
kind is targeted for machine-processing — this does bring with the
requirement that implicit relationships be explicitly represented. The
idea of semantic annotation has been pursued in many projects, such
as Ontobroker[206], SHOE[207] and recently CCOHSE[208].
What we want to emphasize is that fully automatic semantic annota-
tions remains an unsolved problem in the process of annotation because
it is not yet possible to automatically identify and classify all entities in
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source documents with complete accuracy[209]. Instead, semi-automatic
approaches are often applied, relying on human intervention at some point
in the annotation process[210].
Semantic annotation serves as a significant role in enabling semantic
search. That is, programs running on the machines (ie. Agents) need
metadata that describes the content of digital objects to perform search-
ing over such resources. Furthermore, information reasoning can be ren-
dered over rich semantic metadata, enhancing the possibility of retrieving
semantically related records.
In digital libraries - the digital face of traditional libraries, digital
records are simply annotated according to prior agreed metadata schemas.
For example, the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set [9] provides 15 core
properties, such as title, subject and date, etc. with descriptive semantic
definitions. One can use these information properties in RDF or even
META tags in HTML documents. For example, statements in Figure 6.2
can be rewritten as shown in Figure 7.5.
@prefix rdf: < http : //www.w3.org/1999/02/22 − rdf − syntax− ns# >
@prefix dc: < http : //purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ >
@prefix bm: < http : //www.bk.com >
bm:Book01 dc:title “Brokenback Mountain” ;
dc:creator “Annie Proulx” ;
dc:publisher :b1 .
:b1 bm:name “Scribner”
Figure 7.5: RDF Data Model
In Figure 7.5, dc:title, dc:creator and dc:publisher (cf. Figure 7.5) sub-
stitue ex:mytitle, ex:mycreator and ex:mypublisher(cf. Figure 6.2) respec-
tively. Thereby, Dublin Core compatible software agents running on dis-
tributed computers can then understand that the title of the Web resource
is “Brokenback Mountain”, and the creator is “Annie Proulx”. This is be-
yond the promises of the statements shown in Figure 6.2 because users can
simply map their elements to corresponding Dublin Core elements which
are shared in a wider landscape. The limitation, at the same time, is that
we can not expect a rich set of pre-defined terms due to the cost.
To cope with the limitation, ontology-based approach is used to spec-
ify not only the meaning of metadata terms, but also the relationships
between them. The feature ‘representation of a shared conceptualiza-
tion’ enables concepts, their relations and even constraints in a domain
to be communicated between people and heterogeneous and distributed
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systems. In contrast, the ontology approach is more flexible than the
prior agreements approach because users have more freedom in customiz-
ing concepts, relations and constraints in ontologies. Typically, users can
specify the meaning of digital objects (through annotations) by asserting
resources as instances of certain concepts and relate a resource to another
resource via some properties defined in ontologies.
7.3.3 Semantic Information Search
Semantic search in this thesis is related to retrieving more relevant results
from repositories scattered across distributed digital libraries, rather than
searching in a non-straightforward and uninterpretable manner. For ex-
ample, a search query like “semantic day seminar” does not denote any
concept and the system just tries to find metadata records containing all
these words. However, if one searches “digital library” which denotes a
subject in computing classification system, the system may return aug-
mented results covering “information search and retrieval” which is rel-
evant to “digital library”. More specifically, domain ontologies are used
to expand search arguments so as to increase results relevance. Query
reformulation is done by transforming original query and using concepts
of the domain ontology.
7.3.4 Semantic Information Usage
The Semantic Web is an open environment in which applications do not
commit on the use of a unique ontology and can always find improvement
in ontologies to better describe/annotate specific content. From search-
ing results returned in previous step, domain experts could test whether
concepts are consistent and integrated and whether one concept has in-
tended meaning or other derived consequences. As a consequence, further
implicit information or rules may be found and used to flesh out available
ontologies. It thus leads to an iterative approach illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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7.4 Interoperating Semantically Heterogeneous
Sources
7.4.1 Current Approaches
The previous section presents the process for creating semantically en-
riched metadata records in source repositories, while in this section ap-
proaches to interoperating with semantically heterogeneous sources will
be discussed.
Different approaches[211, 212, 196, 213] have been conducted recently
in aspect of sharing heterogeneous information. Among them the most
discussed ones are merging, translation and mapping, as illustrated in
Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: The Most Often Applied Methods in Inter-relating Ontologies
Merging
Ontology merging is achieved by merging several source ontologies into
a single target one that unifies all of them[214]. In general case, the
source ontologies would be removed and only the target (merged) ontology
remains. In other words, queries rendered to all participating sources are
formatted according to the merged ontology. A special case is that the
source ontologies are still in use, but along with mappings to the merged
ontology.
The advantage of this approach is thus that the merged ontology con-
tains all information that is needed for interoperation. That is, the merged
ontology virtually substitutes source ontologies.
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Often ontology merging is conducted in a bottom-up manner although
knowledge experts often build ontologies from the top down with grand
conceptions[215]. The weakness is that great efforts are needed to come up
with a merged ontology that correctly resembles all participating ontologies[216].
Obviously, there are considerable overheads in merging a large number of
ontologies, or in situation that ontologies themselves are large (ie. many
concepts and relations). Furthermore, inconsistency would happen in the
resulting ontology[217]. To resolve such inconsistencies, some definitions
must be changed, or some of the types must be relabeled as well.
Mapping
In constrast to ontology merging, the process of ontology mapping expli-
cates relations between two individual ontologies at conceptual level and
mutual interpretations will be established from both sides of systems. I
[218]. That is, instances of the source ontology need to be transformed
into the form of the target ontology entities according to those semantic
relations. To achieve such a function, linguistic, statistical, structural and
logical methods can be used (cf. summary from Harmelen[219]).
• Linguistic Methods: They try to exploit the linguistic labels at-
tached to the concepts in source and target ontologies in order to
discover potential matches. This can be as simple as basic stemming
techniques or calculating Hamming distances, or can use specialized
domain knowledge. An example of this would be that the difference
between Diabetes Melitus type I and Diabetes Melitus type II should
be removed by a standard stemming algorithm.
• Statistical Methods: They typically use instance data to determine
correspondences between concepts: if there is a significant statistical
correlation between the instances of a source-concept and a target-
concept, there is reason to belief that these concepts are strongly
related (by either a subsumption relation, or perhaps even an equiv-
alence relation). These approaches of course rely on the availability
of a sufficiently large corpus of instances that are classified in both
the source and the target ontology.
• Structural Methods: They exploit the graph-structure of the source
and target ontologies, and try to determine similarities between
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these structures, often in coordination with some of the other meth-
ods: if a source- and target-concept have similar linguistic labels,
then dissimilarity of their graph-neighborhoods can be used to detect
homonym problems where purely linguistic methods would falsely
declare a potential mapping.
• Logical Methods: They are most specific to mapping ontologies. In-
stead of simply mapping record-fields or database-schemata, addi-
tional rules could be established indicating relations between source-
and target-concept or attributes.
Today, mappings are still largely conducted by hand, in a labor in-
tensive and error-prone process. As a consequence, semantic interopera-
tion/integration issues have become a key bottleneck in the deployment
of a wide variety of information and knowledge management applications.
The tension of this bottleneck has motivated numerous research activities
[220, 221, 222] in aspects of describing mappings, processing mapping and
generating them automatically/semi-automatically.
Translation
Ontology translation tries to combine both of the advantages of ontol-
ogy mapping and merging. Generally, ontology translation will use a set
of controlled vocabularies or third party ontology as background knowl-
edge when mapping between a source and a target ontology. Two major
methods are shared vocabulary based approach and direct source-to-target
approach. The idea of the former approach is to define a shared/controlled
vocabulary set which be adopted by participating sources. That is, map-
pings only have to be established with the shared vocabulary and relations
with other sources are acquired by terminological reasoning. Ontolingua
[93] is a typical example of this approach. The advantages of this ap-
proach are its scalability since we do not have to set up connections to
other sources. However, creating an appropriate and large scale vocab-
ulary corpus would be extremely difficult. The latter approach, direct
source-to-target approach, is to conduct ontology translation directly from
a source ontology to a target one, without adopting any kind of inter-
lingua. OntoMorph [223] serves as a typical example of this approach,
providing a powerful rule language to represent complex syntactic trans-
formations and a rule interpreter to apply them to arbitrary knowledge
representation language expressions.
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7.4.2 Overview on Semantic Interoperation Methods
Approaches previously mentioned provide a general approach in creating
semantically enriched sources and present general strategies to interoper-
ate with heterogeneous sources. For example, a global schemamerged from
a set of individual sources can provide a reconciled, integrated and virtual
view of the underlying sources — actually a (virtual) global schema is set
as a default assumption in integrating data across federated databases.
In P2P-based digital libraries, however, these strategies may not be
simply ’borrowed’ because of the special features P2P networks hold,
eg. decentralization, dynamism (peer joining and leaving) and autonomy.
Hence, to enable access and interoperation between multiple ontologies
in semantically sound manners, further investigation is highly required.
Herein, a continuum of aforementioned semantic interoperation methods
is illustrated in Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.7: The Continuum of Semantic Interoperation Methods
Reasons for making such a continuum are: 1) for better clarifying
and locating our strategies in P2P setting; 2) these strategies are not
absolutely unrelated (eg. translation based approach can be regarded as
two separated mapping processes).
On one extreme of the continuum, a single merged ontology acts as
a mediator for interpreting specific source ontologies/schemas. As men-
tioned in Section 5.2.2, approaches concerning global ontology/schema
can be rendered in two ways, namely, Global-as-View or Local-as-View
approaches. The GaV-based approach, although it is convenient to refor-
mulate queries according to source schemas, is no longer able to support
the tasks envisaged by large-scale distributed environment, such as dy-
namic P2P systems. That is, it is infeasible to generate a huge global
ontology catering for a large number of semantically heterogeneous meta-
data standards. In contrast, in LaV-based approach which does not rely
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on the global ontology4, one of the challenging issues in LaV-based ap-
proach is to answer queries posed to the global ontology: queries over the
global ontology must be reformulated in terms of a set of queries over the
sources.
On the other extreme of the continuum, the process of ontology map-
ping does not assume any global ontology. Instead, all participating nodes
can be loosely coupled and achieve a certain degree of autonomy. Further-
more, any extension to one ontology will not affect the other ontologies
which have already been included in the system. This approach seems
appropriate for the application scenario of P2P system, however, there is
a critical challenging issue that mapping heterogeneous ontologies is often
expensive and conducted oﬄine by ontology editing tools. It is mandatory
to solve this issue before information searching can be conducted in P2P
systems.
In the middle of the continuum is the translation-based approach which
intends to combine both of the features of ontology merging and mapping.
To achieve it, source ontologies on one hand should be supported so as to
maintain peer’s autonomy; and on the other hand, a set of controlled vo-
cabularies are used to ‘speak the same language’ across source ontologies.
More complicatedly, a virtual ontology or upper level ontology can be
further used or extended as a commonly shared conceptual model. Ob-
viously, approaches of this kind can facilitate mappings between source
ontologies via shared conceptual model.
To make it brief and clear, we summarize comparison results for these
methods in Table 7.1.
From the discussion above, we conclude the adaptability of these three
methods in P2P settings as follows:
• Ontology Merging-based approaches hold some merits, such as ex-
cellent scalability and low computation cost. However, it is not suit-
able for applications where dynamicity and flexibility are unavoid-
able since frequent update of commonly shared ontology/schema
will significantly impair low computation cost. In addition, it is also
widely agreed that tremendous efforts are required to create such a
commonly shared ontology.
• Ontology Translation-based approach looses the requirement on a
unique and commonly shared ontology/schema, replacing it with a
4However, LaV-based approach does assume a global schema ’integrated’ from source
schemas, cf. Section 5.2.2.
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set of controlled vocabularies with background knowledge. Provided
that relations are established between source/target ontology and
different parts of the background knowledge respectively, the relation
between source and target ontologies can thus be generated. The
limitation in this approach is that many practical ontologies are
rather semantically ’lightweight’ and thus do not carry much logical
formalism with them[196].
• Ontology Mapping-based approach fits naturally with the communi-
cation profile of P2P-based systems, but it is also expensive to con-
duct mapping processes, which may put a limit on system scalability
and would in turn impair the potentials of P2P networks. To allevi-
ate such a problem, efficient mapping mechanisms are needed, espe-
cially in aspect of parsing and processing semantic data/information.
7.5 Chapter Achievement
• Semantically enriching metadata is justified as an important phase
in realizing semantic searching across heterogeneous sources.
• Process for developing ontological knowledge sources has been pre-
sented, namely, Ontology creation/import, enriching metadata with
semantics, searching semantic information and using semantic infor-
mation.
• Conventional approaches for interoperating heterogeneous sources,
ie. merging, mapping and translation, have been introduced. These
approaches have been further discussed and compared, with the pur-
pose of studying their adaptabilities in P2P settings. The conclusion
is that there exists no all-purpose solution while system requirements
should be studied before applying specific solutions. For example, if
dynamicity and flexibility is highly demanded in P2P communica-
tions, the merging based approach should not be adapted.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of Semantic Interoperation Approaches in P2P Setting
Feature Merging-based App. Mapping-based App. Translation-based App.
Global Ontol-
ogy
One - One (virtually)
Flexibility Low (A direct mapping
to the global ontology is
mandatory; global ontology
dependent)
Higha Moderate(A virtual global
ontology is composed of
multiple standardized
source ontologies)
Reusability Low (Focus on specific do-
mains)
Moderate(Ontology map-
ping algorithm can be
reused across the ontolo-
gies)
High (Standardized ontolo-
gies/metadata schemas are
highly resusable)
Dynamicity Low (Global ontology must
be updated when peers
leave and join)
High (not affected by peer’s
leaving and joining)
Moderate (Global ontology
and translation rules must
be updated when new on-
tology is added/removed)
Scalability High (In specific domains
where contexts are highly
relevant)
Low (when a large number
of ontologies are involved,
system performance will
decrease because of huge
cost on mappings)
Moderate
Computation
Complexity
Low High Moderate
Semantic Com-
pleteness
Moderate High Moderate
aAdditional mapping is required when searching sources created heterogeneous schema; no global ontology is involved
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Chapter 8
Semantic Relations
Elicitation
From the previous chapter, ontology mapping turns out to be appropri-
ate in P2P-based computing environment, along with research challenges
in enabling online and efficient mappings. This chapter first proposes a
general process for supporting runtime semantic search. Within such a
process, we identify that a critical step is to extract relationships between
heterogeneous ontologies efficiently and effectively. Typical semantic re-
lations (ie. Semantic Bridges) will be discussed in this chapter and a
mechanism of logic-based reasoning will be presented for eliciting semantic
relationships. Finally, we test the feasibility of run-time ontology-mapping
based semantic search method.
8.1 A Process for Enabling Semantic Search in
P2P Network
A process is illustrated in Figure 8.1 for enabling semantic search in P2P
network. The purpose of this process is to achieve real-time mapping
and query reformulation in practical applications, since one peer can not
expect beforehand the metadata schema adopted by incoming queries.
Three phases have been designed for the search process: (1)pre-processing;
(2) semantic elicitation; (3) caching results.
In the phase of Pre-processing, cached mapping results or pre-defined
rules are checked whether available. If mapping results have already been
recorded, query reformulation can be conducted instantly and the phase
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Figure 8.1: The Mapping Process
of mapping will be bypassed.
The Mapping process determines the efficiency and effectiveness of
query reformulation. After receiving a query q and no cached mappings are
found, a new mapping process is triggered for eliciting relations between
two ontologies. Additional information reasoning based on pre-defined
rules can also be applied during this process, with a goal to achieve better
precision (to be discussed in Section 8.5).
In the phase of Caching, in order to make mapping more efficient, our
searching process caches tuples < s, t, Sim(s, t) > after mapping is com-
pleted(via Wordnet) or external rules are inserted (eg. by domain experts,
cf. Section 8.5). When a user performs frequent user ontology mappings,
his partial user ontologies stored in the cache helps save mapping time.
The size of caching the partial ontology mapping results is defined by do-
main administrators. Different peers may be assigned different amount
of caches. For example, super peers could have a large cache while client
peers are allocated with a small cache.
Efficient and accurate mappings from heterogeneous terms in user
queries to those in source ontologies act a significant role in achieving
run-time searching. Hence our focus is to achieve intelligent and proactive
searching services provided that response time is ‘endurable’ in P2P-based
computing environment (eg. less than 5 seconds).
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8.2 General Definitions and Hypotheses
8.2.1 Meanings of ‘Run-time’
In our approach the meaning of run-time in ontology mapping is two-fold.
On one hand, ontology mapping should be conducted online instead of
oﬄine since the mapping process is instant and dynamic. On the other
hand, efficiency should be considered because user queries will be simply
abandoned if large latency is occurred during processing them.
Note that the mapping performed in this approach is partial, handling
only concepts appeared in user queries. Conventional mapping tools usu-
ally work on all concepts and in an oﬄine mode. Instead, our mapping
mechanism aims to be faster when source ontologies are huge and only
a small number of concepts are used in user queries. Actually, from the
perspective of online searching, it has been observed that most people use
only two word phrases in search engines1. It would be a waste of time
and resource to map/align all concepts and properties in corresponding
ontologies.
8.2.2 Peer Communication Model
Each peer in P2P systems can play two complementary roles: information
requestor and provider. Figure 8.2 shows a general peer communication
model based on such roles.
Figure 8.2: The Continuum of Semantic Interoperation Methods
Figure 8.2 illustrates an interaction process between two peers acting
as information requestor and provider respectively. The number above
the arrows indicates the sequence of interaction. Ontology mapping and
1according to OneStat.com: http://www.onestat.com/html/aboutus\ pressbox27.
html
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query reformulation is rendered on phase 3 where the provider will trigger
new mapping process if no cached results can be used. Query resolver
handles query reformulation and search when mapping process is finished.
8.2.3 Research Hypotheses
Hypotheses for the proposed approach are:
1. Global ontology/schema or predefined controlled vocabularies can
not be applied — merging all source ontologies in advance is not
feasible because all the possible merging are not foreseeable;
2. Full autonomy are expected by all peers in P2P systems. In super-
peer systems, only super-peers are regarded to have full indepen-
dence.
8.3 Semantic Elicitation
The meaning of semantic elicitation is three-fold. Firstly, it minimizes the
number of concepts to be mapped between two ontologies such that fewer
resources will be wasted on computing irrelevant concepts. It is especially
important in situation when large ontologies are involved. Secondly, a set
of candidate concepts related to external term is generated. Thirdly, a set
of background knowledge about concepts occurring in the two ontologies
are applied via logic reasoning.
Many mechanisms are proposed to compare semantic similarity be-
tween two strings, for example, longest common substring, longest com-
mon subsequence and hamming distance. These mechanisms are based
on the syntactic meaning (i.e. the spellings) of the two strings instead of
semantic meanings. Take a simple example: concept author and concept
writer are not similar as their morphologies are greatly difference. How-
ever, we know that author and concept writer have similar meanings in
English. Such a fact reflects that semantic meanings of concept names
should be considered as well in addition to morphological approaches. To
define the semantic meanings of the words, we propose to use the Word-
Net ontology[197]. WordNet organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs as synonym sets (ie. synset), which are linked by different
kinds of relations. Resnik[224] first defined the similarity between two con-
cepts lexicalized in WordNet to be the information content of their lowest
super-ordinate (lso) (ie. most specific common subsumer). In WordNet,
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Semantic Distance D can be applied to indicate the similarity between two
concepts. For example, author and writer are semantically related because
they are synonyms in the WordNet ontology and the distance between
them D(author, writer) is zero.
To prune irrelevant concepts, we retrieve the semantic distance of their
concept names which is smaller than or equal to the semantic distance
threshold τ for each pair of concepts between s defined in external ontology
Os and t defined in internal ontology Ot.
D(s, t) ≦ τ
which can be further normalized as below:
Sim(s, t) = τ−D(s,t)τ
The value of similarity Sim(s, t) is ranged from 0 to 1, while a “0”
means the compared items are totally different and a “1” means they are
identical. The top k pairs of concpets (t,s) with highest similarity degree
are selected into a candidate set denoted by Ω. This process is iterated
until no terms can be extracted from incoming queries.
In Section 8.4, we discuss possible relations between concepts. More-
over, user-defined rules, ie. background knowledges, can be applied in
explicating implicit relations between two relevant ontologies. Further
discussion is in Section 8.5.
8.4 Semantic Bridges Between Concepts
Distinct metadata sets can be used for specific domain applications, thus,
specifying the relations between relevant or similar terms becomes very
important for querying. Inspired by the bridge rule in distributed de-
scription logic [225], we study relationships between different conceptual
terms and name them as Semantic Bridge Relations (SBR). Based on prior
works on associating heterogeneous information resources [197, 226, 135,
227, 225, 228, 229, 152], we summarize SBRs as follows:
• Synonym Bridge: This bridge represents the identical or almost close
concepts between different ontologies. For example, the ‘PC’ and
‘Computer’ in different ontologies express the same meaning.
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• Polysemous Bridge. This bridge represents that the same concept in
different ontologies has different meaning. For example, the ‘Doctor’
in different ontologies may represent a man having PhD degree or a
person doctors people. Together with synonym bridge, the problem
that concept having several meanings and various representations
denoting one meaning can be addressed.
• Subsumption Bridge. Processing subsumption is one of Descrip-
tion Logics’ major capabilities. This bridge expresses ‘broader’ or
‘narrower’ relations between different terms — which are normally
named Hypernym Bridge and Hyponym Bridge.
– Hypernym Bridge. This bridge is represents that one word is
more generic or broad than another given word, resulting a
possible hierarchy relations of concepts in different metadata
sets. For example ‘publication’ is hypernymic to ‘book’.
– Hyponym Bridge. This bridge is the opposite of the hyper-
nym one and can also be called ‘isa’ bridge. For example, the
‘Student’ in an ontology has ‘isa’ relation with the ‘Person’ of
another ontology.
• Overlapping Bridge. This bridge expresses the terms in different
metadata sets are similar but absolutely not identical. One typi-
cal example is ‘boat’ and ‘ship’ where the difference between them
is sometimes blurry. Though these terms do not form an equiva-
lence set, each of them can be precisely defined in specific hierarchy.
Yet they are sometimes used loosely and interchangeably in some
scenarios by indicating ‘related terms’.
• Meronym/Holonym Bridge. This bridge represents part-whole re-
lationships between different ontologies, and is also called ‘has a’
bridge. One well-known example is the ‘Tree’ having ‘Root’, and
‘Leaf’ of another ontology. Another example in bibliographic world
is the ‘Thesis’ which generally consists of ’PhDThesis’ and ’Mas-
terThesis’.
• Opposite Bridge. This bridge expresses that two concepts in differ-
ent ontologies have opposite meaning, such as ‘Man’ and ‘Woman’
in different ontologies. The corresponding constructor of opposite
bridge in OWL is ‘complementOf’.
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• Connect-by Bridge. This bridge represents that concepts in different
ontologies can be associated with other terms. For example, ‘Pro-
fessor’ of a faculty ontology and ’PhDStudent’ of a student ontology
can be connected by term ‘Supervise’. If the concepts of different
ontologies are disjoint on the meaning and can not be connected by
some terms, no bridges exist between them.
• Inverse Bridge. The bridge represents that the relations between
different ontologies may be inverse. For example, the role of ‘teach’
in an ontology and the other one ‘taughtBy’ in another ontology are
inverse relations.
In a formal description, a SBR can be written into a tuple:
SBR =< b, s, t, c >
where b is the hypothesized SBR, ie. semantic relation, between the
external (ie. incoming) term s in Ontology Os and internal term t in
Ontology Ot, while c is the confidence level of trusting the SBR, c ∈ [0, 1],
with 1 indicating full confidence(true) and 0 standing for a false SBR. In
this thesis, we consider only synonym (≡), subsumption bridge (⊑, ⊒) in
order to make our work simple. Support for More complex SBRs, such as
inverse, opposite and overlapping, will be considered as future work.
8.5 Semantic Elicitation via Logic Reasoning
8.5.1 Requirements for Describing Complex Relations
Implicitly, ontology-based approaches are based on the assumption that
ontology is generally domain-specific. In a domain specific ontology, from
a theoretical perspective, only concepts and relationships are described
while their relations to external concepts do not need to be presented.
Then, in a highly dynamic situation where multiple ontologies instead of
a globally shared one are found, the relationships between these ontolo-
gies are not defined beforehand. Thus, an extra step, such as ontology
mapping mentioned previously, is required to make explicit the dependen-
cies between concepts in different ontologies such that a consensus can
be reached between mutually independent digital libraries. In conven-
tional metadata mapping solutions, Description Logics-based languages
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(eg. OWL) can use predefined ‘constructors’ to describe relations be-
tween concepts, such as indicating concept A is a ‘subClassOf’ concept B.
However, due to the construction of Description Logics, these constructors
are rather limited in expressing relations between properties (i.e. roles),
although they are advantageous in describing relations between concepts
(e.g., subsumption relation). In addition, Description Logics are incapable
of describing condition based relations. For example, in some universities,
IF a paper is published in the proceedings from a prestigious conference,
THEN this paper can be regarded as (ie. ‘isa’) a journal paper. Roughly,
such conditional relations can be regarded as rules that are able to de-
scribe complex and implicit relations between ontologies. As noted by
Golbreich[230], the advantages of applying rules come from the fact that
they can provide various and flexible methods to resolve semantic gaps
among ontologies, such as: standard-rules for chaining ontology proper-
ties(eg. the transfer of properties from parts to wholes); bridging-rules for
reasoning across domains; mapping rules between Web ontologies for data
integration; querying-rules for expressing complex queries upon the Web;
and meta-rules for facilitating ontology engineering (acquisition, valida-
tion, maintenance).
In order to have an explicit approach, we start with some working
examples. We use selected portions of two bibliographic ontologies used
in two different library collections, dblp bib ontology and ntnu bib ontology,
shown in Figure 8.3.
Example A:Both ontologies have a class named Article. In the dblp bib
ontology, Article is a class that is disjoint with other classes such as Pro-
ceedings and PhDThesis. That is, Article in the dblp bib ontology includes
only articles published in journals. But in the ntnu bib ontology, Article
consists of all articles released in form of a journal, conference or even
thesis. Additionally, the class Series does not have correspondent in the
dblp bib ontology.
Example A shows that similar terms from two distinct ontologies may
have different meanings even if they are obviously derived from the same
controlled vocabulary (eg. the Bibtex terminology). Another case for
complicated semantic discrepancies is inheritance, which allows concepts
to be inherited from basic concepts originated in other ontologies.
Example B: Consider two simply ontologies - dblp bib ontology and
Dublin Core ontology [64], both of which contain the concept Publisher.
Publisher in dblp bib ontology includes only an organization entity, while
in Dublin Core Publisher may include a person, an organization, or even
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Figure 8.3: Portions of two bibliographic ontologies
a service. Thus, if two other ontologies inherit the concept Publisher from
the dblp bib ontology and Dublin Core ontology respectively, the semantic
discrepancies in Publisher between two simply ontologies are thus inherited
from the semantic discrepancies between the dblp bib ontology and Dublin
Core ontology.
With the goal being to search across heterogeneous digital libraries
in a dynamic networking environment, the significance of our work is the
approach we use to explicate complex relations between heterogeneous
ontologies and provide the least semantic loss. The next section addresses
a general process of combining ontologies with rules.
8.5.2 Combining Ontologies with Rules
Keeping in mind that our final goal is to reformulate queries in one ontol-
ogy to queries in another with least loss of semantics, we come to a process
for addressing complex relations between two ontologies. As mentioned in
previous sections, relations among ontologies can be composed as a form
of declarative rules which can be further handled in inference engines. In
our approach, we choose to use the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
[28], which is based on a combination of OWL DL and OWL Lite [154] with
the Unary/Binary Datalog RuleML sublanguages[231], to compose declar-
ative rules. Generally, let S be a SWRL knowledge base, where Lc is a set
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of OWL classes, Lr a set of relations, and Lt a set of OWL constants and
SWRL variables. A SWRL rule is in the form: h1∧ ...∧hn ← b1∧ ...∧ bm,
where hi, bj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m are atoms of the form C(i) with
C ∈ Lc, i ∈ Lt, or R(i, j) with R ∈ Lr, j ∈ Lt.
The feasibility of using SWRL is two-fold. Firstly, it provides a mech-
anism for writing formal meaning of ontologies, including rules written
in an abstract syntax. Secondly, it allows the adaptation of a standard-
ized expression to explicitly describe relations. However, to the best of
our knowledge there is not yet an approach to process multiple ontologies
for the purpose of query reformulation. We decided to use the candidate
set obtained in mapping process which consists of both source and tar-
get ontologies. Actually, it is inspired by application profiles[145] based
applications where schemas consist of elements drawn from one or more
namespaces, combined by implementers, and optimized for a particular lo-
cal application. In addition, as an extension to simply syndicating schemas
together, domain experts describe relations between similar concepts in
form of inferencing rules that can be further processed in inference en-
gines automatically. The entire procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.4.
Figure 8.4: Processing Complex Relations
We call the process logic reasoning based query reformulation. In this
process, we assume there are only two different ontologies, namely the
source ontology and the target one, since queries are generally submitted
from the source peer to the target one. Indeed, any query reformula-
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tion involving multiple parties (≥ 3) can be decomposed into multiple
pair-wise rewritings, so such an assumption can be neglected in a loose
situation. In addition, note that such query reformulation is a process of
semantic translation which is more complicated than semantic mapping
since indicating corresponding mapping rules require more subtle judg-
ments about the relations between concepts in different ontologies. We
break the process into following phases:
1. Mapping: combining all available classes, properties and axioms.
from both the source and target ontologies with an output of a
set of ’mapped’ ontologies. The individual namespaces are used as
prefixes for duplicated entities respectively.
2. Inferencing: it is a manual phase that requires domain experts to
inspect relations between related concepts and compose SWRL rules
in the form: htarget1 ∧ ... ∧ htargetn ← bsource1 ∧ ... ∧ bsourcem, where
inferences rules are drawn from source facts to the target ones.
3. Projection: hold SWRL rules which are expressed in the direction
from source to target.
4. Query Translation: this phase involves transforming facts from the
SWRL ontology part and pre-defined rules from the SWRL rule part.
Herein, in the input and output interfaces of the inference engine
need we a wrapper which implement the syntactic translation for
the input query and the output one respectively.
One possible problem in reasoning over ontologies via SWRL, as pointed
out by Horrocks [232], is that SWRL extends the expressivity of OWL at
the expense of the decidability of query answering operations. Fortunately,
there are several approaches [233, 234, 230] to cope with this problem. In
this thesis, we choose to combine SHIQ(D) [235] and DL-safe rules [236]
to provide reasoning for ontology translation with respect to query re-
formulation. When applying DL-safe rules, each variables in a rule is
required to occur in a non-DL atom in the rule body and thus ensures
that each variable is bound to individuals that are explicitly asserted in
ABox [236, 237]. We refer readers to [236] to have a full description of
the DL-safe rules technique. To conduct the reasoning, inference engines
supporting SHIQ(D) plus DL-safe rules can be applied, eg. KAON2
API2.
2http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/
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8.6 Walk-Through Examples
Using Example A, suppose the source ontology is dblp bib and the ex-
ternal ontology is ntnu bib. The pre-processing phase will check whether
cached mapping information is available for interpreting terms in ntnu bib
to corresponding terms in dblp bib. If not, the next phase of semantic
elicitation will be applied. Firstly, label-based matchmaking applies algo-
rithms measuring ‘distance’ between strings (eg. hamming or levenshtein
algorithms [238, 239]); Secondly, semantic similarity between concepts and
properties are obtained by computing their semantic distance in WordNet.
Finally, a candidate mapping set Ms,t is generated by cutting off candi-
dates whose similarity values are less than predefined threshold value (eg.
0.7). After semantic elicitation, mappings Ms,t between these two on-
tologies could be checked by domain experts manually and particularly,
background knowledge — inferencing rules — can be inserted into Ms,t.
The representation of relations are largely depended on the expert’s com-
prehension and the user’s specific requirements, so the final version of
Ms,t may not be monotonous. However, the rules and relations defined
for concepts must be accepted by participating libraries. In addition to
the axioms in two ontologies, all rules have to be expressed in the direc-
tion from source to target. A portion of resulting ‘knowledge base’ for
Example A is illustrated in Table 23.
Query rewriting is conducted in the following steps:
1. Finding Datalog internal rule in the resulting knowledge base and
rewriting query;
2. Reasoning based on the merged ontology to infer concepts that are
subsumed by the concepts in the query;
3. Rewriting the query in the source ontology to the query in the target
one.
Example A.1 (1:1 mapping): Given a query that obtains “all Jour-
nal papers x published by some one a”.
Q1(x)← Journal(x) ∧ author(x, a)
3We bind our nomenclatures to that in the First Order Logic where lower case letters
from the end of the alphabet stand for variables, lower case letters from the beginning
of the alphabet stand for constants and capital letters relations.
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Table 8.1: The Resulting Knowledge Base in < Os,Ot,Ms,t >
Description Logic Ontologies
Journal ≡ dblp:Article+
Journal ⊑ Periodical∗
Thesis ≡ dblp:PhDThesis ⊔ dblp:MasterThesis
ReferenceBook ≡ dblp:Book
TextBook ≡ dblp:Book
Series 6⊑ dblp.⊤
author ≡ dblp:author
Datalog rules
dblp:Inproceedings(x, y)←
ConferencePaper(x), booktitle(x, y)
Note 1(+): This mapping is created manually since
by label-based mapping, it should be Article ≡
dblp:Article which is not true after analyzing their im-
plicit meanings in dblp bib and ntnu bib respectively.
Note 2(∗): For simplicity, prefixes to concepts and
roles in Os are not shown.
From Table 8.1, since no rules are related to Journal, we thus move to
the description logic ontology mapping part. From there we can find a
correspondent one-to-one (1:1) mapping: Journal ≡ dblp:Article, and Q1
can then be reformulated as:
Rew Q1(x)← dblp:Article(x) ∧ dblp:author(x, a)
However, if Q1 is changed into Q1’: “all Periodical papers (instead of
Journal papers) x published by some one a” where Periodical does not
have any direct correspondent in dblp bib, the direct mapping strategy
will not work. Fortunately, there is a subsumption that indicates Jour-
nal is subsumed by Periodical in ntnu bib, so according to the mapping:
Journal ≡ dblp:Article, a rewritten query exactly as Rew Q1(x) can be
conducted over the dblp bib-created library without affecting the appro-
priate results that should be returned. That is, the result will not affect
precision but will affect recall. Therefore, in our approach, a warning
message will be triggered in this condition.
Example A.2 (1:n mapping): Given a query that obtains “all The-
sis papers x published by someone a”.
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Q2(x)← Thesis(x) ∧ author(x, a)
From Table 8.1, we can translate Q2 into Rew Q2(x) which is basically a
Union query.
Rew Q2(x)←
(dblp:PhDThesis(x1) ∨ dblp:MasterThesis(x2)) ∧ dblp:author(x, a)
⇔
Rew Q2(x)← (dblp:PhDThesis(x1) ∧ dblp:author(x1, a)) ∨
(dblp:MasterThesis(x2) ∧ dblp:author(x2, a))
Example A.3 (m:1 mapping): Given a query that obtains “all
TextBook or ReferenceBook x authored by someone a”.
Q3(x)←
(TextBook(x) ∧ author(x, a)) ∨ (ReferenceBook(x) ∧ author(x, a))
⇔
Q3(x)← (TextBook(x) ∨ReferenceBook(x)) ∧ author(x, a)
From Table 8.1, both of TextBook and ReferenceBook are subsumed by
dblp:Book, a new query can be obtained.
Rew Q3(x)← (dblp:Book(x) ∨ dblp:Book(x)) ∧ author(x, a)
⇔
Rew Q3(x)← dblp:Book(x) ∧ author(x, a)
As different from Example A.1, the rewriting procedure of finding a
superclass in the target ontology will not affect recall (more answers will
be returned) but will affect precision. A warning message will be provided
in this condition as well if Rew Q3(x)s is rendered.
Example A.4 (1:0 mapping): Given a query that obtains “all Series
x authored by someone a”.
Q4(x)← Series(x) ∧ author(x, a))
From Table 8.1, no corresponding mappings or subsumption can be found
for Series to deduce related terms in target ontology dblp bib. It thus
results in that the rewriting process can not be finished, and query Q4
has to be discarded and warning message should be generated.
Example A.5 (rule-based reformulation): Given a query that ob-
tains “all conference proceedings’ names y where someone a has published
papers”
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Q5(z)← author(x, a) ∧ ConferencePaper(x, y) ∧ booktitle(y, z)
From Table 8.1, a Datalog intentional rule as follows is matched in
part of the query Q5:
dblp:Inproceedings(x, y)← ConferencePaper(x), booktitle(x, y)
Therefore, ConferencePaper(x, y)∧booktitle(y, z) is substituted by dblp:Inproceeding
in query Q5; then we can infer author(x, a) into dblp : author(x, a) by
reasoning the merged ontology. Finally, query Rew Q5 is generated as
follows:
Rew Q5(z)← dblp:author(x, a) ∧ dblp:Inproceedings(x, z)
8.7 Evaluation
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of run-time ontol-
ogy mapping. We did not evaluate the performance of semantic elicitation
via logic reasoning although reasoning functionality is implemented. Two
basic reasons are: firstly, the quality of the rules to be provided by users is
unpredictable; secondly, reasoning capabilities of current inference engines
(ie. capability for processing SWRL) are limited. Moreover, we are inter-
ested in the general computation speed and accuracy of ontology mapping
results, so in the evaluation more efforts are put in automatic ontology
mapping. Accordingly, a well-known instance-based ontology mapping
tool — the GLUE project[240] is employeed for comparison purpose.
The nature of the existing ontology mapping tools is different from our
matching mechanism. A fair comparison on the performance is difficult
to carry out. Our mapping mechanism performs mappings for concepts
appear in the incoming queries while existing ontology mapping tools per-
form mappings for all concepts and training instances. Our matching
mechanism must be faster if the source ontologies are huge and only a
small number of concepts are used in the request instance. Moreover,
our design caches historical mapping records and partial user ontologies.
If a cached record is found during mapping, it even fastens our mapping
mechanism. As it is difficult to perform fair comparisons, our experiments
should be carefully designed. The factors that we have considered to be
evaluated are listed in the following section. Evaluation results are going
to be present in the last part of this chapter.
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8.7.1 Evaluation Settings
Evaluation Methodology
Our objective is to design an effective ontology mapping mechanism for
P2P computing environment. The effectiveness can be measured by exe-
cution time, consumed memory and accuracy of the mapping results. The
execution time is measured in unit of second. Consumed memory means
the memory used to store source ontologies, mapping rules, the cached
records and the instances (required in GLUE). To have more useful mea-
sures that have a fixed range and are easy to compare, we borrow from
Information Retrieval [241, 242] the terms of Recall and Precision which
are used to evaluate retrieval performance. Similarly, consider an example
mapping request Q of a reference collection (which is all possible mapping
pairs found in two ontologies) and its set of R of relevant mapping pairs.
Let |R| be the number of mapping pairs in this set. Assume that a given
ontology mapping strategy (which is being evaluated) processes the map-
ping request Q and generates a document answer set A. Let |A| be the
number of mapping pairs in this set. Further, let |Ra| be the number of
mapping pairs in the intersection of the sets R and A. The Recall and
Precision measures can be defined as follows:
• Recall is the fraction of the relevant mapping pairs (ie. the set R)
which has been retrieved, ie., Recall = |Ra||R|
• Precisoin is the fraction of the retrieved mapping pairs which is
relevant, ie., Precisoin = |Ra||A|
To have a single measure, the harmonic measure F of Recall and Pre-
cision [2] is applied as follows:
F = 21
Recall
+ 1
Precision
= 2×Recall×PrecisionPrecision+Recall
Source Ontologies
Three sets of ontologies are used in the evaluation while each set has two
ontologies. The first set of ontologies is small ontologies containing general
terms about ‘time’. The second set contains relatively larger ontologies
specifying ‘bibliographical’ knowledge and the third set is within the do-
main of “tourism”. These sets of ontologies are chosen to show that our
matching mechanism suits different kinds and scales of ontologies. All
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Table 8.2: Two ontologies in ’Time’
Time.daml Time-Entry.owl
Concepts 3 16
Properties 4 47
Language DAML OWL
URI http://www.ai.sri.
com/daml/ontologies/
sri-basic/1-0/Time.
daml
http://www.isi.edu/
∼pan/damltime/
e-entry.owl
Table 8.3: Two ontologies in ’Bibliography’
bibtex.owl publication.owl
Concepts 15 12
Properties 40 30
Language DAML OWL
Namespace http://visus.mit.edu/
bibtex/0.1/bibtex.owl
http://ebiquity.
umbc.edu/ontology/
publication.owl
ontologies used for evaluation are found in the Web, while some of them
are composed in different languages, such as DAML. We adopt OWL as
a standard ontology language and convert those not written in hetero-
geneous language into OWL. Table 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 show corresponding
information about the ontologies used.
Implementation Details
The matching mechanism has been implemented using Java (Java SDK
v5.0) language and OWLAPI[243] and KAON2[244]. The API of KAON2
is capable of manipulating OWL files and providing novel algorithm (ie.
reducing a SHIQ(D) knowledge base to a disjunctive datalog program) for
reasoning.
A normal desktop computer is used as the simulator of query reformu-
lation platform. It executes the mapping mechanism, reasoning, storing
domain ontology, caching mapping results and partial ontologies. The
mapping mechanism takes one source ontology and incoming query as
inputs. In practical experiment, we map source ontology and external on-
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Table 8.4: Two ontologies in ’Tourism’
travel1.owl travel2.owl
Concepts 34 52
Properties 10 107
Language OWL OWL
Namespace http://protege.
stanford.edu/plugins/
owl/owl-library/travel.
owl
http://protege.
stanford.edu/plugins/
owl/protege (local )
ontology1 = D:/Project/mapping/ontologies/bibtex1.owl;
ontology2 = D:/Project/mapping/ontologies/bibtex2.owl;
extract threshold = 0.7
labelonly weight = 0.3
distance weight = 0.5
datatype weight = 0.1
cardinality weight = 0.1
mappingFile = D:/Project/mapping/ontologies/result.txt;
reasoning = NO;
Figure 8.5: Configuration File
tology, instead of designing specific queries and parsing queries. Herein,
we anticipate that the processing time on ontologies themselves is ac-
ceptable. To evaluate the effects brought by reasoning, we focus on the
’execution time’ instead of ’accuracy’ because inferencing rules are created
by domain experts and are assumed to be more precise than automatic
mapping functions. Note that the time spent on investigating and setting
up rules are unpredictable and not counted in the total execution time.
A configuration file is used to define initialization parameters. All pa-
rameters are provided by users and tunable. Herein, we put a threshold
value as 0.7 to filter out ‘unrelated’ mapping pairs. To compare the seman-
tic similarity, we assign a weight of 0.5 to the word distance value. Addi-
tionally, we consider morphological information, such as ‘label’, ‘datatype’
and ‘cardinality’, and in the sample configuration file we have assigned dif-
ferent weights (ie. 0.3, 0.1 and 0.1 respectively) to them (cf. Figure 8.5).
The concepts presented in the queries are matched with the source on-
tology. A matching table with the concepts in the incoming queries and
the concepts in the second ontology are outputted to predefined file (ie.
“mappingFile”).
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8.7.2 Evaluation Results
Three experiments are conducted by using three sets of ontologies. The
sizes of ontologies are from small (eg. Time.owl) to moderate (eg. travel2.owl)
and thus full mappings between ontologies are conducted. As we have an-
ticipated, the experiment results are promising, achieving acceptable ac-
curacy and keeping execution time within sub-second level. The accuracy
is averagely more than 80% (cf. Figure 8.6). Specifically, two ontologies in
domain of ’Bibliography’ achieve best results, finding all relations between
concepts and properties. The reason is that these two ontologies have a
great similarity degree, especially from the name of labels for respective
ontologies. In contrast, when the size of ontologies increase, some irrele-
vant concepts/properties are found related. Take the ’Tourism’ ontologies
for example, ’coach’ is wrongly found related to ’beach’, in addition to the
correct relationships found between ’coach’ and ’car’.
One of the comparable approach is the GLUE project led by Doan[240].
GLUE achieved accuracy ranging from 66 to 97%. However, when process-
ing ontologies of similar sizes, GLUE took 10 to 183 seconds to accomplish
a mapping process, as derived from the evaluation results in [245]. In con-
trast, our design needs roughly 10 times less than in GLUE, ranging from
1 second to 5 seconds (cf. Figure 8.7). One of the major reasons is that
GLUE applies machine learning techniques which require extra phase in
computing instances to train its learner besides comparing the taxonomic
structure of the ontologies.
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Experiments have also been conducted over rule-based reasoning, bas-
ing on KAON2 inference engines. If taking into consideration only the
time in processing rules, we can have promising response time by running
them in KAON2.
Our mapping mechanism has achieved averagely more than 80% accu-
racy within acceptable execution time. That is, it is feasible to apply it
in search in highly distributed environment. Although the GLUE system
is slightly more accurate than our system by comparing instances, it is
more than 100% slower. Setting up rules in our design requires human
intervention in order to realize better mapping results. It is expensive to
conduct this phase though. So in situations where execution time is highly
concerned, this phase can be dropped.
The bottleneck for our mechanism is still at parsing ontologies. In
the above experiments, the larger the source ontologies, the slower are
the parsing. We have attempted to find a better parser. However, only
several parsers, such as Jena[246] and OWLAPI[243] can support most of
the features proposed by OWL. This is also a major reason we did not
consider instance-based ontology mapping as is reported to have higher
precision[240], because there will be a large overhead in parsing instances,
especially when extracting information from large ontologies. Even if in-
stances need to be parsed, such as machine learning-based approach, we
recommend that the number of instances to be processed be minimized
and concepts having relationships and properties be avoided. The most
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effective solution is that a more efficient ontology parser should be de-
signed.
Other optimized approaches, such as caching, can be employed to
speed up the process of obtaining mapping results. One example is dis-
tributed Java Caching System (JCS), which provides a means to manage
cached data of various dynamic natures, supporting high read, low put
applications.
8.8 Chapter Achievement
• Presented a general semantic search process in P2P settings, basing
on ontology mapping approach.
• Presented requirements for describing complex relations in order to
deduce implicit semantic information which can not be handled by
ordinary mapping mechanism.
• Evaluation has been conducted on testing our design and mecha-
nism, justifying the feasbility of ontology mapping-based approach.
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Chapter 9
Prototype Implementation
This chapter introduces the prototype system we have implemented so far.
Our purpose is to justify the feasibility of the proposal, such as real-time
communication between peers and query response time in JXTA-based
digital library systems. We thus focus mainly on justifying functionalities
rather than technical implementation details. The part concerning run-
time query reformulation according to instantly generated mapping results
is left unimplemented in this prototype because of programming workload
and lack of annotated records. However, these functionalities have been
considered when designing the prototype system, and interfaces have been
provided for further extension.
9.1 Prototype Architecture
The prototype architecture is composed of five major parts and Figure
9.1 illustrates the architecture of a generic peer. Note that these parts
are presented from a conceptual model perspective, rather than practical
constituents (eg. objects) in the prototype system.
• Local Original Sources (LOS): Private person may have varied
local repositories to store personal information. These information
could be harvested from different data providers and be in different
formats, such as structured database, unstructured textual file or
semi-structured XML files. The component LOS is responsible for
storing the information and more importantly, converting them into
XML formatted files. That is, LOS provides an interface to have
standardized semi-structured XML files for further processing.
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Figure 9.1: General Peer Architecture
• Converter: The component Converter is responsible for extracting
and re-organizing information from LOS and transforming results
to LPR. Along with such process, converted records are format-
ted in RDF/OWL with semantically enriched information in line
with available ontologies. The LPR is expected to have semantics-
enriched information to be shared with other peers.
• Local Peer Repository (LPR): LPR is the real resource for the
external information searching and internal user browsing and nav-
igating. Nevertheless, strictly speaking, this component is not only
an ontology-based resource but a hierarchical- and knowledge-based
repository. Additionally, SESAME[8], a set of API for managing
RDF files, is used to store and query over local repository, providing
semantic search functionality for the system.
• User Interaction (UI): In this component, users can import records
in RDF into local repository and export returned results to local
system. In UI interface, user can browse and edit mapping results,
and even insert inferencing rules. UI also provides functionalities
that allow for publication of special services, but also the sending of
requests to a crawler for external information collection.
• JXTA Communication Interface: We use in this prototype the
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JXTA framework for constructing a super-peer network and enabling
communication between peers.
• Semantic Enriching Component (SEC): This component is re-
sponsible for not only semantically enriching metadata records in
the process of converting, but also providing supports in creating,
storing and reasoning user-defined inferencing rules.
In a more direct and concise manner, we divide the interactions in
the prototype into four layers(cf. Figure 9.2), ranging from lower physical
communication to upper ‘semantic’ operations.
Figure 9.2: System Communication Layer
At the bottom of Figure 9.2 is the physical communication layer which
is based on former JXTA platform we have developed [247]. The second
layer - storage, uses SESAME API [8] to store metadata records and pro-
cess queries in form of RDF repository. This layer includes both of LOS
and LPR parts shown in Figure 9.1. In the layer of Ontology Manage-
ment, specific ontology mapping algorithm can be applied for interpreting
incoming queries into the one formatted by local format. At the top layer,
rules can be created manually or by using ontology editing toolkit, such
as Protege OWL Plugin1. The functionalities of SEC are realized at this
layer. Finally, inference engine, such as KAON2, can be used to handle
the reasoning task.
1http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/swrl/index.html
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9.2 UML Diagram of Prototype
The upper level UML Class diagram is illustrated in Figure 9.3.
Figure 9.3: Upper Leverl Class Diagram (Interfaces)
Figure 9.3 presents the upper level relationships among different classes.
For brevity, this diagram omits most ‘less important’ and utility classes.
The major objects are Peer Repository and Query. All these objects are
directly or indirectly accessible by object Controller. Instance Peer is
‘generated’ from PeerFactory and may have status, namely ‘connected’,
‘not connected’, ‘local’, ‘dead’ and ‘unknown’. Real-time mapping, and
rule inferencing are left unimplemented, but corresponding interfaces have
been created for further development. For examples, class Rules and class
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QueryExecutor.
9.3 Adopted Technologies
9.3.1 JXTA Framework
JXTA [118] is a P2P interoperability framework created by Sun Microsys-
tems. It provides the minimal requirements for a generic P2P network,
stripping it of all the policy-specific logic and components. This leaves only
the building-block constituents that almost all P2P applications can use,
regardless of their intended users and specific implementation. In other
words, the JXTA components enable and facilitate the simple fabrication
of P2P applications without imposing unnecessary policies or enforcing
specific application operational models.
The core building blocks for JXTA framework are:
• Peers and peer groups: A peer group is a collection of peers that
share resources and services.
• Services: JXTA services are available for shared use by peers within
a peer group. In fact, a peer may join a group primarily to use the
services available within that group.
• Pipes: A pipe instance is, logically speaking, a resource within a
peer group. It forms one way to transfer data, files, information,
code, or multimedia content between peers. JXTA pipes are used to
send messages (with arbitrary content) between peers.
• Messages: JXTA messages are data bundles that are passed from
one peer to another through pipes, including segments of header,
source and target endpoint information, and message digest.
• Advertisements: The content of an advertisement describes the prop-
erties of a JXTA component instance, such as a peer, a peer group,
a pipe, or a service. For example, a peer having access to an adver-
tisement of another peer can try to connect directly to that other
peer. A peer having access to an advertisement of a peer group can
use the advertisement to join that group. The current Internet ana-
logue to an advertisement is the domain name and DNS record of a
Web site.
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An illustration of how peer discovers and joins a ‘peergroup’ is shown
in Figure 9.4. All peers can publish their profiles (i.e., content summary)
in way of ’advertising’. One peer in JXTA can thus discover other peers
by discovering posted ’advertisements’ and then join favorite peer groups.
Communications between peers are conducted by ’pipes’ specifically gen-
erated by them.
Figure 9.4: Peer Discovering and Joining
9.3.2 SESAME
Sesame[8] is an open source Java framework for storing, querying and
reasoning with RDF and RDF Schema. It can be used as a database for
RDF and RDF Schema, or as a Java library for applications that need to
work with RDF internally. For example, suppose one need to read a big
RDF file, find the relevant information for his application, and use that
information. Sesame provides necessary tools to parse, interpret, query
and store all this information.
In Figure 9.5, an overview of Sesame’s overall architecture is given.
At the bottom of Figure 9.5 is the Storage And Inference Layer(SAIL)
API, acting as an internal Sesame API that abstracts from the storage for-
mat used (i.e. whether the data is stored in an RDBMS, in memory, or in
files, for example), and providing also reasoning support. SAIL implemen-
tations can also be stacked on top of each other, to provide functionality
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Figure 9.5: The SESAME architecture, from [8]
such as caching or concurrent access handling. Each Sesame repository
has its own SAIL object to represent it. On top of the SAIL are Sesame’s
functional modules, such as the SeRQL, RQL and RDQL query engines,
the admin module, and RDF export. Access to these functional modules is
available through Sesame’s Access APIs, consisting of two separate parts:
the Repository API and the Graph API. The Repository API provides
high-level access to Sesame repositories, such as querying, storing of rdf
files, extracting RDF, etc. The Graph API provides more fine-grained
support for RDF manipulation, such as adding and removing individual
statements, and creation of small RDF models directly from code. The
two APIs complement each other in functionality, and are in practice of-
ten used together. The Access APIs provide direct access to Sesame’s
functional modules — a client program (for example, a desktop applica-
tion that uses Sesame as a library), or the next component of Sesame’s
architecture, the Sesame server. This is a component that provides HTTP-
based access to Sesame’s APIs. Then, on the remote HTTP client side,
we again find the access APIs, which can again be used for communicat-
ing with Sesame, this time not as a library, but as a server running on a
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remote location.
9.3.3 KAON2
KAON2[244] is an industry strength reasoner for OWL ontologies. The
following functionalities are provided by KAON2:
• KAON2 provides an integrated API for reading, writing, and man-
agement of OWL DL ontologies extended with SWRL rules. Cur-
rently, OWL RDF and OWL XML file formats are supported.
• KAON2 provides a built-in reasoner for OWL DL (except nomi-
nals and datatypes), extended with DL-safe subset of SWRL. (I.e.
KAON2 fully supports SHIQ extended with DL-safe rules.)
• Reasoning is based on novel algorithms, which reduce an OWL on-
tology to a (disjunctive) datalog program. These algorithms allow
KAON2 to handle relatively large ontologies with high efficiency. Its
performance compares favorably with other state-of-the-art OWL
DL reasoners.
• KAON2 supports the answering of conjunctive queries expressed in
SPARQL[248].
• KAON2 supports the DIG interface, and can therefore be used with
ontology editors such as Prote´ge´.
• KAON2 can access information stored in relational databases based
on mappings between ontology entities and database tables.
9.4 GUI
Figure 9.6 illustrates the main user interface of our prototype system.
In Figure 9.6 with a manual peer selection interface. On the left panel,
user can limit the search scope, such as local peer, automatic search and
selected peers. In this figure, user selects the third option and is able to
select specific peers connected. As to the other items on the left, user
can conduct simple search, such as that in search engine, and he can also
submit advanced search by indicating corresponding values. The returned
results are shown on the right panel.
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Figure 9.6: The Prototype GUI
Figure 9.7 shows the manual mapping interface we have implemented
for rule composing purpose. In this component, user can manually spec-
ify the relationships (eg. isA, compose and hasA) between two ontolo-
gies (mainly concepts) with different levels of confidences, namely, high,
medium and low.
Figure 9.7: The Manual Mapping GUI
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9.5 Chapter Achievement
• Presented prototype architecture and abstract model from a general
and extensible point of view. The architecture and abstract model
can also be reused in constructing P2P-based digital library systems.
• Illustrated upper level class diagram of the prototype system. The
class diagram can be widely adopted in applications concerning in-
formation search over P2P-based networks.
• Introduced technologies adopted in the prototype.
• Described GUI interfaces which justify the feasibility of conducting
real-time searching over P2P-based digital library system.
Chapter 10
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the answers to the re-
search questions. Contributions and future work are to be presented as
well.
10.1 Answers to the Research Questions
The main research question, which is presented in Chapter 1, is:
How and to what extent a P2P architecture extended with semantic
technologies can enable search of the same quality as if the system was
one centralized library?
The main research question has been answered, in general, by the eval-
uations on the enhanced super-peer model, the ontology mapping mecha-
nism and as well as the design and implementation of the semantic search
prototype for P2P-based digital libraries. First, we justified that a super-
peer based hybrid infrastructure is appropriate for sharing distributed
information among digital libraries. Second, different ontology interop-
eration methods have been investigated for P2P-based applications while
the ontology mapping approach is more suitable for highly dynamic and
flexibility-required situations. Finally, a JXTA-based framework has also
been applied to implement a super-peer based prototype system to enable
semantic search services.
Our answers to the more specified research questions are as follows:
Q1: How suitable are various P2P infrastructures in decentralized digi-
tal library solutions? Not all P2P infrastructures are suitable for digital
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library applications. Different application scenarios, eg. file sharing or
global schema-based federated searching, may have different requirements
on system architecture. In this thesis, we have proposed a benchmark for
guiding users in choosing appropriate P2P infrastructure under specific
’application scenarios’.
Q2: What kind of metadata interoperation method should be adopted in
P2P-based digital library systems?
As mentioned previously, even in some specific domain such as digital li-
brary, different application scenarios may exist. Therefore, we conclude
that the selection of metadata interoperation method is also application
specific. For example, ontology merging-based approach is suitable for
stable environment where high scalability and low computation cost are
emphasized. In our work where a dynamic P2P network is concerned, we
have chosen to apply the ontology mapping-based approach which pro-
vides maximum flexibility in interoperation among peers. In addition, we
have designed a semantic search process in P2P setting. Evaluation has
shown that this approach is feasible.
Q3:How suitable semantic technologies (ie. ontologies and inference mech-
anisms) are in eliciting implicit semantic relations between schemas and
supporting search?
We have also presented the requirements for describing complex relations
and candidate inferencing engine, such as KAON2, for reasoning over
user-defined rules (eg. in format of SWRL). In addition, we have pre-
sented walk-through examples (cf. Section 8.5) to illustrate a process for
enabling semantic search via setting up complex relations between hetero-
geneous ontologies.
10.2 Contributions
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. An elaborate investigation has been conducted in identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of both peer-to-peer and Semantic Web
technology. Based on the investigation, we concluded that these
two fields are complementary, rather than mutually exclusive. There
are great advantages to be gained by combining them in conducting
semantic searches in a large-scale distributed environment.
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2. A tentative benchmark has been proposed for selecting appropri-
ate peer-to-peer networks for specific digital library construction.
In particular, our project has extended classic super-peer-based net-
works with load-balancing and self-organizing functionalities, thereby
catering for dynamic feature assumed in this work. Evaluation re-
sults have shown such an extended model is able to cope with con-
tinuous departures of peers, overload caused by the joining of peers,
or even a system catastrophe.
3. This work has justified the demand for explicit semantics in enhanc-
ing both searching precision and recall. A semantic search process
has been proposed for facilitating interoperation between heteroge-
neous ontologies in P2P networks, involving runtime ontology map-
ping and logic based reasoning.
4. This work has evaluated run-time ontology mapping mechanism for
semantic search in peer-to-peer network. Evaluation results showed
that run-time ontology-mapping can be achieved in an acceptable
time, such that run-time query reformulation can be realized. To
our knowledge, little work has been conducted in investigating such
issues.
10.3 Limitations and Future Work
This thesis studied two most important technologies nowadays which can
bring great effects to the construction of the future digital library systems.
However, due to the complexity and breadth of P2P network and Semantic
Web technologies, it is almost impossible to cover every aspect which may
turn out to be critical. For example, we do not have a running example
to demonstrate the search process we have proposed.
Unfortunately large scale experiment has not been conducted in prac-
tical applications.
In the current design of our work, we have dropped instance-based
mapping in the process of ontology mapping in order to achieve reason-
able response time. However, the “cost and benefit” issue has not been
researched.
In future work, approaches are still required on lightweight ontology
mapping tools and parsers, aiming to make it flexible to suit in different
devices.
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Another alternative approach for peer-to-peer ontology mappings is to
distribute similarity calculations to different resource-rich peers (eg. super
peers) in the connected P2P networks. Resource-consuming computation,
such as ontology mappings can be distributed to ’idle’ peers such that
machines are better utilized. Distribution of computation tasks can also
help to improve the efficiency of mapping mechanism. If source ontologies
are partitioned and distributed to different peers to perform mapping, it
can effectively reduce the time used for ontology parsing.
It is also important to note that implementation of RDF, OWL, and
the Semantic Web as a whole will be a gradual process. Therefore, the
Semantic Web may initially be restricted to intranet and extranet ap-
plications until questions about information security can be sufficiently
addressed.
The digital library of the 21st century will radically transform how we
interact with information and knowledge. Traditionally, digitized online
information has been dominated by data centers with large collections
indexed and stored by trained professionals. The inception of the World
Wide Web and the network infrastructures for distributed computing have
rapidly developed the technologies of collections for independent commu-
nities. In the foreseeable future, online information will be dominated
by small collections maintained and indexed by individual communities
themselves. Under the compelling vision of Semantic Web, future digi-
tal libraries will rely on scalable semantics, on automatically indexing the
community collections so that users can effectively search within billions
of repositories. The most important feature of the infrastructure shall
therefore be able to support semantic correlation across distributed and
heterogeneous collections.
User authentication in peer-to-peer systems, and efficient intelligent
mapping in peer-to-peer ontology mappings are the suggested future works.
It is believed that there exist many other possible enhancements for ap-
plications and systems in such distributed computing environment. With
the great efforts from the researchers, distributed computing environment
is going to be reality in the very near future.
Appendix A
List of Publications
This appendix lists some of the papers published in conference, workshops,
and as well as journals. Some of the research results have already been
presented in the thesis. To make it concise and referential, we list them
as follows:
1. Hao Ding, Yun Lin, Bin Liu: Towards a Terabyte Digital Library
System. IDEAL 2003: 1042-1046.
Abstract: To access these data quickly and accurately, we are devel-
oping a distributed terabyte text retrieval system. To solve the inter-
operability and extensibility among different information resources,
we introduced our solutions of three kinds of metadata schemes. Fur-
thermore, because of the complexity in Chinese language, we made
an approach in word segment methods to increase the efficiency and
response time of the digital library system. In the testbed, we put an
extra layer in the cache server and designed a new algorithm based
on VSM. With the query cache, system can search less data while
maintaining acceptable retrieval accuracy.
2. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg, Yun Lin: A Vision on Semantic Re-
trieval in P2P Network, in the IEEE 18th International Confer-
ence on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (AINA)
2004: 177-182.
Abstract: P2P systems are a revival paradigm for information shar-
ing among distributed nodes in the network. Currently, many re-
search projects or practical applications have emerged from the early
ICQ, Napster, Gnutella to most recently CAN, Gnougat, etc., but
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few of them support semantic retrieval. The advent of Semantic Web
is a highly innovative manner to enhance both the precision and re-
call simultaneously. This paper investigates a searching problem as
encountered in a tourism scenario. Based on the scenario, we intro-
duce several main requirements for constructing semantic retrieval
in P2P network. Bared an ambitious goal, we describe a prelimi-
nary architecture of average peer. Finally, we offer an approach for
a critical part of the architecture — the wrapper, which aims to al-
leviate the mismatches caused by the content representations among
various peers.
3. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: Towards the Schema Heterogeneity
in Distributed Digital Libraries, in the Proc. of the 6th Interna-
tional Conference on Enterprise Information System(ICEIS) 2004:
307-312.
Abstract: In this paper, we discussed the problems brought by the
schema heterogeneity in general digital library applications, espe-
cially those found in the application of the OAI-PMH protocol. This
paper studies the problem from two perspectives, i.e. the schema
and the architecture respectively. A preliminary architecture is pro-
vided that integrates the ontology, agent, P2P together to support
the schema mapping. A semantic negotiation strategy between the
heterogeneous agents has also been described.
4. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: Exploiting Extended Service-Oriented
Architecture for Federated Digital Libraries. ICADL 2004: 184-194.
Abstract: In order to support various requirements from the user’s
perspective, digital library (DL) systems may need to apply a large
variety of services, such as query services for a specific DL, map-
ping services for mapping and integrating heterogeneous metadata
records, or query modification and expansion services for retrieving
additional relevant documents. This paper focuses on exploiting an
extended Service-Oriented Architecture - Peer-based SOA (PSOA)
for DL development with the goal of alleviating the weaknesses in
the basic SOA infrastructure, especially in the aspects of scalability
and interoperability. We also present our work in how to combine
the Semantic Web and Web Services together to support interoper-
ability over heterogeneous library services. A query service example
is also presented.
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5. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: Choosing Appropriate Peer-to-Peer
Infrastructure for Your Digital Libraries. ICADL 2005: 457-462.
Abstract: Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network aims to be a feasi-
ble platform for building federated but autonomous digital libraries.
However, due to a plethora number of P2P infrastructures and cor-
responding functionalities, it is often not easy to choose appropriate
candidates for specific applications. This paper is devoted for this
issue by comparing some typical P2P systems widely used in digital
library or database communities and extending an open discussion
on how to determine proper infrastructures according to specific sys-
tem requirements.
6. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: Semantic Data Integration Frame-
work in Peer-to-Peer based Digital Libraries. Journal of Digital
Information Management 2005, Volume 3(2).
Abstract: This paper presents our approaches in integrating het-
erogeneous metadata records in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based digital li-
braries (DL). In this paper, the advantages of adapting P2P network
over other approaches are to be presented in searching information
among moderate-sized digital libraries. Before we present the se-
mantic integration solution, we describe the P2P architecture built in
JXTA protocol. By adopting JXTA protocol, peers can automatically
discover the other candidates which can provide most appropriate an-
swers. Such feature is realized by the advertising functionality which
is introduced in the query process in the paper. As to the metadata
integration, since resources may adopt distinct metadata, standard-
ized or non-standardized, we employ the most widely adopted Dublin
Core [17] as the globally shared metadata to sponsor the interopera-
tion. This paper also describes the mechanism of applying inference
rules to convert heterogeneous metadata to local repository.
7. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: Rule-based Metadata Interoperation
in Heterogeneous Digital Libraries, in the Electronic Library Jour-
nal, 2006 (To Appear).
Abstract: This paper describes a system to support querying across
distributed digital libraries created in heterogeneous metadata schemas,
without requiring the availability of a global schema. We investigated
the advantages and weaknesses of ontology based applications and
have justified the utility of inferential rules in expressing complex
relations between metadata terms in different metadata schemas. A
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process is designed for combining ontologies and rules for specify-
ing complex relations between metadata schemas. We collapsed the
process into a set of working phases and provide examples to illus-
trate how to inter-relate two similar bibliographic ontology fragments
for further query reformulation. A new approach is proposed for
facilitating heterogeneous metadata interoperation in digital library
systems as a way of empowering ontologies with rich reasoning ca-
pabilities.
8. Hao Ding, Ingeborg Sølvberg: An Enhanced Super-Peer Model for
Digital Library Construction, in the Proc. of the 7th International
Conference onWeb Information Systems Engineering (WISE), LNCS
4255.
Abstract: Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network has emerged as a
major infrastructure for constructing future digital libraries. Among
various P2P infrastructures, super-peer based P2P network receives
extensive attention because the super-peer paradigm allows a node to
act as not just a client, but also serve for a set of clients. As different
from conventional file-sharing paradigm, digital library applications
have more advanced requirements on system independence/autonomy,
robustness and flexible communication. This paper is devoted for
constructing digital library systems built upon such super-peer based
network, i.e. JXTA framework. Evaluation results are to be pre-
sented concerning network initialization, loading balancing and self-
organizing.
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